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Abstract 

The thesis examines the issues of architectural and urban semiotics in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. It 

rcviews and analyses the changes that have occurred from the onset of Russian nile to the present (2000). 

summarising the changes in the urban fabric that have occurred prior to Soviet rule, during Soviet d e .  and 

since Peresuoika. The inquiry is driven by the reclamation of urban and cultural identities in light of the 

lifting of a hegemonic nile. The author performs a semiological analysis of urban space and artefacts, 

interprcts the results and presents a design intervention for Tashkent's city centre. 

The literature review undertaken prior to the empirical research is thorough and considered to be 

sufficient in providing information to serve this research as well as future endeavours in this area of study 

and in architectural and urban semiotics. The aim of a defined case study is to provide enough information 

as to ailow the reader to develop thoughts beyond those of the author. This is done with a review of various 

sources of information, al1 of which are felt to be critical to the development of a comprehensive 

understanding of Tashkent's urban cultural identiiy. 

The design intervention is intended as a s w i n g  point for future discourse addressing the 

expression of cultural identity through urban artefacts and organisation in Tashkent's city centre. WhiIe the 

design intervention proposes an urban design and organisation, it should not be interpreted as an event or 

artefact that is itself a solution. Rather, the intervention is intended to challenge readers and provide a 

medium through which readcrs propose alternative ideas. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

1 Chapter One: Introduction 

1. I Introduction 

This work is inspired by a number of issues regarding the development of cultural identity. 

Foremost among these is the notion of urban spûce as cultural artefact. In realising that urban form and 

spatial organisation are just as much a representation of the ideologies, values and politics of our culture as 

the instiiutions ihat Our urban spaces contain, one more readily understands that urban form and cultural 

expression are too closely related to be dealt with individually. 

The expression of cultural values and ideologies using the built environment as a medium is 

understood by linguists, architects and semioticians as a non-verbal means of communication. As such, the 

means of communication may be analysed through both qualitative and quantitative mesures, revealing 

meaning (semaniics) and method (syntax) of a culture's language, enabling a cultural mediator, be f i e  

architect urban designer, cultural historian or alike. to peel away the various layers that make up a culture's 

identity. 

Though this is truc of al1 cultures and al1 urban environments, examples of cultures that have 

experienced hegcmonic rule, whether through colonisation, foreign occupation or rnilitary activity such as 

war. provide vivid mdels  of culturaUurban semiotics. The subject of this thesis is the ciitical analysis of 

the rnuhiple layers that collectively form the composite that is at one moment in time a representatim of 

culture. Moreover, in order to provide a vivid example for such an analysis. the author has chosen the city 

of Tashkent in the former Soviet Republic of Uzbekistan as the case study. Tashkent offers a mode1 that is 

both rich with material, having experienced xven decades of Soviet political, social and cultural 

domination. and k ing  at an important time in its evolution. As in many former 'colonies', Tashkent is 

prcscntly in a pcriod o f  transition from Soviet influence to the influences of 'the West', and globalisation. 



As a result, this period of transition could prove to  be both critical and opportune for the development of 

the city as a medium of cultural cxptçssion. 

1.1.1 Problem Statement 

The period of transition that Tashkent culture is cumntly  experiencing provides an opponunity 

not only for empirical analysis of a postcolonial culture, but an opportunity for proactive intervention. 

Tashkcnt culture is between the horns of a dilemma. Without intervention it is quite likely that this period 

may simply result in a uade-off from one hegemonic culture for the next- Tashkent, though a capital city of 

a 'newly independent state', and a major cosmopolitan centre for the entire region o f  Central Asia, faces the 

problem of developing an urban identity. That is to  say, an urban identity chat speaks of its nation and 

people; of  its role in the future of  Central Asia as a coniederation o f  newly independent States; and as a 

distinct urban culture w i h  its own vernacular and expression. 

The issue becomes more complex when the threat of  globalisation is introduced. Even ihrough 

casual observation of the built environment. it is evident that Tashkent is already feeling the initial 

pressures of the 'international culture', and the westemisation of  its urban spaces and artefacts. The 

construction of hotels, restaurants and commercial outleu in a non-specific 'intemational style' are 

bcginning to appear al1 over the city. The city therefore has the opportunity to  take a proactive role in 

prcserving a n d o r  creating its own urban identity, and the rneans of expressing that identity, if it is tnily to 

aspire ro cultural independence as well as political independence. 

1.12 Objectives 

The aim of this study is three-fold. Firstly a semiological analysis o f  urban space will be 

conducted in order to demonstrate the role semiotics and architectonic language plays in cultural 

expression. This will also establish the primary tools that will be employed in the analysis of Tashkent's 

urban space. Specifically, the space (Tashkent's city centre) will be organised into its prirnary spatial 

components - point, line. plane and time. The semiotic analysis will dcvelop a relationship between the 



prirnary components within the space and the culture that it is meant to express. Additionally, a relationship 

will bc dcveloped between the city centre and the city as a whole, with respect to the sarne cnteria as the 

initial analysis. 

Secondly this study examines historic and contemporary Iiterature regarding the development of 

Tashkent's architecture and planning prior to and then during its expenence of the Soviet cultural 

hegemony. Information is drawn from these eras, and integrated with current information regarding 

Tashkent's potential role as a "global ciiy", determining the city's trajectory, and evaluating this in terms of 

its cultural idcntity and resultant spatial organisation, 

Lastly, this study offers an intervention. Spatial and cultural development, from a semiological 

standpoint is integrated and a means of asserting cu1tural identity wirhin the urban environment is 

rtriicuiated. Tashkent's urban identity is also scnitinised chronologically. A discussion ensues regarding: its 

position in time; its role in the past, present and future as cosmopolitan centre of Central Asia; its role as a 

former Soviet capital; its role as regionai centre of Islam; and as the first 'global city* in Centrai Asia. This 

intervention takes the rom of a series of vignettes describing 'potential' urban semiotic scenarios based on 

findings gained through data collection and analysis. The intervention includes the following: a proposal 

for figure-ground ordering for the city centre's 'cultural meeting places'; and a proposal, also in the form of 

a series of vignettes, depicting potential means of semiotic expression for the built environment of 

Tashkent's city centre. 

The data collection and analysis that precede the intervention, and additionalIy provide the 

material for assertions made in the intervention, follow the prirnary means of spatial examination. These 

means are: point (tigure-ground study); Iine (cartographie survey of key points and political borders and 

thcir relation to the spatial order); plane (interviews surveying the cultural plane); and tirne (lessons from 

the p s t  and present, to proceed with a future development) (Tschumi, 1996). 

Further, the intervention can be characterised in t e m  of the final product rcsulting from the 

design analysis. That is to Say, the fom that the final product (the intervention itselt) takes is of key 

irnporrance to the substance of the intervention, and the way this study is ultimately understood. 

Finally the intervention is a discursive instrument, not so much a product in itsclf, but rather a 

catalyst for discussion, raising issues that rnay otherwise go unnoticed, or may be too often viewed in a 



conventional manner. As such the 'product as catalyst for discussion' &es the form of a series of vignettes 

that illustrate potcntial sccnarios and potential patterns of spatial and formal organisation. In doing so, these 

vignettes will ideally provoke debatc and discussion. 

This thesis covers material in a number of subject areas and in doing so will have interest for a 

wide range of people concerned with urbanism- The material covered demonsvates a close association with 

what is typically accepted as urban design and architecture. It deaIs with material such as the built 

environment, typology and culturaiheritage prcservation. As such it is IikeIy to hold interest for pIanners 

and designers. It also deals with the ideal of the expression of political, social and cultural independence 

and how these issues are deait with through a semiotic venue. This should prove io hold interest for both 

semioiicians, bringing them a new dimension for the application of semiological analysis and for 

individuals concerned with the developrnent of social and urban policy, allowiog them to view 'policy' in a 

way that has been diversified by the addition of semiotics. 

1.2 Tactics 

The following will be an introductory description of the means and methods of data gathering that 

wiil comprise the Tactics portion of this thesis. The three tactics include the performing of an interview 

with individuals in the field of urban design and architecture in the city of Tashkent; a photographic survey 

of specific artefacts wiihin the study area; and a cartographie survey of the geography and organisation of 

the study area. 

1.2.1 Interview Instrument 

This study ernploys an open-ended qualitative interview process to gain information regarding the 

current state of urban planning and design, as it has been shaped by the Soviet era. and how it is adapting to 

the new phase associated with political independence. The interviews execute a line of inquiry that 

norrnally relies on subjective opinions. thoughe and preferences. As this thcsis employs the format of a 

case study these types of rcfcrenccs are particularly constructive in developing a qualitativc understanding 

of the case. 



1.2.2 Photographie Survey 

A photographic survey of urban space within the study area is undertaken. This is done in order to 

provide a threedimensional aspect io the patterns of spatial development, and the potential keys to the 

meaning that may be embedded within the area's built form. Additionally the photographic survey is used 

to provide visual matenal for semiotic analysis of particular points within the study area. 

1.2.3 Cartographie Survey 

This study employs a cartographie survey of Tashkent's city centre. This serves to provide 

information regarding the changes chat occur in urban spatial patterns. and to analyse these changes 

chronologically. This method of data colIection surveys two-dimensional (plan-view) representations of the 

study area. Included in this survey are rnaps, diagrarns, technical drawings. blueprints and so forth, but they 

are not limited to type, format or formality. Ideally a cross selection of material, that may include 'informai' 

or 'unconventional' representations of the ares is prefcned. 

1.3 Lirerature Review 

This Iiteraturc review consists of four distinct but ultimately connected sections. Chapter 2 

introduces the subject of semiotics in its purest form. as philosophical and literary tool, as dealt with by the 

"saints" of semiotics - De Saussure. Peirce and Lacan. This will cnable the reader to discover and create a 

fondation for a rather enigmatic body of work. The second portion of Chapter 2 deals with the works of 

Umbcrto Eco, Geoffrey Broadbenk David Chandler. and Cobley and Jansz. Their work regarding the 

semiotics of architecture and the built environment will be reviewed, and salient points will be illustrated. 

The third section of Chapter 2 reviews the works of Gottdicner and Lagopoulos, especially that 

contributing to the highly specialised form of semiotics, known as urban semiotics, or the semiotics of 

sertlemcnt space. These works are analysed in terms of their potential contribution to a synthesis of political 

economy and cultural identity as it relates to the developrnent of the urban environment. Ultimately this 

rcview look for links between cultural semiotics and semiotics of the built environment. 



Though al1 forms of semiotics, and indeed semiosis, are inherently Iinked, divining a relationship 

beiween cultural and urban semiotics, which could serve as a medium to mediate cultural identity in terms 

of urban design, may not be as readily accomplished. As this relationship will prove to be key to the 

development of tools of intervention or mediation in the case study, such an analysis will prove to be of 

significant importance. 

Chapter 3 deals with material regarding Tashkent's urban development, This developrnent will be 

structured into three periods: Pre-Soviet Tashkeni, with a review of fundamental urban artefacts and spatial 

organisation; the Soviet period, with a thorough review of city planning and architectural theories that were 

prominent in the development of urban space in Tashkent during this tirne; and a brief review of material 

regarding the social condition and emerging urban environment in Post Soviet Tashkeni, 

13.1 Semiotics 

This section of the literature review provides two sections that deal with the three main 

semioticians that deal with serniotics in its purest sense. Firstly, Saussure and Peirce are compared for their 

respective approaches to the theoretical foundations of serniotics. Lacan is dealt with in terms of his 

approach to the construct referred to as the signifier. 

1.3.1.1 Saussure & Peirce 

This portion of the Iitcrature review will primarily deal with the work of Jacques Lacan in terms of 

his views on semiotics, specifically regarding the "signifier" and its role in transference of meaning. As 

Lacan follows the school of semiotics that was essentidly founded by Ferdinand de Saussure it becornes 

ncccssary to briefly illustrate the tenets of Saussurian semiotics. But k t ,  a common note on semiotics and 

scrniology. 

Serniotics represents a range of studies in art, literature, anthropoIogy and the rnass media, rather 

than k ing  constituted as an independent acadernic discipline. Those involved in semiotics include 

linguists, philosophers, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, Iiterary, aesthetic and media theorists. 

psychoanalysts and educationalists (Silverman, t999:4). Beyond the rnost basic definition. there is 



considerable variation amongst leading semioticians as to what semiotics involves, It is not only concemed 

with intentional co~munication but also with our ascripuon of significance to anything in the world 

(Chandler 2000:4). 

There are two divergent traditions in semiotics stemming respectively from Saussure and Peirce. 

The differences in the two approaches to semiotics and semiotic analysis can be iilustrated with their 

respective semiotic models. 

For analytical purposes every 'sign' is composed of two components: the signifier and the signified. 

Signifier - the form which the sign takes 

Signified - the concept it represenrs 

The signifier is commonly inierpreted as the material or physical form of the sign. The signified, 

on the other hand. is a mental consuuct - not a material thing at all. The relationship between the signifier 

and the signified is referred to as the 'signification'. This Saussurian model of the 'sign* goes further to 

stress that the signifier and the signified are inseparaMe. This distinction between signitier and signitied has 

sometimes been equaied with the dualism of 'form and content' (Chandler 2000:2). In this type of 

relationship the signifier is seen as the form of the sign and the signified as the content. Saussure's model 

cxcludcs reference to an object existing in the world. The reference is only to a mental concept. The 

Saussurian model of the concept of meaning was purely structural and relational raher than referential. The 

rncaning of signs is seen as lying in their systematic relation to each other rather than in terms of their 

reference to material things (Chandler, 2000). 

Peirce diverges from this model of semiotics. While Saussure offers a binary relationship, which 

constitutes the 'sign', Peirce offers a triadic relationship. 

Representamen - the fonn which the sign 
takes (not necessariiy material) 

Interpretant - not an interprerer bur rather 
rire sense made of rhe sign 

Object - an object to which the sign refers 



Two key points arise from this interpretation of the semiotic model. that distinguishes it from the 

Saussurian model and that conuibute to its exclusion from this study. Firstly the 'inrerpretant' or 'sign 

vehicle', as it is sometimes referred to. is recognised as a sign in itself (Chandler, 2000). The phrase 

'unlimited semiosis' is often used to describe this model, as it l ads  to the notion of a series of successive 

intcrprctations within a sign (potentially ad infinitum) and is therefore beyond the scope of this study. 

Secondly. unlike Saussure's abstract 'significd*, the Peircian 'object* is in fact an object that exists, While 

this does not mean that it is Iimited to physical objects, Peirce allocates a place for objective reality which 

Saussure's rnodel does not (Silverman, 1999). In contrast to the first point, this aspect of the Peircian model 

pu& too suong a limitation on the potential scope of this study. 

13.1.2 Lacan & the Signifier 

In the Saussurian tradition. Jacques Lacan describes the sign in terms of a binary relationship. 

made up of a signifier and a signified. Lacan furthers this model in t e m  of rendering the signification or 

meaning as that arising between these two components. He views this relationship as arbitrary. which leads 

one to believe that he is edging toward a more Pcircian interprctation (Chandler, 2000). Lacan is far frorn 

the Peircian modet, The arbitrary nature of the Lacan model of the signifier-signified relationship is derived 

from the realisation that no one signifier will have a specific signified, particularly through a crosscultural 

dimension (Silverman, 1999). Lacan uses the anaiogy of foreign language and the cross-cultural meaning 

of a word from an unknown or rather unfamiliar language. He uses the example of the word 'rose'. While 

'rose' appears in sirnilar spelling and pronunciation across many different cultures, the meanings that it 

conjures up may be entircly different. 

Lacan continues that the signifier and the signified make up 'signs* in a determinant language 

system (Silverman, 1999). By this it is meant that a sign obtains its meaning or signification only by its 

difference frorn other signs in the same language system. Signification arises out of the relationship of a 

signifier to one or more signifieds in a context of other signifiers, which are present either in a sentence, 

discourse. language, or cultural context. The key aspect of this activity for Lacan, is how the signification 



mises and the sole the signifier plays in this effect, As a result, this type of semiotic analysis places greaux 

ernphasis on the concept of 'structure' (Chandler, 2000). 

Levi-Strauss, another in the Saussurian uadition, is perhaps less concernai with the signifier per 

se, than Lacan. but finds equal value in the production of cultural structures which are reproduced and 

reproducible in many different contexts. For Lacan and Levi-Strauss, structures are made up of signs, each 

sign comprising a piece of the structure. The structure is neither empirical (located in reality) nor 

transcendental (generaung an account or position with respect to the empirical) ( S i l v e m .  1999). The 

structure is Iocated between the two. Thus a structure is not a part of a particular cultural situation. but 

rather is identifiable in many cultural situations. In its most basic terms it is made up of specific 

relationships of key elemenrs. Silverman (1999) uses the example of a myth. Here signifiers may be 

diffcrent from one myth to another, but the relationships could be the same from one cultural context to the 

next. It is important to note that, as Silverman points out, signifiers are based in cultural contexts, but 

through their function in the structure they are abscractable from that context (Silverman 1999:7). 

According to Lacan, the chah of signifiers or the 'syntagmatic chain' is key to an analysis of 

signification, much more so than the one-to-one relationship between the signifier and the signified. Hence, 

what is said adjacent to a signifier might provide more evidence of what is meant than what il denotatively 

States. 

The works of Lacan and Levi-Strauss should prove to be of particular importance in suucturing 

the theoretical underpinnings necessary for this study and its intervention. The nature of the semiotic 

'suucturc' that Silverman outlines in Lacan's mode1 should prove to be ideal both in terms of 'context* 

within an urban environment and within a hegemonic culture's cultural colonisation of a people and place. 

Moreover, the binas, nature of the Saussurian mode1 with its predilection for 'abstract* forms and concepts 

should prove to be appropriate in bridging Soviet hegemony and semiotic space, 



1.3.2 Semiotics of Architecture and the Built Environment 

The works of Geoffey Broadbent and Umberto Eco have proven to be seminal regarding the 

study of the semiotics of architecture. Their work constitutes a significant effort to treat urban design and 

buiIt fom empirkally. As a result cultural expression has entered a realrn of analysis that allows for an 

examination of not only the urban artefact but also the social, economic and cultural spheres that produce 

thcsc arrefacts. 

Eco analyses architectural components in t e m  of their meaning and function. Function is broken 

down into primary and secondary meaning, Eco reviews buildings and their composition in tenns of how 

they communicate with their users. Funhermore, Eco breaks down our understanding and interaction with 

thc built environment into denotative and connotative signs and signification. He has built upon the work of 

Saussure and Peirce and created a body of work that allows architects, urban designers and those who 

interact with such professionals to manipulate the environment and rhercby influence the way users 

understand their environment. 

13.3 Urban Semiotics 

"For urban semiotics in particutar, material objects are the vehicles of 
signification, so that the symbolic act always involves some physical 
objcct as well as social discourse on it. In the case of urban semiotics 
these objccts are the elements of urban space. for example, sueets. 
squares. buildings and façades. Semiotic analysis can also be exiended 
to include codes of property ownership, written texts of planning, the 
plans of a designer, urban discourse by the users of the city, and ml 
cstate advenising." (Gottdiener 1986:3) 

For semiotics the 'urban' has in the past been defined by the precepts of Kevin Lynch and his 

rcductionist approach to physical urban form. Gottdiener (1986) notes that Lynch's reduction of urban 

imagcry to the physical fonn of the city and his smssing of legibility of spatial elements such as path, 

nodc, edge and so on. represented a watershed in architectural analysis. Lynch however has been criticised 

for his techniques of mental mapping and his attempts to get to a deeper understanding of a person's 

awarencss of his environment through perception. 



The focus for Gottdiener however is the possibility of unifying in one domain ihe entire range of 

'semiotic' inquiry inio ihe phenomenon of signification (Gottdiener, 1986). His approach asserts that 

", . semiotic systems contain, besides denotative codes, socially constmcted values or ideotogies which 

opente as connotative codes inseparable from denotation" (Gottdiener. 1986). His position would imply 

that the object of semiotic analysis is ideology, or more accurately, ideological systems, which are observed 

cmpirically and which are culturally specific. This differs somewhat from the Lacanian notion of 

signification being caught between the empirical and the transcendentai. but nevertheless allows for a 

reinterpretation of the role that ideology can play in the production of urban space and human settlement. 

Gottdiener (1986) continues by pointing out thai the application of semiotics to the study of 

ideology asserts that the objects of analysis can also include the culturaily specific value systems operatine 

behind the languages of religion. philosophical discourse or even scientific theories. This argument is made 

primarily to contrast the precepts which Lynch has put forth, and which have corne to dominate the 

mainstrearn discourse concerning semiotics of the urban environment. 

Lynch is further criticised for k ing  too focused on activity within an urban environment or city 

space. and that his style of analysis ignores the 'meaningful* (Gottdiener, 1986) aspects of the environment. 

While Lynch is categorised as believing that human activity 'adapts* to irs environment, oihers including 

Lednit, are felt to be bo~h more progressive and more socially attuned to urban settlement. They have 

adopted the belief that urban inhabitants actively play a role in the production and use of ihe urban milieu 

through urban practices (Gottdiener 1986:7). 

1.3.3.1 Urban Design and Planning 

In addition to the materia1 covered in the review of semiotics and the built environment, this study 

will also engage material that is pcrhaps more conventionally linked CO urban planning and design. Since 

semiotics is a subject matter that is often very rernoved from typical planning and place-making work, 

particularly in the realrn of Central Asian colonial and postcolonial architecture and planning, a body of 

work will need to be used to help bridge this gap, or rather to make the transition more smooih for those 

planners and designers that have no prcvious grounding in scmiology. 



In part this literature is made up of the works of Franck, Schneekloth and Brill. In their works the 

authors' contemporary views on place-making, archetypes and organisational principles of space provide 

for a common body of literature that deal both with place-making, as to be expected, and with d a n  

typologies, which indirectly links the material to a semiological analysis. 

Further, urban typologies and spatial organisation in international settings are dealt with in the 

works of H. Dandekar. Her edited works regarding spatial organisation and how it is influenced by 

globalisation is considered. These collected works provide a perspective on international scenarios dealing 

with issues, fundamentaliy Iinkcd to thc subject matter of this study- 

1.35 Soviet Hegemony in Uzbekistan 

The material provided in this portion of the literature review covers Tashkent and its city centre 

prior to colonial control. during the Soviet period and subsqwnt to Petestroika. Additionally, a bnef 

sumrnary of this stage of the literature review is incfuded. 

1.3.5.1 Site Analysis Materials 

This section of the thesis deals with material that responds to the nature of the situation in 

Tashkent, Uzbekistan. and more specifically the city centre. Because this study engages a semiotic ana1ysis 

of urban spatial form in a culture enduring transition, performing a 'site analysis' could not be done entirely 

in a conventional way. By this, it is meant that the site was analysed b t h  in terms of a traditional physical 

account of the urban space that is the city centre, but also as a culturai analysis. Though this may in fact be 

a pan of a 'traditional' site analysis. in terms of population and human activity, this study has attempted to 

carry out the cultural portion of the site analysis in terms of political and social change. In thcse t e m ,  the 

history of the city centre is analysed as it has adoptai various roles within the city proper and within the 

culture of Tashkent. 

In this capacity the literature review includes histoncal and political documentation rcgarding the 

city centre's physical and social development. 



Ultimately. the various components that collectively make up the Iiterature that is the adjunct 

subject rnatter of this thesis. are treated in such a manner as to expose the links that can be developed in 

ordcr to design an intervention that most effeciively mediates the question of cultural identity in Tashkent's 

ci!y centre. As it is the belief of the author that the dilemma of culiural expression in urban spatial 

organisation is not simply a matter for one branch of semiotics, the cultural and urban semiotic analyses are 

treated without discrimination, save for the notion of human cultural expression. While the author accepts 

that urban spatial form is the medium by which cultural identity is expressed in ~his  case study, it is also 

recognised that urban spatial organisation is comprised of many components, only one of which is the 

physical space. 

1.4 Organisanon of the Thesis 

This section of the thesis provides a brief summary by chapter outlining the contents and aims of 

each. 

1.4.1 Breakdown of Chapters 

This thesis has been organised into seven chapters. Chapter One inuoduces the subject matrer 

discussed in the thesis. There is also a demonstration of the author's knowledge of the subject matter and 

the intercsts that have driven the author to engage in this particular field of urban planning and design. 

Additionally, the author explains the aim and objectives for the study. and how the study was conducted. 

Chapter Two begins the literature review of the various components that collectively comprise the 

subject matter under scrutiny in this thesis. Chapter two specifically deals with the subject of semiotics, and 

the semiotics of the built environment. Here the author lays out and scmtinises the science of built fom 

semiology demonstrating its value and use in the study of cultural identity. 

Chapter Three furthers the Iiterature review by examining a body of work collectivcly entitled 

'Soviet cultural hegemony*. This refers to attitudes and actions. both culturally and politically, between the 



Soviet forces of administration and the people of Uzbekistan (Tashkent), Further, this chapter specifically 

examines hegemony in term of the Soviet Union's relationship to Uzbekistan, conveying the findings 

through the example of Uzbekistan anâ its capital city. Tashkent. This section furthers this line of analysis 

by examining changes in Tashkent's (city centre) planning and design, cultural make-up, and role as an 

instrument of communication in hegemonic conditions. This chapter is proven an elaborated site analysis of 

the culturai, political, social and physical condition of the case study site. 

Chapter Four explains the tactics (research methods) used to collect and analyse information for 

the thesis. As a case study this thesis comprises an analysis of a specific land area and a speçiiied set of 

urban artefacts. Ariefacts include objects and spaces at both the macro-scale and the micro-xale. As the 

two primary conuasting layers (Soviet-political organisation. and Traditional (Uzbek)commerciaV[slamic 

organisation) of semiological form and space play the key roles in this anaiysis, specific elements such as 

thc bazaru (commercial). the Park in Honour of Karl Marx (political), and Soviet residential patterns 

(political), are analysed in terms of micro-scale wban elements. At the macro-scaie, contrasting 

organisationai patterns and spatial relationships are used in the analysis. 

Chapter Five examines the outcomes from the tactics used in the collection of inforniation- The 

results of the interviews, the cartographie and photographic analyses are scrutinised and the findings are 

evaluated in temis of the contributions they can make to the design intervention. In this line of analysis, the 

tactics used to obtain valuable resuI~s will be examinecl in terms of their synthesis within the design 

intervention. 

Chapter Six consists of the design intervention. The intervention is based largely on the results of 

the literature review, and the results from the site analysis. 

Chapter Seven provides a surnmary of the thesis's direction. findings and recomrnendations. 



1.5 Setting Limiîs 

This portion of the thesis outlines the biases and me limitations that are prevalent in the 

construction of this thesis, particularly relating to the nature of the material and the abilities of the 

investigator. 

In deaiing with semiotics and the urban environment the likelihood of rnisinierprctation is quite 

high. The structure of semiology as a social science can be particularly probtematic. particularly when 

dealing with issues such as cultural expression and artefact. Moreover, this study was conducted cross- 

culturally. heightening the possibility of even greater misinterpretation, or misrepresentation both during 

the execution of the research and in the analysis of the collected data- 

Additionally, there is an inherent bias in the idea of intervention. In taking steps to act on an 

analysis of a situation, the mediator (person intervening) has made the assumption that sihe can both act in 

a responsible and beneficial rnanner. and the mediation is desired. As this thesis considers in a design 

intervention it is quite likely that both the act of intervening and the intervention itself should be highly 

scrutinised. 

1.5.2 Limitations 

The limitaiions of this study are numerous. Firstly, the scope of the analysis and the intervention 

are limiicd gcographically. The study ares is divided into two parts - a primary and secondary geographical 

space. The primary space is bounded by the definition of Tashkent's City Centre (see City Cenue Study 

Area). It is within this space that the research was camed out, and for which the analysis was undertaken. 

Additionally, it is within this space that the intervention is carried out. The secondary space is defincd as 

ihat of ihe city of Tashkent in its geographic entirety. This space is used as a point of reference only, king 

treatcd as a basis for helpfully defining the role of the City Centre. 



Other limitations include the definition of the elements of spatial organisation (see sections 2.2, 

2.3, 2-41, and the definition of the set of cultural meeting places (see section 4.3). The choices for these are 

based on the author's interpretation of places where populations gather and celebrate, in some fashion, 

qualities of their culture. As such, it may be suggested that the= are an infinite number and type of such 

places, depending on how one chooses to define "cetebration of culture" as a collective social zct- For the 

purposes of scale, and to make for a more manageable research projech these have been predetermined. 



CHAPTER 2 
SEMIOTICS AND URBAN SPATIAL ORGANISATION 

2.1 Semiotics 

Though the term 'semiotics' is already defined in the introduction, it is nevertheles necessary to 

reiterate this definition, as the understanding of the this term is critical to a well-rounded understanding of 

the materiaf that appears later in this study. Therefore, one can begin with the definition of the term 

'semiotics' in the framework of its beginnings as a study of signs. 

The word 'semiotics' cornes from the Greek root seme. as  in semeiorikos, an interpreter of signs. 

Semioiics as a discipline is simply the analysis of signs or the study of the functioning of sign systems 

(Cobley and Jansz, 1998). The notion that sign systems are of great consequence is easy to understand; 

howevcr, the recognition that there is a need to study sign systerns is very much a modern phenomenon 

(Cobley and Jansz, 1998). 

In order to begin with the study of semiotics one must first look to the initial works of the Swiss 

born Iinguist, Ferdinand de Saussure (1 857-19 13). Saussure's approach to language differed fundarnentaily 

from that which nineteenth century philologists had offered at the time (Cobley and Jansz. 1998). His views 

opposed those of the diachronie camp of linguists that analysed changes that took place over time in 

specific languages. Saussure, on the other hand, pursued a synchronic linguistics. He offered an analysis of 

the state of language in general and an understanding of the conditions for existence of any language 

(Cobley and Jansz 1998). The focus of Saussure's synchronic approach was the nature of the linguistic 

sign. Through this he was able to make a number of crucial points which are integral to any understanding 

of the European study of sign systerns. 

Saussure defined the linguistic sign as a two-sidcd entity, or a dyad. One side of the sign was what 

hc called the signifier. A signifier is the thoroughly material aspect of a sign. Inseparable from the signifier 

in any sign is what Saussure cal1 the signified. The signified is a mental concept (Chandler. 2000). In most 

cases the Ianguage of semiotics tends to use terms in a way that may not be readily comprehended by the 

readcr. A vcry simple example is often used to illustrate the point. 



Taking the word 'city' from ihe English language. one cm recognise the constituent signifiers as 

being /c/, T i ,  /t/ and /y/. That which is engendered for the hearer is not the 'real* city, but a mental concept 

of 'cityness'. The hearer associates this sound with certain qualities or characteristics that hdshe has corne 

to understand as king 'cityness'. such as  buildings, streets, cars. people, noise, pavement and so on. The 

' r d '  city that is king referred to may in fact be very different from what is being imagined as the general 

'city'. 

Saussure, it would Sem, believed that the ptocess of communication through language involves 

the transfer of the contenls of minds (Cobley and Jansz, 1998). Paramount in Saussure's understanding of 

the linguistic sign is the arbitrary nature of the relationship between the signifier and the signified 

(Chandler, 2000). Arbitrary here rneans that the signified (in the example of the 'city', the mental concept 

of the city) is not engendered by the signifier (the sounds of /c/, rd, /t/, /y/). The best way to illustrate this is 

by saying the word 'city' to a speaker of Turkish or some other language other than English. For this 

person the sound and visual representation of the word 'city' has no meaning related to that person's 

understanding of city or cityness. Additionally the word itself, for speakers of English, could quite easily 

be substituted with another word or sign. If enough people agreed that the word 'city' was obsolete. it could 

be substituted with any other sound (e-g. blongo), and if used among these people to mean city, then this 

would becorne the signifier of city. 

Since this seerns to bc the case, Saussure postulated that there is no natural relationship between 

the signifier and the signified. In other words, certain sounds or visual forms were not inherently associated 

with particular mental concepts. However, with only this as an explanation, it was Ieft unclear how certain 

signs could act as  signifiers (Cobley & Jansz, 1998). Saussure explains this phenornenon in two p w ,  both 

of which seem to require one another in order to operate. 

Firstly, there is signitication by virtue of difference. This is meant to indicate that the signifiers are 

distinguished from one another, and are therefore associated with particular signifie&. by the nature of 

what they are not (DeeIy, 1990). A city is not a dog, and this is represented by the sign's differentiation in 

sound and form. The second part of this signifier-signilied relationship is the fact that there must be an 

agreement of usage or signifier status (Deely, 1990). This, in linguistic circles takes the form of what is 



called a speech community. A speech community can be defined as a collectivity (people) that agrees upon 

the signifier and its signification (Scalvini, 1980). 

Sausurre furthers this model when he describes language as a system. The system, as it is 

described, is broken up into two parts. First ihere is the parole, or individual acts of speech. Second there is 

the langue. which is the system of differences between signs, as described above (Cobley & Jansz, 1998). 

The langue cm be thought of as  a communal cupboard where al1 possible signs of a particular language 

system are stored, ready to be acccssed and used in the creation of a parole (Chandler, 2000). 

2.1.1 Syntagms and Paradigms 

Saussure gives further structure to language in his rules of combination (syntagmatic relations) 

and substitution (paradigrnatic relations). In ihis Saussure envisions language as having a similar structure 

as that of a Cartesian plane with. its dcscriptivç CO-ordinates given by the x and y axis of a graph (Cobley & 

Jansz. 1998). 

Syntagmatic relations. and the rules governing those relations, essentially give a parole its 

structure. In linguistics the parole with structure can in fact be described as a syntagm, govemed by 

syntactic niles (Taborsky, 1998). A syntagm in a spoken or written Ianguage can be r egded  as a !inear 

combination of signs. This linear combination can be a sentence, or a phrase such as 'The cat sat on the 

mat.' Here the parole (in this case a written or verbal utterance) has a specific structure with a specific 

syntactic ordering of signs. In a syntagm the individual signs relate to one another in a specific way, giving 

the parole a particular structure and therefore a particular meaning or signification (Taborsky, 1998). The 

placement of the sign kat' is allowed by specific syntactic rules. 'Cat* is preceded by a definite article and 

followed by a verb. 

Syntagrnatic relations account for the signification that can occor as a collection of individual 

signs (Chandler, 2000). That is to say, as each individual sign component of the syntagm will have a 

distinct signification, so too will the syntagm in its entirety. Here the relationship between the signs 

designates a signification that is sometimes more than the sum of the individual components. This can be 

illustraicd with an examplc of a syntagm that appears on American currency. "In God We Trust" appears 



to, and does more than. indicate that Amencans put their trust in God. It gocs beyond this to indicate a 

pledge of aliegiance to a greater power ihan ourselves, and alludes to a collectivity of Amencans as ''we". 

Chains of signs operating in this fashion have a further quality that increases their complexity two- 

fold. The individual signs in a syntagmatic chain are flexible in t e m  of their substitution for other signs. 

This is what is called a paradigmatic relationship in sign chains (Deely, 1990). 

Paradigmatic in this instance refers to the ability of the chain to substitute specific signs for others, 

as long as they fit within the structural mies of the chain and comply with logical reasoning (Deely, 1990). 

'Thc cat sat on the 5." This is substitution that neither fi& within the rules of syntax (5 in not a noun) nor in 

tcrms of logical comprehension. Adhering to the niles of paradigmatic relations, substitutingj7oor or m g  or 

carpet would certainly make sense in terms of the rutes of patadigmatic and logical expression. 

2.1.2 Denotation and Connotation 

Signs and systems of signs (chains and Ionger Iinear combinations) can be said to relate to their 

signifieds in two different ways (Chandler, 2000). First, to recap, the sign is made up of the signifier 

(material object) that represents a signifled (mental concept). The relationship between these two 

components is referred to as signification or 'giving meaning'. However this relatively simple equation 

becomes somewhat more complex when one understands that the way in which a signifier cari act may 

v w -  

Denotation refers to the signifier's direct representation of a rnaterial object or idea (Scalvini, 

1980). That is to say, the signifier (a visual or verbal representation) is read literatly. As an example, an 

image of the World Trade Centre towers in Manhattan, New York denotes just that. the World Trade 

Centre buildings. However there is alternative and complimenmry form of signification that can be 

intcrpreted or read from such an image. The picture of the World Trade Centre can be read as an image 

invoking notions of world commerce, or the achievement of g las  and steel construction in the modernist 

pcricd of architecture, or the afiluence of the business district in Manhattan. An image of a white dove can 

be read as both a picture of a specific phylum of the omithological kingdom and as a symbol of peace. n i e  

cxample earlicr of the message on the American dollar bill also displays this tendency to connote other 



ideas beyond what is literally read from the sign. This second level of reading a sign is what is referred to 

as connotation (Scalvini, 1980). 

Roland Barihes (1986) makes reference to the relationship chat exists in societies when they go 

a b u t  advenising themselves. The tourist board may be cited as an example that uses the relationship 

bctween denoiative images and connotative meanings io falsel y portray tourist locations. Shamrock Tours, 

a tourist agency managing flights and hotefs and excursions in Ireland advertises their service thmugh what 

they perceive as the type of rich 'Irishness' that they can use to seduce their prospective clientele. In their 

television advertisement they rapidly show images of smiling. laughing people, drinking a pint of Guinness. 

v a t  expanses of green fields and an elderly couple doing a jig in an old fashioned pub. These images, like 

most tourist-related advenising, are meant to conjure up feelings of real or authentic Irish experiences that 

you may have if you buy this service. The denotative aspects of the images are fairly normal. That is to 

Say, they arc al1 things that you are likely to see if you do go to Ireland. However, the connotations that are 

fabricated from thesc images are false. First of al], "Irishness' cannot be capiured in a thirty-second time 

dot, with a hand-full of images porvaying certain services of the tourist and commercial industries. 

Moreover. these images are used because the advertising agencies are relying on the fact that those people 

who will buy their service believe certain things about what it is to be Irish. 

Distilling Irishness down into a few images of stereotypical activities or notions seems to be a 

potentially pejorative act. This, however, does not seem to be the case. Sales have resulted fram this 

advertisement and there has not been any negative backlash from their prtrayal of Ireland and Irishness. 

But the core problem stiil exists. The connotative abilities of the images (signs) have been falsety 

manipulated by the image's denotative qualities. 



2.1.4 Messages 

Barthes ( 1 986) mats the denotatiueconnotative relationshi p in a rather uniquely anal ytical way. 

Signs, which for the most part are advertising images in Barthes* examples, are broken up into three 

categories. The first of which is the linguistic message, which refers to al1 the words in the advertisernent. 

The second part of this analytical breakdown is the coded iconic message, which refers to the connoîations 

(derived from the larger sign system of society) in the advertisernent Thirdly there is the non-cded iconic 

message, which refers to the denotations in the advertisement (Cobley & Jansz, 1998). 

En the example of the Irish Tourist Service it is possibie to break down the components of the 

advertisernent according to Barthes' model. The name of the Company 'Shamrock', the telephone number 

and mailing address are al1 part of the linguistic message. The authenticity and genuine culture of Ireland is 

the coded iconic message. The images of the green fields, the pints of Guinness and the elderly couple 

dancing the jig are al1 denotative signs. 

IL should bc noted that in Barthes' mdel  of analysis (Cobley & Jansz, 1998) the order in which 

the messages are placed is of major importance. The order represents the manner in which a consumer 

rcads a sign. First the words, then the connotative meanings and, IastIy, the Iiteral image or sign. 

2.2 Senriotics of the Built Landscape 

The study of signification of elemcnts in the built landscape is not restricted CO the field of Urban 

Semiotics. Cognitive geography and environmental psychology for example, fields of study that eiiher 

directly or indirectly deal with the signification of the components of the built landscape (Broadbent, 1980). 

These cornponents are idencificd as material objects, and as such they are the vehicles of signification. 

Signification can be understood in terms of the built landscape as a symbolic act that involves 

some physical object as well as some discourse on that object. In the case of urban semiotics these material 

objects may include elements as familiar as streets, sidewalks, tree plantings, public squares, building 

facades and buildings themsclves (Barthes, 1980). 

Barthes (1980) refers to urban semiotics as the 'study of the process of connotation or social 

signification of cultural objects relating to ascribed values.' Eco (1980) refers to al1 sign systems as a 



cultural phenomenon, and represents culture as a form of communication, within which architecture [the 

design of the buil t landscape] is of particular importance. 

2.2.1 Architecture and Communication 

Firstly, if this is going to be a discussion of the means by which architecture and communication 

can be viewed as connected processes, or how architecture may communicate specific ideas, then it must be 

apparent, at least for the purposes of this discussion, what is defined as architecture. For this study 

architecture will find a definition as that ponion of the environment that is human-made. More speciftcally, 

it indudes that which is artificially made and, simultaneousiy, that which it comprises, i.e. in part, human 

seulement space. Ultirnately, the term may be extended to industrial design, to include kitchen items, 

tables. chairs and so on, as they are ail components of an artificial settlement space (Eco, 1980). But for the 

purposes of this discussion architecture will refcr to both architecture proper (buildings, facades, etc) and 

landscape architecture (street layout. public squares and walkways etc-) and the architecture of community. 

It is said that architecture is a product of functionality (Eco, 1980). That is to say that architecture 

'functions'. and is not necessarily a form of communication. However, it will be the aim of this portion of 

the study to illustrate that in fact 'function' itself can be realised as a form of communication. Moreover, if 

such a funclion is understood as rneans of communication then that function can be understood, at a much 

deeper level, as a phenomenon of culture (Eco, 1980). 

While it is recognised that architecture has a functional quality, and for the most part it is 

understood as such by the lay person, there is an understanding that sorne architecture may act as 

communication (Preziosi. 1979). The typical illusvative example is the cornparison between the cave and 

the cathedral. Most lay people (non-semioticians) recognise that the cave functions as a means of basic 

shelter or protection from the elements, and that the cathedral is something more (Broadbent, 1980). While 

the story that the cathedral tells may not always be apparent to the observer, according to Broadbent (1980) 

it nevcrthcless is obvious that there is sornething present in its form that supersedes functionality. 

The point of this portion of the discussion however is to demonstrate that in fact the cave is just as 

much a vehicle of communication as the cathedral. Generally this example of the cave is drawn with the 



scenario of the early human searching for a means of shelter- The cave is seen as a means of protection 

from the elernents. The carly human in his search finds a location (a cave) and sees that there is a place 

where the rain (or other weather-related troubles) is not failing. In an effort to get out of the rain the early 

human enters through the hole in the hillside and si& in a hollowed out area While in the cave this person 

observes rhat there are certain components to the place that surrounds him. The portion of the cave that 

raises vertically from the floor, the flat ponion over his head and the hote through which he passed in order 

to enter this space. This space and its components becorne recognisable as that place that provides relief 

from the elements. That is to say, this person associates that space and its components with what can now 

be called shelter. 

After leaving the confines of this space (the rain has stopped) this person will now move on with 

the ability to recognise similar places. if he cornes across them. i t  in fact this early human has developed 

the ability to draw then he may in fact communicate this idea to his friends. The symbol of the cave 

entryway drawn in the sand with a stick will act as a mode1 for others to communicate the idea of shelter. 

However. even before this pefson communicates this idea of shelter to another person it (the idea of shelter) 

has alread y undergone a degree of personal codification (Broadbcnt, 1980). That is to Say, as a result of his 

experïence this person has codified the structure and Iayout (signs) of that place as king 'shclter' in 

generalised terms. In other words. if these signs are encountered again, then that space will be recognised 

as shclter. 

Once this idea of shelter has k e n  cornmunicated to other early people these signs (shelter signs) 

becomc incorporated into the general social language (langue). To state this in the ierms outlined earlier by 

Barthes (Cobley & Jansz, 1998)- this would now be a coded-iconic message. Furthemore, the 

communication of this function promotes the fulfilment of this function. The symbol for shelter or cave, 

whatever that may be wilI have the act of taking refuge from bad weather associateci with it. In other 

words, the symbol will promote a certain type of shelter and means of taking refuge, when it becomcs part 

of the langue. As such, options to take refuge under a uee will not be as readily understood in general 

social discourse, 



2.2.2 Stimuli and Communication 

It cm be argued that the way in which the built environment and its users and observers interacts 

is litrle more than stimulation (Eco, 1980). Eco &es the distinction between the two in terms of 

architectural aefacts, by using the exarnple of the staircase. The staircase is, as Eco (1980) States, is a form 

of communication and not stimulation. Stimulation from a material object is Iikened to the shock that one 

may feel if for instance a bright light is cast in front of his eyes. A person will cover his eyes, tum his head 

away and so forth as an immediate reaction to the bright light. Funher, the person is unlikely to physically 

interact with the light, nor is he likely to learn from the experience. That is to Say, even though bright lights 

mcan blinking or turning one's head away, this information is unlikcly to change that person's behaviour 

the next time a bright light is passed in front of his eyes. 

Communication is not exclusive of stimulation. In fact, communication can be said to begin from 

a source of stimulation (Eco, 1980). But the similarity ends there. since communication builds upon the 

experience of stimulation. to develop into what can be called communication. In the example of the 

staircase, one is said to be initially stimulated by the physical presence of this malerial objec~ Howevet, 

after the initial stimulation, generally one is expected to interact with the material presence. In doing so one 

lcarns that the staircase requires specific physical movement to engage i t  One also learns that the staircase 

leads to sornething else, sornething that is not available at the bottom of the stairs. Again. after having 

engagcd the object (having clirnbed the staircase) one learns that there is something to be gained by 

interacting with the object in a specific way. 

One's relationship to a staircase at this point (after realising what a staircase is and how it 

functions) alIows that person to include that object (sign) in his personal sign library (Broadbent, 1980). 

From that point on, the presence of a staircase, or the image of a staircase will communicate to that person 

a specific action and a particular result. It can then be said that the signification (meaning) of the staircase 

sign pcrmits a particular function and therefore a pariicular action on the part of the user (Eco, 1980). This, 

according to Eco (1980). is a fundamental form of architectural communication. 



2.23 Denotation and Connotation in the Built Landscape 

Eco (1980: 83) States that 'the rneaning of a building is what must be done in order to inhabit it-' 

Additionally it can also be stated that the 'object of use is, in its communicative capacity. the sign vehicle 

of a precisely and conventionally denoted meaning, its function' (Eco 1980: 84). Both statements quote 

Eco's understanding of the denomtive function inherent in the materiai object o f  the built environment. 

Again, it is possible to clarify the way denotation and connotation plays out in architectural 

signification with the use of a few simple examples. Firstly, one rnay take the architectural component that 

cveryone is familiar with, the window. Clearly the function of the window, regardless of its shape, size and 

location is to provide visual access to and from a closed environment. A porthole of any type will adhere to 

this denotative function. However, it becomes apparent that often there is more to the window than its 

simple function. The window often represents a syrnbolic function for a building m a s  or particular 

structural entity. The architect or designer will often use the window as an element o f  decoration or  to 

communicate rhythm or a particular cultural pattern (Broadbent, 1980). In doing so it is quite likely that the 

primary function of the window, that is to say the denotative function, may be lost. In place o f  that is iikely 

to be a blind window (one that does not permit visual access), or a window which is located in a place 

where visual access is not possible. In this case, as has been stated. the denotative function of the window 

is the symbolic function. 

If indeed this proves to be the case quite often, then one rnay wonder how a person may interact 

with such functions. More to the point, one rnay wonder how one intetacts with functions that are not 

farniliar. If we retum to the example of the staircase then it is possible to illustrate the importance of 

dcnotative references. If a person were familiar with the sign and function of a typical staircasc, tben he 

would expect to find certain visual clues to indicate the action or function that is associated with a staircase. 

If in fact these visual signs were absent and the function remained basically the same then the person would 

not be able to interaci with that object, and communication would be lost. This can be seen in the exampIe 

of the modem elevator. While essentially performing the same function as a staircase, the visual signs of 

operation or function are absent. While unlikely, a person who was not familiar with an elevator would not 

be abIe to use it, for the simple reason that the function was not communicated. 



While this seems to be suaight-forward, it does speak to a rather unfamiliar occurrence ihat can 

help itlustrate the imponance of this kind of denotation. In a rural population in the southern portion of 

Italy indoor plumbing was introduced into communities that had been accustomed to going to the fields to 

relieve their bdily wasies (Eco, 1980). The introduction of the standardid toilet to the homes of these 

people seemed simple enough. but ultimately proved to shed light on the importance of familiarity of form 

following function. Rather than using the toilets for their 'expected' use the toilets were used as ùasins for 

cleaning grapes gaîhered from the fields. What these examples illustrate is the importance of farniliarity in 

communicaiion of function. 

In the example of the windows, symbolic function was mntioned as a rneans of communication, 

The rolc ideoiogy can play in the connotative communication of concepts through architecture can be very 

important to rnany cultures (Broadbent, 1980). Retuming to the basic example of the home, one may quite 

readily see that there are symbolic functions associated with the home that are not necessarily designed into 

the home, but nevertheless arise from an adoptive use of the material object. 

If one lwks at the denotative function of the home, it is quite easy to see that the function is that 

which was illustrated in the example of the early hurnan, shelter. But one can just as easily rçcognise that 

the home means many more things, to many different people, than simply home. Security, familiarity, a 

sense of family, comfort and so on are al1 connotative functions chat the home provides for its users 

(Broadbcnt, 1980). 

Quite often the symbolic connotative function of the material object is looked on as having a 

lcsser importance than the denotative funciion (Eco, 1980). This should not be thought to always be the 

case. Eco uses the example of the chair to illustrate the importance of symbolic connotative functions. A 

chair, according to Eco (1980). is just a place to facilitate sitting. However, when one adorns a chair with 

golden arrns, an embroidered back and fancy Iittle lions on the legs of the chair, it is no longer a 'chair' as 

in a 'place for sitting'; it becornes a throne. The chair connotes the regal, the dignified that which is bcyond 

the simple act of sitting. In fact it is quite likely that the denotative function of 'sitting* may be lost. Often 

throncs are uncomfortable and not really designed with 'sitting' in mind. Rather they arc meant to display a 

pcrson in a particular way and elicit feelings 'in the realms of regal and dignificd. That then has becomc 

the throne's function. 



In sum the denotative utilitarian function of the material object should not Lake p d e n t  over iis 

connotative symbolic function (Eco, 1980). Ratber, it should be noted that the connotative functions of the 

material object are founded on the basis of the denotative utility of that object (Eco, 1980). 

2.2.4 Primary Function and Secondary Function 

Denotative functions and connoiative functions are often described in terrns of primary and 

secondary functions, respectively (Broadknt, 1980). This type of nomenclature is not however reflective 

of a degree of vafidity or import Rather, it is reflective of structure (Broadben~ 1980). That is to say it 

reflects the prirnacy of having a denotative function first in order io build up a connotative function. 

Material objects are broken down, in terms of primary and secondary function, when refemng to 

their signification in t e m  of historical meaning (Eco, 1980). It is believed that, in changing cultural and 

historical contexts, that primary and secondary functions can be lost, mutateû or t r ans f ed  to other 

material objecis (Eco, 1980). To illustrate this point one only has to look at the pyramids of Egypt. These 

are an excellent example of the dynamic nature of function (both primary and xcondary). 

The pyramids today hold very different primav and secondary functions than they did when they 

were originally conceived. The original prirnary function of the pyramid was a tomb for the pharaoh. The 

secondary function was that of ascension to the heavens and various alignments with the stars, which 

usually represented deities and the pharaoh's connection to them. Today, the pyramids do not function on 

eithcr of these levels. While it may be understood that the pharaoh is buried inside the pyramid, the 

structure is not read as a tomb (Eco. 1980). Further, the relationship that the pyramid once held with 

celcstial bodies is pondered but by no means is unders td  fully, nor with any probability, in the same way 

that it was understood in i i s  original terms. 

The pyramids do however still function. The suucture itself is currently read as a symbol of 

'ancient Egypt' and is uxd prolifically by the tourist industry. This couid be understood as  iis primary 

function. its secondq function is also a reflection of contemporary current of alternative beliefs. Many 

people subscribe to the bciief that a pyramidal shape, and in fact the pyramids themselves, holds cenain 

non-emhly powers and acts as a source of alternative energy and enlightenment. 



Additionally, primary and secondary functions can be used in tenns of fdsification. That is to say. 

in addition to having their roles altered or changeci, as illwuated above, it is also possible - and in fact quite 

prevalent - to have the original signification 'play' with these roles in an effort to communicate certain 

ideologies (Broadbent, 1980). This can be seen in the use of the column. The column's primary function is 

obviously CO support a load above a certain space, In periorming this act the colurnn distributes the weight 

from the elevated body down through the column to the mass beneath the column. This transfer of load is 

the primary function of the column and iis original reason for being. The secondary function of a column is 

to rcflect some notion of either anthropomorphic character or. typically, a iree or sirnilar naturally occumng 

vertical structure. However, there are in fact original examples of the use of this device that convadict its 

primary use, and in fact substitute this use as a connotative (secondary) function (Broadbent, 1980). 

Often the column was 'overused'. In other words the presence of ceriain columns was not 

necessary from an engineering point of view. They in fact were false columns, not transfening Joad as chey 

were meant to. Rather, the presence of these false columns was to connote a particular ideoIogy. Therefore 

in this case, the column is seen as having a transfer of primary and secondary functions. The prirnary 

function is false or nonexistent and the secondary function takes over as the primary function. 

2.2.5 Structure and Event 

The dialectical interplay between forms and history is an interplay bctween structures and events, 

bctween configurations that are physicalIy stable as significative forms, and the conscantly changing play of 

circumstances, which confers new meanings on them (Eco, 1980). In our current state of being, 'change' 

and. more importantly, the rapid Pace of change, have becorne cntical to Our understanding of the 

relationship that exists between ourselves and the f o m  of our environment (Broadbent, 1983). That is to 

Say of course that the forms, shapes and signs of our environment have bccome more intensely scmtinised, 

primarily duc to the Pace of change that is occurring today. 

The most vivid way of observing this phenomenon is to try to understand Our relaiionship io pas[ 

forms and our use of them today. Eco (1980) refers to this process as the consumption of forms or the 

obsolescence of values. This phrase tries to explain the rapid changes in social mobility, technology and 



communication that is taking place, and how this helps to shape our rclationship with the p s t ,  and equally 

to reassert Our values concerning objects h t  no longer carry their original meaning, to even to rediscover 

their rneaning and have that shape our current value systems. 

I n  the age of consumption, ideas and ideologies are no exception to the rule. In fact, one rnay say 

that the consumption of the idea has proved to be of key importance in shaping Our current state of king. 

Morcovcr, it is felt that because of our cumnt level of awareness and our semantic agility, the recovery of 

historical meaning withi n material objects has becorne a fairly cornrnon practice (Broadbent, 1983). 

However. with such ability coms a certain degree of corruption- By this it is meant that the recovery of 

certain material objects is not always accompanied by, nor is it always desirable to have, their m e  

meaning. From this coms the distonion of meaning (Eco, 1980). 

Recovering matenal objects and rnutating the associated meaning is seen as quite common 

practice, and is usually viewed as having no moral or cultural problerns associated with it (Eco, 1980). This 

can be expressed in our use of objects that retain their primary function, but whose secondary function is 

now obsolete. To retum to the example of the column once again, it is possible to see this situation perhaps 

a M e  more clearly. As mentioned earlier, the function of the column more often than not rernains the same 

in its dispersal of load. However. while this rnay be the case, the connotative meaning of the column (the 

secondary funclion) no longer exisrs. Having established this, it is now possible to move on to the question 

of its contemporary meaning, 'if a column is no longer an anthropomorphic symbol of svength or the 

human-technologica1 marriage, then what does is mean.' 

For the most part images of the past are imbued with connotations of 'the past' and sensations of 

nostalgia and things historical. This proves to be the case, and is typified, in postmodernist architectural 

design (Ledrut, 1986). Historical references in domestic buildings such as the detached suburban house are 

quite common. In larger (North American) homes the front porch is treated as a ponico and is sided with 

columns. Con temporary building technology has surpassed the need to use such monolithic structures to 

support such loads, but they are, nevertheles, cunously present One rnay surmise that their presence 

connotes (perfotms the secondary function of) representing something 'old', 'established', or 'time 

honourcd'. The anthropomorphic message is obsolete in the column and the meaning has been compted to 



mean something elsc. While this may be typical of pst-modern design, ihere is something inherently 

modernist in this process of corruption- 

The position chat such designers (architects and dike) have taken in regard to the appropriation of 

historical signs reflects the modemist's sensibilities of deliberation and implementation (Eco, 1980). The 

position reflecis the designer's ability to discem the correct use or rase of an objeci regardless of previous 

cultural meaning (Lairut. 1986). The situation for the example of the pst-modem subuhan architect has 

developed to the point where the langue of material objects (general social language) has corne to inciude 

whatever part of history that is felt to be fashionable at the tirne. More importantly, this is (cm be) done 

without regard to the ideologicai systems that produced these cultural artefacts. 

If one views the responsible representation of cultural ideologies as an important quality of 

contemporary (post-modern) social intervention, then it would seem necessary for one to be able to view 

points in history as locations rather. than along a linear chronological line, with these various locations 

having equall y valid, differing cultural values. 

This is not to say chat this is always the case. Indeed tfiere are cases that refiect a responsibte 

representation of historical connotations and cultural ideoiogies. But even in these cases the accurate 

representation of ideologies may nor always be enough, or for that maiter, an appropriate means of cultural 

behaviour. Nietzxhe (Broadbent, 1983) refers to the current state of the modem world as suffering from an 

historica1 sickness. By this it is meant that the modern world suffers from an excess of awareness that. if 

not turned into an act of renewal. acts as a narcotic. 

2.2.6 Coding 

As readings of the primary and secondary functions of architectural signs change over time, in 

accordance with changing cultural values, the reading of these signs as representative of points in cime and 

as artefacts of panicular cultures is made possible through the use of architectural codes (Garroni, 1980). 

Codes or code language refers particularly to the classification of secondary or connotative signs 

of a material object (Garroni. 1980). In developing an understanding of this type of classification it 

bccornes easier to both read the secondary functions (in terms of their value-laden messages) but also in 



terms of cultural syntagms. Recalling that a syntagm is roughly the equivalent of a visual sentence with 

particular rules of ordering (syntax), the understanding of a code language enables the observer to 

accuratcly read one synlagrn that might be syntactically the same, wiihin the cultural borders of a n h r  

code language. In getting one's orientation (cultutal location) correct, one is then able to comment on the 

reprcsentative value, or the means by which that panicular culture articulates its value system (Cobley & 

Jansz, 1998). 

Though codes can be complex and temporal i! is possible to identify ceriain rudirnentary codes to 

illustrate the position that codification maintains within architecture (Garroni, 1980). Perhaps one of the 

simpler exarnples is the church, and the variations in its spatial articulation over the course of history. 

Though the artefact's spatial configuration may change, the language within which it operates can be 

regarded as king the same, That is to Say, the artefact has relieci on basic Euclidean geornetry with through 

cultural values are expressed (Gzrroni. 1980). 

If one accepts that architecture is the art of spatial articulation. then one might be tempted to say 

that, within the confines such Euclidean geometry, one could find the most basic form of architectural 

coding (Broadbent. 1983). Such coding can be subdivided much like the primary and secondary functions 

within material artefacts. First articulation describes the coding that exists at the level of basic elements. 

Points. Iines and curves, for instance, rnay be coded as eIements of secondary articulation. Secondary 

articulation is typically charactcrised by elements that are distinct, but not yet rneaningful. First articulation, 

on the other hand, is typically characterised by forms that are significant. The ellipse. square, triangle and 

parallclogram are typically coded as first articulation, as they are said to be endowed with meaning. In 

principle, the geornetn'c shape can achieve any degrce of complexity (and thereby encde  within iwlf  

greater meaning) as long as the form can be exptained by geornevic equations (Garroni, 1980). 

Stating that architectural form can be broken down into geometric fonns does not mean that 

architectural forms are based in a geometric code (Eco, 1980). Rather, Euclidean geomctry can be regarded 

as a language with which one articulates architectural form. In this regard then, Euclidean georneuy is more 

of a rncta-language, in the sense that the principles of geometry go beyond the confines of architecture into 

othcr fields of cultural analysis and dcvelopment (Garroni, 1980). To be sure. it rnust be stressed that such 

a meta-language as geomevy is something within which coding occurs, and it iwlf is not a base line from 



which analysis is to be done across the cultural speccnim (Eco, 1980). An easy way to illustrate this is to 

analyse a Japanese pagoda and an Indian temple. Ultimately, both will be broken down into their 

cornponent geometric parts, and it is quite possible that many of these parts could be shared. This is, of 

course, not an indication of shared cultural values between the two groups. Rather this rnay be seen as two 

distinct groups sharing a language that is of qua1 use in terms of its most basic articulation. The use of a 

circular concave form for a roof rnay indeed connote a meaning of the heavens or unearthly bodies for both, 

but the articulation of that space should become a part of a code within the confines of the respective 

culture (Garroni, 1980). That is to say, a particular spatiai articulation should become part of the langue 

(general social language) of that culture at chat particular point in time. 

In general, it is accepted that there are hree fundamental codes of architectural expression 

(Garroni. 1980). Technical codes refer to those elements of architectural engineering that are able to broken 

down into such components as columns, supports, floonng systems, beams, insulation and so on. At this 

lcvcl of codification there is no level of communicative content. Rather. the articulation can be classified as 

king of the first position, and the function as structural or logical. 

Syntactic codes are exemplified by typological codes conceming the articulation into spatial types. 

Such codes are generaliy concerned with plans and their respective ordering (or else this rnay refer to 

occurrences such as staircases rising to second levels that do not exist). Certain elements of spatial ordering 

follow certain very generalised rules of execution. Semantic codes represent the significant uni& of 

architcciure, or the relations established between individual architectural sign vehicles, architectural 

syntagrns and iheir denotative and connotative meanings. 

IL would seem that, with what has ken offered in term of codes and codification, they rnay in fact act 

more as prescriptions for architectural design, and the resultant artefact, rather than as a means of frcedom 

of expression. An architect is charged with providing a built environrnent that is fresh and unique while 

sirnultaneously providing an environment that is decipherable by its patrons (Broadbcnt, 1990). This leads 

to the conclusion that in order for codes to be effective, in the free expression of changing cultural values, 

architccts must continually challenge codes and deviate from them, in order to allow for growth, both in 

tcrms of thc culture expression and in tenns of the codes themselves (Garroni, 1980). 



2.3 Iconic Sign Systems of the Buiiî Lmndscape 

Geoffrey Broadbent (1980) argues that there are a number of 'types' when describing the techniques 

or process that an urban designer undenakes in producing threedimensional forms. These include design 

processes entitled pragmatic, iconic, analogic and canonic (Broadbent. 1980). Pragrnatic design may be 

described in much the same way as technical coding, i.e. the preferences are for available materials. 

Generally this is referred io in terms of a pre-historic setting where the definition of available materials 

means animal skins. bamboo reeds, leaves, branches and so forth. However it is still possible to refer to 

such design today. i n  doing so it means referring to such materials as plastic skins, suspension structures 

and so on. 

Iconic design refers to the process where the urban designer engages a fixed mental image of an 

already established solution to address the design task that faces him, whether that be producing shelter or 

somc other purpose. This is often referred to as producing the vernacular or operating within a 'primitive' 

framcwork. As a result, many urban designers and architects diverge markedly from this mechanism of 

design, opting for a process that enables them to go beyond mentally and culturally prefabricated forms. 

Analogic design refers to architectural designs that draw upon existing forms either in nature or the 

human experience. This could mean that images or the likeness of certain aspects of a forest (branches. 

leaves etc.) could be incorporated into the form of an architectural artefact (building). This could also mean 

that the form could be drawn from another body of study or work, such as the arts and sciences. 

Canonic design refers to forms that are created with a superior knowledge of geometry and two and 

thrccdimensional georneuic articulation. This is perhaps most easily seen in the works of Islamic art and 

architecture and even as far back as the Egyptians right through to the Renaissance. 

Esscntially, these various means of communication - or types as Broadbent refers to thern, comprise a 

language in  which an urban designer or architect can communicate with an observer or patron of a 

particular material object or urban space. In using this 'language' it is understood that there is a social 

contract between the user of the space and the designer of the space (Broadbent, 1980). This contract is an 

agreement as to thc clues that will be provided. within the maierial object or space, to make that object or 

space both readable as a primary functioning objet  and a secondary functioning object. These clues can be 

described as varying degrces of iconography. 



If one follows the breakdown of iconographie communication as is set out by Peirce (Broadbent. 

1980) then one secs tbat there are three degres of iconic communication. The first, and the most clearly 

rcpresented, is the icon. The icon is the sign itseff, or very fundamental minor signs wihin a major sign that 

relates some basic resemblance to the signified. In other words signifiers becorne classified as icons when 

they closely resemble their signifieds. Syrnbls are of a lesser degree of resemblance than icons, but 

nevenheless contain visual clues that are relatively basic and forthright in relation the identity of the 

signified. Ofien this rnay take the form of words within a visual sign, or standards of some kind, such as a 

Rag. 

Then there is the index. The index is the least of the three communication devices with respect to clear 

signaIs of the signified's identity. An index refers to a sign that communicates its idea in terms of causation 

(Broadbent, 1980). That is to say it will not necessarily visually represent the Iikeness of the ide& nor will 

it necessarily provide symbols. Perhaps the easiest way to represent 'index' is in l e m  of a symptom. In a 

scenario where there is a person lying in bed suffering from a faial jungle fever, thc observer is able to 

break down this image or sign into its various degrees of iconic communication. The image of the person 

lying in a hospital bed could be read as an iconic sign for 'patient' or 'sickness'. The chart at the end of the 

bed that says General Hospital, or the painting of the caduceus over the patient's ûeû, could be read as 

symbolic signs. An indexical sign would be read as the pale green colour of the bed sheets that is so often 

associated with hospiials, the feeling of emptiness that a hospita1 ward so often has, or the pasty look that 

the fevcrish patient has on his face. 

This social contract of iconic communication is necessary if people are to interact with their 

environment in a comprehensible way (Broadbent, 1980). People leam early on io associate certain 

qualities of objects with the object itself. This process is necessary for people to go about their daily Iives 

without having to reinvent the wheel every cime they see a new version of it. That is to say that many 

whcels look different but al1 wheels have a certain 'wheelness' to them to communicate io people that it is 

in fact a wheel. The communication of this 'wheelness' is donc through the aforernentioned iconic signs. 

Signs can be classificd according to their degree of defining attributes based on one's observations. 

Bruncr has suggested threc categories to properly distinguish between these degrees of iconic attributes 

(Broadbcnt, 1980). The conjunctive category is determined by the joint presence of certain attributes, each 



present at an appropriate value. All books have pages, a spine and a cover. If one recognises these 

attributes then the object is Iikely to be understood to be a book. If a book were to be missing a spine or 

cover or pages, it would make it difficult for the observer to understand the object as a book. 

The second category is what Bmner calls the disjunctive. Here the attributes represented are broader 

in their sense, and it may not be necessary for an objeçt to have al1 the attributes. For example, al1 mamrnals 

have four lirnbs and a certain amount of fur. Human beings are mamrnals, but they could hardly be called 

funy. 

The relational category is made up of object that have even fewer attributes than the disjunctive, but 

those that do exist are always in the same relationship to one another. In the identification of a Christian 

church one expects to find a nave, a tower. a spire, a porch. aisles, an altar, an east window and pews. 

Indeed if in fact an object had al1 of these attributes then it would be unmistakably and, more to the point, 

conjunctively. a church. But in terrns of its relational attributes, it could be quite likely that an altar, nave 

and a porch, set in their nonnal positioning (relationship), could be enough to communicate the idea of 

church. This would be the case with Le Corbusier's modem church at Ronchomp. While there is only the 

presence of the nave, altar and porch (in their c o m t  reIational orientation), the structure is nevertheless 

read as a church. 

2.4 Spatiàl Orga n isation, Arch etypes & Place-Making 

More often than not when the subject of place making is inuoduced into the semiotics of urban space 

one inevitably starts talking about archetypes and the spiritual meaning of pariicular forms, spaces and 

places. Archetypes are generally accepted as spatial or experiential entities that have entered the 

subconscious, and as Jung has explained, become parts of our inhericed memory (Brill, 1994). In this 

respcct it could be argued that archetypes contribute to Our understanding of the built landscape and how 

WC represent ourselves through it. 

Archetypes constitute a dimension of understanding of the built landscape that does not directly 

respond to the tenets of semiotic analysis but nevertheless can be analysed in terms of their communicative 

meaning. Gencrally. archctypcs are representations of particular forms, shapes and spaces that may act as 



uiggers or stimuli for many people (Brill, 1994) i.e. a particular place may evoke a particular feeling from a 

number of different people. Whether this is the case or not, the feelings that a place can evoke from a 

person can range from the tarne to the strongIy emotional. The usefulness of this in the act of place making 

can therefore prove to be a critical process. 

Place making in i l s  currently used sense may be somewhat of a misnomer. In other words. at least 

where design is concerned, place-making is not necessarily a specific process that is undertaken. like a 

recipe. to produce a space that will evoke just the right amount of feelings to make a place mernorable or 

wonh revisiting. Places are k ing  created al1 the time, and for the most part it is not through specific urban 

design interventions. Truly interesting places that stay in the hearts of the visitors are places such as tittle 

Italian cafes on the corner of some winding narrow Street. A couple of tables and chairs, the light of the 

setting Sun in the evening as it lights up the side of some Iittle home with brightly painted window siIl. a 

charming waiter - and this is certainly enough to create a mernorable place. No major urban design 

intervention was necessary to generate a genuine feeling of place in this example. 

But this is by not to say that there are not a number of things occumng at this place that an urbanist can 

examine and leam from. There is in fact a language in operation in place rnaking. The level of arnbiguity is 

certainly higher than in deconstructing architectonic languages through semiotic analyses, simply because 

deconstructing feelings and emotional responses to particular f o m  and spaces has not, or rather cannot be, 

necessarily empirically treated. However there are certain things that have been analysed and can be 

applied in a conscious way to crcate places that can positively effect a human response. 

2.4.1 Mythical Places 

There seems to be a world-wide set of comrnon myths, ones that have very similar basic structures 

while differing largely in specifics (Brill, 1994). For the most part it is understood that it is the culture or 

location (religious etc.) that is normally experienced, and not the myth itself. 

To try to come to an understanding of such places in terrn of serniotics it may make sense to return 

to an cxample that was used in an earlier section. If one looks ai the Christian church through semiotics 

eycs then the object is read in terrn of its parts and its role as cultural medium. For an archetypal analysis 



one has to look at the church as a whole. and rcly more on the emotional sensation that is evoked by this 

objcct, rather than particular messages that may be encoded within it. The ernotional response is however a 

reaction to a type of coding bu& as mentioned earlier, in a much more ambiguous way. The church can be 

read obviously as a spiritual place. but more accurately the rnonumentaiity of the object (its size), its 

verticality. solidity. change in massing from heavy to very light and so on, are al1 quaiities that contribute to 

an observer's awe and feeling of something greater than himself (Brill. 1994). 

This type of emotional or sensational response is the very basic message that an archetype cam'es 

with it. In terms of place making this sensation or response can significantly influence one's understanding 

of a place or object within mat place (Briil, 1994). In doing so. the reading of what have been discussed as 

semiotic signs could arguably acquire meanings that are considerably different than without the response 

evoked by the archeiypal form. 

2.4.2 Essential Qualities 

While it is generally a p x d  upon that the communication of archetypes is simply too arnbiguous and 

cornplex to be broken down into the same tenets as a formal language. as semiotics does with the built 

environmcnt, it is possible to conceive the qualities that produce 'places' of particular note (Brill. 1994). 

Order 
Rhythm and sequence 
Centre and boundary 
Dimensions and sizes 
Sccile reiationship 
Geometry and shape 
M a s  and hollowness 
Enclosure and opeaness 

Al1 of these qualities are present in al1 spaces in varying degrees of significance, but play a 

paramount role in places chat engage the mythic themes that so clearly evoke archetypal (emotional, 

spiritual etc.) responses (Brill. 1994). 



2.4.3 Dialectics 

Brill (1994) refers to the tension that exists between diametrïcally opposed archetypes as being 

critical to the formation of place- But rather than accepting these opposites as conuasting pairs in a polar 

sense, he views hem as distant ends on a continuum that has the two inherently Iinkeô. The most basic of 

these pairs, that Brill views as being essential to archetypal place-making, is the tension that exists between 

the body and the souk the soul, infinite, intangible, immortat; the body, solid, finite, feeling and grounded. 

Brill refers to the tension between such points on the continuum as a dialec~ic. It is within this dialectic that 

ihe tension that makes great places can be found (Brill, 1994). An obvious exampie of this c m  be seen in 

thc pyramids of Egypt. The pyramid is a tomb, which sinks beneath the earth. and simultaneousfy is in 

tension with the sharp verticality of the pinnacle that is reaching up to the heavens. It is both a place of 

burial and a place of ascendance. This kind of spiritual tension is what Brill calls the dialectic that makes 

great places. 

This dialectic is unders id  from observing, and responding emotionally. to the whole of the pyramidal 

structure. This, of course, is in contrast to the semiotic reading of the object that would ultimately break 

down the structure into its respective sign components and derive meaning from each component and its 

relationship with other components and then with the observer. This is probably where the starkest 

differcnce lies between archetypai responses and semiotic readings. As discussed earlicr, the reading, 

observation and response associated with signs (semiotic interaction with the built environment) is based 

on a functional, learned relationship that an individual develops over the course of their life. Archetypai 

responses are gencrally not learned nor, are they traditionally associated wirh specific functions (BriII. 

1994). 

2.5 Urban Semiotic Analysi. (Points, Lines, Planes and Time) 

Alcxandros Lagopoulos (1986) has adopted a socially based typology of cultures as the basis for his 

comparative anafysis of the semiotics of settlement space. Lagopoulos views an individual Society as what 

hc rcfcrs to as a global social structure (formed borh by economic and social factors). This structure results 

from a dialectic relationship between two planes, the social base and the superstructure. The social base 



itself can be divided into two planes: productive forces (infrastructure) and the social relations of 

production (structure). The superstructure can be divided into a dernographic plane, institutions, ideologies 

and other social products (Lagopoulos, 1986). 

While the relationships between the various planes of the global superstructure are dialecticat 

(contradictory). these relationships nevertheless constitute a unity or parts along a continuum. Lagopoulos 

(1986) believes that understanding the relationships between these planes, that is the dialectics, is the 

equivalent of understanding the laws that govern the global social suucture. 

At the hem of the governance of thcse laws is the 'mode of production'. A definition of this term may 

be as narrow as to exclude the base itself. or as broad to indude the base and the political ideologies of the 

superstructure. Lagopoulos (1986) challenges the Maolist viewpoint that the global social structure is 

determineci solely by the forces chat guide its mode of production. He sees these forces king partially 

formed by the dialectic that arises between the productive forces of one socieiy's global social structure. 

and the productive forces of some other global social structure. If this is the case, the influence that ariscs 

from the extemal global social structure will invariably be filtered through the social environment of the 

original global social structure (Lagopoulos. 1986). 

The formation of the global social structure created by the joint action of the dialcctic and the 

productive forces is what accounts for the presence of dominance or structural hegemony for particular 

planes within the giobal social structure (Lagopoulos, 1986). 

Lagopoulos (1986) classifies urban space and its organisational ordering as a plane within the 

superstructure that he has called 'other social products'. He further defines urban space as the projection of 

spatial functions (socially defined uses of space). which belong to the superstructure, into geographical 

space, followed by the construction of shelfs for functions and of circulation ner#orkr (Lagopoulos, 1986). 

With this understanding, urban space can be divided into three processes that symbiotically work to fonn 

urban space, while having urban space work to advance these processes. These three processes are as 

follows. 



Socio-economic production or reai space: a process that begins in the base and direcdy 

influences space; 

Politiad production of spce: a process that begins in institutions; 

The ideologicai production of qmcc: a process beginning in ideologies. 

While the first two processes deal with the constitution of space and typically the process of state 

planning, respectively, the third is critical to the semiotic production of urban space. This variation of a 

semiotic analysis of urban space production differs somewhat from what has been thus far set out as a 

semiological analysis. That is to say the focus here is on the processes of production of space and how they 

signify cultural ideologies. However, cornparisons can certainly be made. The signifieds, to which the set 

of signifias refers, in the aforementioned semiotic analysis, as well as in the semiotic analysis of the 

processes of space production. both refer to the ideological plane. 

2.5.1 Modes of Production 

Though global social structures illustrate an immense diversity frorn culture to culture, 

Lagopoulos (1986) contends that there are a lirnited number of types into which these structures can be 

classified. These classifications include the fo!lowing. 

Modes of production in classless societies 

Communal mode of production: hunting, gathering, herding or a mdimentary form 

of agriculture; social organisation is based on kinship systems, with property of the 

soi1 king communal; where the 'state' does not yet exist. 

Germnnic mode of production: developed form of communal mode societies; 

propeny of the soi1 is combined with private propeny. 



Modes of production in socictk with tmbryonic c h  stn ic tur ts  

Asiatic mode of production: dcveloped form of agriculture; social division of 

labour is more developed; presence of new economic conditions leads to social 

stratification and a dominant group that controls an elernentary form of state; people 

are subject to forced labour; slavery is present; communal property and private 

property coexist; owner of the soi1 is typically the king. 

Modes of production in class societies 

Antique mode of production: economy founded on agriculture and commerce; 

slaves used for domestic services; communal and private properties coexist. 

Escavdgist mode of production: evolved form of the Antique mode of production; 

slaves are ernployed in intensive production. 

Feucial mode of production: economy based on agriculture and commerce; 

dominant social class is hierarchically organised; majorities of 'producers' are in a 

state of serfdom: rights are given to serfs to use the soil, but the niling class owns 

soil. 

Industrial niode of production: without making the division between socialist and 

capitalist societies. it is possible to say that both are founded on industry and 

indusuial developmcnt; socialist and capitalist societies differ primarily on the plane 

of the relations of production, between the dominant classes (the capitalist and the 

statc bureaucracy). 

2.5.2 Urban Models 

This section deals with the material refcned to as urban models. Communal, Germanic, Asiatic, 

Antique, Feudal and Industrial modes of production, as they relate to thc formation of urban space, are 

discussed in this section. 



25.2.1 Communal and Germanic Modes of Production 

Collectively, the connotative codes that are used in the organisation and construction of a 

settlemerrt comprise what Lagopoulos (1986) refers to as a 'model of social origin'. This model is used by a 

rnajority (if not the whole) of the settlement population when undertaking the consuuction of their built 

landscape. It can therefore be understd that the spatial organisation and construction of the settlement is 

achieved through a consensus of the settlement's population. 

In this model, connotative codes are of key importance, while the role of denotative codes seems 

to simply follow (the connotative codes). Lagopoulos (1986) relates the conceptual serniotic model of such 

a settlement space to the semiotic production process. Since there is believed to be such a strong link 

bctween the mythological plane that generates the ideas for urban space, and the actual connotative signs 

chat make up and organise the space. such a settlement demonstrates qualities of 'stability' and 'recycling', 

This becornes apparent if the settlement is changed in any way (social, economic, political factors) then a 

social intervention will Iikely occur to restore the semiotic model of urban space. This, of course, is 

undcrstood within the confines of historical context, and is done if circumstancçs permit. 

Lagopoulos ( 1986) has analysed the connotative codes of such settlement space and has found that 

they [end to be characteristic of analogic thought. Furthemore, such analogic thought seems to typically 

show examplcs of religious and cosrno~ogîcal connotations. This semiotic model governs both the 

organisational principles of the settlement's space, and the material objects that are located within that 

space (Lagopoulos. 1986); thus, architectural, regional and even iconographie organisation of space are al1 

govcrned by these connotative principles. 

2.5.2.2 Asiatic Mode of Production 

The Asiatic mode of production is essentially a communal mode of production that has undergone 

sorne type of cvolution (Lagopoulos, 1986). While much rcmains the same, the Asiatic mode modifies its 

social and economic factors. In doing m, the mling class gains advancages over the rest of the populace. 

The surnmit of this niling hierarchy is embodied in the character of a king, who is regarded as the 

organisational centre. 



While the newly transformed mode of production continues to operate much like the old, the 

connotativc codes arc altercd by the operaiive framework, thcreby giving new meaning and a new 

ideotogical function to the urban model (Lagopoulos, 1986). The new framework brings with it (as already 

stated) changes in economic, social and political functions. But it is important to note that these changes 

appear in  the formation of the settlement space. not as the development of communal villages, as before, 

but in following the hierarchical system of rule, in the development of royal cities. The proliferation of such 

urban space contributes to the glorification of the king, and further promotes the new political codes 

(political and royal being offered as similar in character). 

The position of the king is of particular importance to such socicties. The king plays a key role in 

the deve!opment of the ideological plane and in iurn. in the developrnent of urban space, This is typically 

achieved through the deification of the position and the added importance placed on his role as centre of 

society. centre of religious activity. and in a divine way, mediator between heaven and earth. 

For the most part the semiotic urban model of space in the communal mode and in the Asiatic 

mode are very similar. The differences arise in the fact that the royal figure has, by and large, expropriated 

the qualities of this (communal mode) model for his own position. thereby altering the ideological 

connotations (Lagopoulos, 1986). But in terms of cosrnological and religious codes of spatial ordering, the 

qualities are very similar. 

2.5.2.3 Antique and Esclavagist Modes of Production 

The presence of these modes of production has only appeared in two societies during the course of 

history, ancient Greece and Rome (Lagopoulos, 1986). While based on the Asiatic mode of production, 

these modes display notions of 'centre* and the world along a cosmic axis in a somewhat different way. 

Here thc notion of the world is conceived as circular, with a sacred heart (centre). called the rnegaron. This 

idca of the megaron (a Mycenaean example) seemed to correspond to the notions of a circular or sphericd 

world promoted both by Homer and Hesiod (Lagopoulos. 1986). 

The transformation to the antique mode of production was characterised by changes in thc plane of 

the social base (Lagopoulos, 1986). Emphasis had now moved to commerce and manufacturing and. with 



this, the development of a monetary economy rather than a natural economy (barter). Additionally, this 

development saw the separation (widcning of thc gap) betwcen the poIitical plane and the religious plane. 

which prior to this had been joined (see Asiatic Mode of Production above). This would prove to be a 

pivotal point., as this separation would uitimately lead to the development of rational thought. 

The developmeni of rauonal thought led to the formation of the basis of philosophy (Lagopoulos, 

1986). This meant that the relationship a rational thinker had to cosmology, for example, woutd be 

significantly altered. The example of the Greek polis perhaps best illustrates this type of rational ccnception 

of space. While still dcmonstrating the form of the cosmological code. the circle with the centre (hearth), 

the organisation is very differen~ The polis is organised around the agora, the econornic, civic and political 

centre of urbm activity. Therefore, what is occumng is the meshing of two different means of organisation, 

and two different codes. Moreover, wirh the shift to rational thoughi, the meshing of the two codes 

eventually led to the dominance of the political (embodiment of rationalism) over the cosmological code. 

An analysis of the circular formation of the polis then is not one of Homerian cosmology, but one of public 

equality (embodied as equidistant locations to the centre of urban activity). 

Rational thought continued to change the relationship toward the semiotic urban d e l ,  i.e. this 

mode of production was differentiating itself from the models that had preceded it (communal. Asiatic). 

Rather than drawing upon a relationship the settlement (society) had with 'the world', emphasis began to be 

placed on absuact numbers and pure geometry (Lagopoulos, 1986). 

2.5.2.4 Feudal Mode of Production 

For the most part, it is considered that the feudal mode of production was in fact a form of 

rcgrcssion, ai lcast in terms of the semiotic urban mode1 (Lagopoulos, 1986). This period was marked by 

the recurrence of the dominance of the cosmological and religious connotations chat were prevalent in the 

communal and Asiatic modes of production. 

Perhaps the best example of such regtession is what appeared in terms of spatial organisation in 

north western Europe in the Middle Aga. In Gennan toww, a means of spatial planning was used that 

crnphasiscd thc importance of religion (the cross) and cosmology (stepped stone markers - connoting the 



'centre'). Characteristics of this semiotic urban model. to a large d e p ,  represent those present in the 

communal and Asiatic modes of production (sce above). 

2.5.25 Industrial Modes of Production 

Settiemenis of this type are norrnally characterised by the appearance of a primitive accumulation 

of capital (Lagopoulos, 1986). Such settlements are considered to connotatively reiate to the 'world' only 

through forms of analogy that are thought to be gcneralised, absmct or weak Moreover, religious and 

cosmological connotative codes were either gradually disappearing or aiready gone. Marxists, human 

ecologists, social xientists and city planners used new connotative codes and urban models to formulate a 

new approach to the developmeni of urban space. This new, metalinguistic approach to the city, together 

with rational thought, marked the shift from the ideological plane to scientific urban theories (Lagopoulos, 

1986). 

Choay ( 1965) describes three main models for urban space that characterise the industrial mode of 

production, the progressivist model, the culturalist model and the naturalist model. 

The progressivist model is divided into three phases. Each phase of this model is guided by an 

ideology of rationalism. This ideology leads to the primacy of functionalism, rationalisation of aesthetics, 

efficiency, productivity. health, and technology. The point of view is adopted that individuals are 

substitutable and, moreover that an individual's needs are universal. As a result, the urban space that 

reflccts this type of ideology is inflexible, functionally segregated and with imprecise limits (Choay, 1965). 

In direct conuast to the progressivist model is the culiuralist modcl. Here the model is guided by 

an ideology of nostalgia for the past. As a result, aesthetics are Iinked with tradition, and culture is 

privileged ovcr materialism. Furthemore, tcchnology is viewed as an undesirable mcans of development. 

At the individual level. emphasis is placed on the urban coinmunity and the individual is regarded as 

'unique'. Urban space that results from such a model is viewed as specific and with precise limits (Choay, 

1965). Lagopoulos (1986) contends ihat urban spûce resulting from such models is not in fact part of 

serniotic connotation, but rather a part of a scieniific metalanguage. 



The naturalist mode1 is guided by nostalgia for nawre. Perhaps the best example of this model type 

is Frank Lloyd Wright's Broadacre City. While founded on technology and individualism the need for 

efficiency and productivity is absent As a result urban, form associated with this model emphasises the 

continuity with nature and de-ernphasises urban constraints (Lagopoulos, 1986). 

Urban space that is produced in industrial societies is founded on what Lagopoulos (1986) calls 

extra-serniotic processes (beyond serniotics), and ideological elements that are not typically associated with 

a semiotic urban model. Furthemore. the ideological production of space can be said to be resuicted by 

scicntific and technical data and existing social and economic conditions. This process can also be 

cIassified as alienated due to the fact that it foliows the social and economic base. Lagopoulos (1986) thus 

believes that the ideological production of space in industrial societies rcpresents a suong desemantization 

or urban space, at least by comparison with non-industrial societies. 



CHAPTER 3 
TERRA INCOGNITO 

The area that is now Uzbekistan was incorporated into the eastern satrapies (Persian provinces 

rukd by a satrap - or ernir) of the Persian Empire in the SOOs BC. These satrapies were known as Sogdiana. 

Bacuia. and Khorezm. Macedonian leader Alexander the Great conquered the region in the early 300s BC, 

but Macedonian conuol lasted only until Alexander's death in 323. In the 100s BC, part of present-day 

Uzbekistan was included in the vast empire of the Kushanas. These were descendants of a vibe from 

western China. At this tirne the region became an important part of the overland vade routes, known 

collectively as the Silk Road, that linked China with the Middle East and imperial Rome. 

in  the 3rd century AD the Sassanid dynasty of Persia gained control over the region of Cenual 

Asia. Nomadic tribes from the north invadcd between the 4th and 6th centuries, and the Western Turks 

gained the most extensive control over the region. In the 7th and 8th centuries Arab invaders conquered 

presentday Uzbekistan and inuoduced Istam. In the 9th century a Persian dynasty, the Samanids, emerged 

as local rulers and deveioped Bukhara as an important centre of Muslim culture. The Samanid dynasty 

declined in the 10th century and a number of Turkic hordes competed for conuol until the great conquest of 

Mongol emperor Genghis Khan in the 13th century. In the 14th century the area was incorporated into the 

empire of the Turkic conqueror Tamerlane (Timur Lang), who estabtished the Timurid dynasty. Tamerlane 

made Samarkand the capital of his vast empire in 1369, establishing it as a rnagnificent imperial capital- 

Tamerlane's grandson Ulug Beg emerged as the d e r  of Samarkand in the early 1400s. 

During the 14th century, the nomadic Turkic-speaking tribal groups of Orda, Shiban, and Manghit, 

who inhabited the steppes of what is now Kazakhstan, for& what is often referred to as the "Uzbek" (also 

"Uzbeg" or "Ozbek") confederation. From 1465 to 1466 a group under the Uzbek chieftains Janibek and 

Keray started a rebellion against the khan of the confederation, Abu1 Khayr (1428-1468). This rcbcllion 

lasted unlil 1468, when the khan was killed. This group began to cal1 themselves Qazaqs (or Kazakhs). In 

part because of the defeat of Abu1 Khayr, nomadic clans from the Uzbek confederation bcgan to move 



south into what is now Uzbekistan (known then as Mawarannahr) in the late 15th century- These groups not 

only engaged in raids on settled areas but aiso conducted a substantial amount of trade. 

In the f in t  decade of the 16th century, Timurid authority collapsed when Mohammed Shaybani, 

grandson of Abul Khayr, seized Khorezm, Samarkand, Bukham and Tashkent. The conquered lands 

became two separate khanates, one cenued in Bukhara, seat o f  the Shaybanid dynasty, and one in 

Khorezm, seat of the rival Yadigarid dynasty. The Shaybanid dynasty reached its zenith o f  power in the late 

16th century under Abdullah Khan. After Abdullah Khan's death, power in Bukhara passed to the Janid 

dynasty. 

During the 17th century Uzbeks continued to settle in presentday Uzbckistan, primarily in the 

oasis areas of the east that were already inhabited by Turkic and Persian speaking people. In the West, a 

Turkic-speaking people called Qoraqalpoghs inhabited the Amu Darya della by the 18th century. A new 

dynas ty in Khiva (as Khorezm had corne to be known) forcefully incorporated the Qoraqalpoghs* homeland 

into its khanate in 18 1 1. 

Meanwhile, the Quqon (Kokand) khanate was formed in the Fergana Valley in the early 1700s. In 

1740 Persian forces under Nadir Shah invadeû Bukhara and then Khiva, conquering both territories. 

Persian conuol was short-lived. It ended with Nadir Shah's death in 1747, and the Janid dynasty never 

recovered. Uzbek clans succeeded in ousting the Janids by the late 18th century, creating three States ruled 

by rival Uzbek dynasties. The Kungrats were enthroned a t  Khiva, the Manghits at Bukhara, and the Mins at 

Quqon. The Manghits ruled as emirs, making Bukhara an emirate, while the other two dynasties establishcd 

khanates. Although distinct borders were never drawn, these three states dominated the area roughly 

corrcsponding to presentday Uzbekistan, o r  the area between the Amu Darya and Syr Darya rivers. 

Bukhara was centrally located and included the cities of Bukhara and Samarkand. Khiva was farther to the 

West in the area of the Amu Darya delta. Quqon was centred in the Fergana Valley in the east. In the early 

and mid- 19th century, the khanate o f  Quqon expanded into the Tien Shan Mountains in the east and the Syr 

Darya basin in the north. 



3.1.1 The Development of Turkistan 

From 1 850 onward the primary cultural. economic and political sources of influence and change in 

Central Asia could be found in the governance of Tsarist Russia over the peoples and Khanates of Central 

Asia (Nilsen, I998). From this date (1 85O), the Khanates of Central Asia becarne collectively known as the 

Tsarist State of Turkistan. The three Khanates that made up this new state included those centred around 

the cities of Bukhara, Khiva and Kokand. 

The Tsarist Empire recognised at this tirne that the conflict that had enisted between these threc 

Khanates was enough to allow a politicai and economic intervention that would result in Russia gaining the 

upper hand (Nilsen, 1998). The Tsarist process of colonisation was fairly typical, ai least in ierms of initial 

procedurcs and the infiltration of the subject culture @ilsen, 1998). Ultimately the Tsarist regime relied on 

thc fact that there was political instability in the region before even contempiating any means of 

subjupation. For the most pan the region was colonised on relatively peaceful terms. 

There had been Russian settlers in the region of Central Asia long before the mid- nineteenth 

century. This would eventually prove to be an asset in future cultural integratim. Typically, and as proved 

to be the case in Central Asia, colonisation began from the top and worked its way down milsen, 1998). 

Initially the Russian colonial bourgeoisie found common ground, in terms of cultural values and political 

and economic interests, between themselves and their equivalent counter-parts in these Central Asian 

Khanates. Since the region had been suffering from an economic crisis that started near the beginning of 

rhe eightecnth century, finding comrnon ground and interests that could be agreed upon proved quite simple 

(Nilsen, 1998). 

In addition to the economic crisis, from 1600 to the beginning of the nineteenth century pcriodic 

and sporadic wars and military conflict plagued the region. The conflict was a result of the political and 

cconomic diffcrences that existed between the three Khanates. Hem too proved to be another opponunity 

for the colonists to intervene, and direct the situation to their benefit. As a result, the Tsarist regime stepped 

in and seemed to rather effectively resolve the pressing political problems, thereby bringing peace to the 

area. In doing so this proved to be yet another 'foot in the door', since the release from these feudalist wars 

mcant the institution of Russian, and more to the point coniemporary European, laws and values in Central 



Asian political and economic cultural frameworks (Nilsen, 1998). It was in the initial stages such as these, 

that the area of Turkistan began to be officially recognised as a Tsarist colony. 

3.1.2 Colonialism in Turkistan 

Toward the end of the 1880's the colonial state of Turkistan began to take more concrete form, 

both gcographically and in terms of its political economy. The general administrative responsibilities of the 

rcgion were now assigned ro a Gubernator, an executive of the state sent to Turkistan from among the 

Russian bourgeoisie. The position was to be stationed in the (until now) reiatively unimportant city of 

Tashkent. Prior to this point in history, Tashkent held no important political or economic role in any of the 

chree Khanaces of Turkistan (Ziyayev, 1987). With the amival of the Gubemator and the importance of 

colonial administration, Tashkent's importance both politically and administratively rose dramatically. 

Tashkent's new role was as administrative capital of the colony of Turkistan, and as a result, politically one 

of the most important cities in Central Asia, 

The administration of the colony was not entirely b d  on unilateral decision making. Thc 

administration of the coIony was divided into international and military affairs, which were handled by the 

Russian councils, and most interna1 matters, which were the responsibilities of the respective Khanate 

councils. 

Pcrhaps one of the most important consequences of lhis colonisation occumd in the exchange that 

took place on the economic front between Russian commodity distri butors and local marketers (Zi yayev, 

1987). The presence of two very distinct groups, adhering to two very different understandings of 

economics and market activity. in the same trade/commerce arena resulted in some very severe changes in 

thc social simctures of the local. as well as the colonial population. Arguably most important among these 

was the stratification of socio-cconomic classes (Ziyayev, 1987). The grow-th of personal and class wealth 

quickly led to the financial polarisation of social groups, which more often than not coincidcd with racial 

~Iassification. 

With the growth of financial prosperity there began the developrnent of new cities. In order to 

conncct this economically flourishing area with Russia proper and thereby ihc 'rest of the world'. il was 



necessary to consuuct a railroad that could facilitate the transport and exchange of large quantities of 

goods. The construction of the railroad, along with the development of a propet shipping network on the 

Ara1 Sea. marked the beginning of industrial development in Turkistan (Ziyayev, 1987). For Turkistan, 

industrial developrnent meant that large quantities of raw commodities (in particular cotton) would be 

exported. whi le ready-made goods would be imported from elsewhere. 

3.1.3 Terra Incognito 

The beginning of Russian capicalism in Turkistan not only marked the beginning of an exchange 

of goods; it meant the exchange of ideas as well (Ziyayev, 1987). This new exchange brought Russian 

scicntisis. archaeologists. historians and others from the intelligentsia's elite. According to Nilsen the aim 

was to raise the awareness of the local population to European ideology and philosophy. and to raise the 

awareness of Europe in tenns of Turkistan. and a land (and people) formally classified as terra incognito 

(Nilscn, 1998: 13). 

While the local population and the colonials were endeavouring to find common ground on most 

interests, this was particularly m e  for city planning and architecture. Nilsen (1998) notes that there was a 

synthesis of ideas and language between local rnasters (master carpenters, i.e. architecVengineer) and the 

colonial architects and engineers. This proved to be the case on many occasions, especially dealing with 

issues of the 'grcat' historic monuments that had enter4 into the legends and fables of Russian litcrature. 

Additional efforts were made to enhance the identity of Turkistan for the people of European 

Russia (Nilscn, 1998). That is to say. in the nineteenth century, Russians were engaging in their Central 

Asian version of the Grand Tour. Colonial omces published brochures and pamphlets advertising the 

mysteries and wonders of Lhe Orient, While this budding version of the tourist indusuy brought a new 

vision and understanding of Turkistan, it also contributed to the visual arts of ihe Russian school of arts. 

Paintcrs of built form. as well as natural landscape came to Turkistan to find subjects and inspiration for 

their work. 



This section of the thesis covers the material regarding the developrnent of architectural and urban 

spatial components present in Tashkent prior to Comrnunist mie. The section inctudes a review of urban 

artefacts and spaces that are both precolonial or traditionally Uzbek, and those that were present in the 

initial stages of colonialism. 

3.2.1 Tashkent 

In 1865 Tashkent. the capital of TurlUstan, had a population of just over 100,000 people. As such 

it  was the largest city in Turkistan, and one of the largest in the Orient (Ziyayev. 1987). 

3.2.2 Canals 

The provision of municipal services for a centre of this size was becoming incfcasingly complex 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Traditionally, watzr for sanitacion and irrigation within the city was provided by 

means of a network of canals that brought fresh water into the urban area from a drainage basin that 

collected mdt waters from the neighbouring Tien Shen mouniains. The primary canal, the Boz-suw that 

hrought the majority of the water into Tashkent, divided into two lesser canals: Kalkauz canal serviced the 

northern half of the city. while the Ankhor canal serviced h e  eastern and southeastern portions of the city. 

Frorn thcsc two canals, an entire network of minor canals branched off to service the majonty of the 

rcsidcntial units and urban agriculture located within the city's limits. 

3.2.3 Fortification 

The city in plan view cannot be considered as having an easily identifiable geometric shape 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Rather, it has bcen desctibed as basically circular with the eastem edge uuncated. 

Forming the boundary and the Iimits of the urban space was an eight -meter high clay brick wall (see 

figures land 2). Tnis system of wall enclosure providcd a means of fortification against a m d  attack. 

Whilc such fortifications have been recorded in European centres in much earlier periods, it is more of an 



indication of the feudal society that demands such measures than it is a representation of a state of 

dcvelopmen t (Pugachcnkova, 1993). 

Access to the city was by means of a series of gates or darbaza. Entering the city of Tashkent 

would mean passing through one of 12 darbaza Iocated at various points along the fonifying wall. The 

location and name of the darbaza was not randomly chosen. Each of the gates opened up ont0 a road that 

led to another major urban or rural centre. So, for example, the Samarkand Gate in the Southwest corner of 

the wall opened onto a road that led to Samarkand (see figure Il). For the most part, these gates were 

considercd major thoroughfares for the passage of major caravans and other such traffk. 

Smaller portals called tyshik were also hollowed out of the wall to allow passage of a less formal 

nature. In other words tyshik would aHow the passage of individwls to the city (a link between the rural 

and the urban), but not iarge groups of people or mounted caravans. Additionally, these portais were kept 

small because as was the practice in time of war or attack, these portals, (between 6 and 7 existed at any 

one time in the fortifying wall around Tashkent), were closed up with brick to prevent entry by the 

opposing forces. 

In plan the chronology of the city' development can be seen in rather an obvious way. The 

physical growth and expansion of the urban space can be viewed in much the same way as a tree can be 

aged according to its rings. The plan of an Uzbek city is, in this way, quite similar with the presence of a 

fortifying wall. 

Whcn growth occurred in Tashkent, iwo particular processes twk place. Firstly the city centre 

camc io be denser. That is to Say the concentration of built form in the city centre grew in the same physical 

space with very littfe outward expansion. Secondly the remaining portion of the city, in particular the 

physical limits of the city grew (expanded) outward. in doing so the fortifying wall camc down, land was 

acquired and a new wall was erecteû. However, such expansion never entirely rcmoved the fortifying, and 

as a result there remained portions of the wall within the limits of the new boundary. This spaîial pattern of 

development was typical of al1 major urban centres in what is now Uzbekistan. 



With such expansion of physical temtory, the new urban Iimiis would inevitably come to  

encompass the rural (non-urban) components that lay just outside the fortifying wall. One of these 

components was the informal network of mads that led up to  the city limits. In incorporating these roads 

into the urban space proper. these new sections o f  the city would be often characterised by roads that were 

of a much lower quality than the roads that had existed within the city limits for a longer time 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Urban streets and the newly acquired roads differed dramatically in quality and in 

ability to provide adequate transporiation. Once these roads came to be incorporated into the city proper. 

maintenance was upgraded (see figure 3). 

3.2.5 Shakhristan 

In the geometric centre o f  the city, and usually a t  the highest topographical point was the 

Shakhristan. The Shakhristan literally refers to the human space of the city. Collectively it refers to  the 

residential core and he cemetery (see figure 4). Together with the bazaar which was usually tocated 

adjacent to the Shakhristan, these two components comprised the core of the urban space and definitely the 

most lively and (in regards to human interaction) the most vital portion of the city (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Moreovcr. al1 major and minor roads and sueets eventually led to  this core area. 

As was described above, an increase in population was accompanied in part by a growth in 

physical space. However in the Shakhristan this growth came to  have more social consequences than one 

rnay first predict (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Growth in population meant that the physical space o f  the core became much denser. In the 

Shakhristan this meant that urban space became crowded. Resideniial space rathcr than expanding 

venicaIly divided into even more refined portions. As families grow (sons and daughters starting their own 

familics) the common practice among Uzbek families is to  remain with one's respective parents. As a result 

the residential space becomes funher portioned for the new family. Naturally this meant that consuuction 

of residential additions was more often then not necessary (Pugachenkova, 1993). But in preferring to 

expand horizontally in an alrcady defined physical space with very little room for cxpansion, this type of 



Figure 1. Fortification Wails of Tashkent 



Figure 2. Fortification Walls of Tashkent 

Figure 3. Typicai Urban Streetx;ape 





growth meant the closing off of certain streets, and the building of homes with common walls. The spatial 

result of  this type of  growth mcant that the general appearance and spatial orientation felt in such an area is 

one resembles a maze o r  labyrinth (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Russian engineers and planners at the time felt that this type of urban developrnent was symbolic 

of poor management that the street network was poor for eficicnt transportation, and that orientation was 

problematic (Pugachenkova. 1993). Of  

O f  course this subjective evaluation was based in a European mindset that privileged the urban 

grid pattern of developrnent and road management. What this fails to recognise is that while the grid has its 

own means of  visual signals and means o f  conducting human movement and activity. so ioo does the 

'informal' pattern o f  developrnent of the Uzbek City. 

As one moves through the urban 'maze' one is o r ien t4  to location and destination according to 

the level of  density and the presence of certain services (Pugachenkova, 1993). As one moves through the 

space. the frequency of teahouses, kiosks and the like increased, while the massing of built form becam 

more dense. Furihermore, while the expansion of residential homes led to very narrow. and sometimes 

dcad-end streeis, and seemingly confusing paths to follow, the urban dweller was always able to connect 

with major thoroughfares from any back alley, lane o r  dead-end. Whether small, narrow or  not always 

visually advenised, the connecting path from one Street to another was essential, and therefore always 

present. 

By the end of the 1880s the Russian colonials were making vast incremental strides to change this 

traditional Uzbck pattern of urban growth to something that was more familiar to the European sensibility 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Street narnes, which had not existed before, appeared, taking their narnes from the 

gatc to which they led. Street lamps were k i n g  installed in al1 major streets. And the roads that had 

previously been d i n  (but well maintaincd), were being paved with cobblestones. 

3.2.6 The Urda 

The centre of the city contained a portion of urban development that has been considered as a 

miniature city wiihin the city proper (Nilsen, 1998). This essentially political space, rcferrcd to as the Urda, 



was for Tashkent approximaiely I5OO hecîares in area, and fortified in much the sarne way as the city 

proper. 

The Urda housed the khan's palace, military barrack, an annoury. and a treasury. Furthermore the 

Urda contained not only the residence of the khan, but also the residences of the khan's military leaders md 

political advisors. The Urda in Tashkent was accessed by three gates that were connected by s m t s  to the 

major gates of the ciiy proper. 

Toward the end of the 19th century the city of Tashkent introduced the position of hakim or city 

mayor to the administrative palette of the city. The position was significant enough that the residence and 

the political office of this individual came to be introduced into the Urda's urban cornplex (Nilsen. 1998). 

The city of Tashkcnt was divided spatially as described above, but divisions of space of a more 

subtle nature were also present (Ziyayev, 1987). The political division of urban space viewed Tashkent in 

terms of the Daha: the city proper (not including the Urda) was divided into four administrative quadrants 

each referred to as a daha. 

To each daha was delegated a kazy or judge that was responsible for the administration and 

execution of the law for the population of the respective daha. Further down the administrative ladder was 

the aryk aksakal. This was a pcrson that was responsible for the distribution and use of water and access to 

the urban irrigalion network. While this position seems to be of considerably lesser importance than a 

pcrson responsible for legal activity, the aryk aksakal role is in fact of major importance when one 

considers the role water and access to water plays in a desert or semi- arid climatc (Ziyayev, 1987). 

3.2.8 Bazaar 

In the northern portion of the city was the bazaar (see figures 5,6,7,8,9). Generally encompassing a 

rather large portion of the urban space, this city square served both the urban as well as the rural population 

from areas adjacent to the city. 



In the second half of the nineteenth century the bazaar underwent major physical and structural 

changes. Unlil this time the bata;ir was an entirely informa1 and loosely managed cultural artefact 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). By this it is meant that the physical space where the bazaar operated was generally 

diny, unhygienic. disorganised, and providing a relatively small selection of goods. Russian colonials 

introduced a greater variety of marketable goods and a much more forml and efficient manner in which to 

opcrate (Pugachenkova. 1993). 

Operation of the bazaar peaked on non-work days. that is Saturday and Sunday. On such days the 

clientele incrcased immenseiy. As a result, the colonials inuoduced European-style shops that lined the 

borders of the bazaar. Additionally the introduction of such shops meant greater access to foreign g m d s  

and more importantly a change in shopping patterns and means of consumption (Pugachenkova. 1993). 

In addition to European-style stores, warehouses. textile manufacturing cenues, banks and credit 

unions were established as staples of the new bazaar. While these colonial-based services were gaining 

ground in the shift in identity of the Uzbek bazar, the addition of the caravan sarai scerned to be a step 

closer to a compromise than these other interventions (Pugachenkova, 1993). The caravan sarai was an 

Uzbek institution that seemed to fit well with the changing demands of the bazaar. Essentially a hotel 

service for uavellen, the caravan sarai served borh colonial travellers to Tashkent as well as people from 

rural areas not immediately adjacent to Tashkent. Such people would bring their wares to the bazaar for the 

weekcnd sale, stay in the caravan sarai and retum to their villages corne the start of the work week. 

Evcn before these changes. the bazaar was much more than a place to trade and sel1 goods. The 

bazaar was in every sense a cultural meeting place. and a place to exchange more than just goods 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Often people would spend the entire day at the bazaar, gathering with neighbours 

and exchanging personal as well as city news. The importance of the bazaar as a place of information 

exchange and social interaction was understood early in its development. Political declarations and 

speeches from the khan. hakim and other major figures in the city's administration would be addressed to 

the public at one of the city's major bazaars. 



Figure 5. Plan Wew of T&kent's Pre<olonial Bazaar 



Figure 6. Assortecl Vews of the Bazaar's Rooftop 



Fgure 7. Aaorted Vews of the 8Bazads Rooftop 



Fgure 8. Intenor Roofing of Bazaar 

l Fgure 9. Entrance to Bazar 



3.2.9 Hasti Imam 

Another major part of the built form of the city was a building complex called the Hasti Imam (see 

figure 10). Essentially a complex consisting of a coliection of major social and architectural artefacts. 

Among such artefacts are the madrasah, the mausoleum and the moque, These were variations on the daily 

social institutions with which people interacted (Nilsen, 1998). The moque for instance was not a regular 

(daily or weekly) mosque. Rather it was a place that was used for worship on special religious holidays. As 

a result the objects of this space gained special social importance, which was ultimaiely reflected in their 

grand scale and ornate ornarnentation (Nilsen, 1998). 

For the most part, mosques did not follow that type of spatial and material expression that was 

used in the mosques in the Hasti Imam complex. The exterior facades were generally very simple and 

unadorned (see figure 12). In plan the Uzbek mosque differs somewhat from other mosques in thai it 

responds readily to specific clirnatic conditions. 

The Uzbek mosque is divided into two parts, the summer mosque and the winter moque. As 

surnmer conditions entail extreme temperatures (up to 50 degrees Celsius) worship is conducted in an open- 

air, covered courtyard adjacent to the winter mosque. The winter mosque on the other hand is typical of the 

mosqucs that occur in standard practice (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Interior walls of the winter moque were never adorned with writings or images or any kind and as 

a result the interior space remained simple- The surnmer mosque on the other hand, while adhering to the 

rules of abstinence of images and writing, manipulated the outdoor space with natural artefacts. Trees, 

pools of water and latticework were cornmon and expressed a design of intricate geometry typical of 

Islamic ornamentation. 



Figure 10. The Hasti Imam Compla 
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Figure 1 2. An Uzbek (Tashkent) Moque 

Figure 1 1. The Samarkand Gate in Tashkent's Fortrtying WaiI 



3.2.1 1 Mauza 

Directly adjacent to the city proper, on the other side of the fortifying wall, developcd a form of 

rural settlement referred to as the mauza- Essentially a forrn of rural settlement, the mauza came to be an 

important part of urban development in Tashkent (Ziyayev, 1987). 

As the urban area expanded beyond ils limits, in other words beyond the confines of the fortifying 

wall, this expansion came in contact with the mauza surrounding the city. When this occurred, the mauza 

was incorporated into the uhan fabric. This transformation meant a number of things both for the human 

component of this arca, as well as for the city proper (Ziyayev, 1987). Firstly this meant that a primarily 

rural people, with dail y traditions and practices that differed sornetimes quite dramatically with other 

urbanites, came to be identified as an urban population. As agricultutal practices and means of imgation 

changed in response to tfieir urban location, so too did the attitudes of the people (Ziyayev, 1987). For the 

most part this meant that agriculture as a professional practice or Iivelihood shifteâ in terms of social status. 

In k ing part of the urban afea proper. expectations rose and often after a generation or two agricultural 

practices diminished to the provision of goods for the irnmediate family only. 

Secondly this meant that the urban fabric of the city proper changed (Ziyayev, 1987). The 

incorporation of a prirnarily green space into a space dominated by built forrn meant that as one ventured 

out from the core area of the city it was easy to notice obvious and dramatic changes in the urban 

vernacular. As the methods and styles of rural residential construction differed from the typically urban 

residential architecture, one could easily discern their location and distancc from the core by the appearance 

of the surroundings (Ziyayev, 1987). 

Furthemore, as the mauza and its indigenous communities came to be incorporated into the urban 

fabric, so too did their village names. It was often the practice to retain the names of the villages of the 

mauza and apply them to the streets or residential areas, as these places were offrcially established as 

sectors of the city. Today such neighbourhood names as Chupanata, Katar-tal, Chilanzar, Dom-rabat, Mir- 

abad. Unuz-abad, remain and teflect the former villages of the mauza. 

As a band of rural development surrounding the city the population of the mauza was by no means 

homogenous (Ziyayev, 1987). During the colonial pcriod, wealthy Russian seitlers purchased plots of land 

thnt intermingled with the lands of the indigenous population of the mauta. The colonial attitude toward the 



mauza was very different from ihat of the indigenous populace (Ziyayev, 1987). Russian settlers' 

preferences to  leave the urban area for the summer months, and to spend that tirne in the 'coun&y' o r  'at the 

cottage', resulted in this area k i n g  treated more as a retreat han a sector o f  human settlement o r  separate 

comrnunity (Ziyayev. 1987). 

3.2.12 Mahallya 

Within the confines o f  Tashkent's fonifying wall existeû yet another form of political and social 

division. The mahallya was initially a form of social division that separated Tashkent's population into 

distinct districts according either to  occupation o r  on racial grounds (Pugachenkova, 1993). At the start of 

the 20th century Tashkent's population was divided into more than two hundred rnahallyas. most o f  which 

were comprised of a homogenous racial group, such as Tojikko'cha (the Tajikistani qumer)  or of a 

homogcnous occupational group, such as O'kchi (the rifleman's quarter). 

If the mahallya was not based on eilher race o r  occupation, it was then based in a major mosque o r  

rnadrasah located in the area. But regardles of name o r  basis of identification. the mahdlya was a very 

insular world (Pugachenkova, 1993). The comrnunity members o f  the mahallya. for example would 

frequent the same moques,  and trade and meet a t  the same baraar. Within the tightly knit social structure 

of the mahallya existed its own form of  municipal administration. In this sense the mahallya is very much 

like the daha, with its administrative leader and imgation officer. While the daha refers to its administrative 

leader as the kazy, the mahallya refers to this person as the mirab. Essentially performing the same role, 

the two positions differ in that the mirab is not appointed by the municipal hakim and acts more as a 

representative of the mahallya and its cuitural o r  social needs than a governmental delegate separate from 

thc community. 

3.2.13 Residential Development 

The exterior of the typical urban Uzbek home was by no means a representation of the owner's 

social status. In fact the contrary is almost tme. Great efforts were made by al1 homeowners to  disguise 



their personal wealth- As a result residential areas in Tashkent were extremely plain and simple in terms of 

strectscapes (Pugachenkova 1993). 

Exterior walls, that is those facing onto public spaces, were never constructed with windows or 

transparent openings of any Iund. Moreover, entrantes. while certainly varying in size, were constructed in 

such a way as to prevent passing pedestrians from peering into the interior space. The sole outlet for 

personal expression of any kind was the entrance gaie. Amuence was expressed in relatively simple terms. 

In other words, size and degree of geornetric manipulation were the primary elements for social expression 

(Pugachenkova, 1993) (see figure 15). 

While from the exterior homes rernained relatively similar; the size of homes certainly varied. and 

was also a means of differentiating a family's wealth. Furthemore the rneans of roof construction and 

certainl y in terior detailing and construction. materials used and degree of adomment were al1 permitted 

outlets of persona! expression. 

The house itself was spiit into two parts, the iashkari and the ichkari, Iiterally refemng 

(rcspectiveiy) to the exterior and interior portions of the house proper, and reflecting the division of social 

activi ty that occurred in the house. The tashkari (exterior or outer) part of the house was the area located 

closest to the main entrance, and was generally larger in area than the ichkari. 

This division of space while originating with the Islamic division of the sexes gained social 

suength as urban populations grew rapidly at the beginning of the 20th century (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Beginning as a means of preventing a male visitor from visual observation of the household's married 

wornen, the tashkari kept the visitor separateci from the women who would remain in the ichkari (see figure 

19). This division of space differed with geographical location. In rural areas agricultural work necessitateci 

the iniermingling of the sexes in the work environment (the Cotton fields). As a result, that pariicular aspect 

of Islamic social code never eniered into the language of rural residential construction. 













Plans of homes very rarely demonsmtd repetition. The fayout of individual homes always 

exprcssed a functional understanding and relationship to residential space, rather than following a particular 

social or cultural typology (Pugachenkova, 1993). As a mult  a visitor could go from one home to another 

and find two completely different layout plans for the residences (see figures 19, 20, 21). That is a social 

code rarely exened a strong influence over the manipulation of residential space (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

Ovenvhelmingly the influences came from functional requirernents. 

Perhaps the best example of this functional planning method is the residential response to 

environmental conditions. In Tashkent this is by and large the measures taken to prevent the summer heat 

from penetrating persona1 space and areas of recreation within the home. The residential courtyard 

demonstrates this understanding and response to environmental conditions. 

As a response to extrpme heat (above 50 degrees Celsius) much of the courtyard activity was 

locatcd in the southern and eastern quariers of the space. Paramount among these activitics was the social 

connection centred around the aiwan. a covered, elevated meeting space for dining, tea, and sleeping (sec 

figures 13, 14). In the summer months, family activity was conducted primaryily in the courtyard. Personal 

manufaauring of handicrafts. urban agriculture and so on al1 took place in the courtyard. The aiwan served 

as mealtime. teatime and communal bed for the entire family. The importance of keeping this area free 

from direct sunlight and ambient heat was paramount. 

3.2.1 4 Building materials 

While the use of baked clay bricks and wood timbers was traditional in most residential homes 

(see figures 16, 17, 18) it can be argued that these materials restricted the manipulation of space (Ziyayev, 

1987). It was not until me introduction of colonial style building matenals that this restriction was lifted 

and the residential home began much more dramatic changes in its typology (Ziyayev, 1987). 

With two simple materials like metal and glas  the form of the Tashkent courtyard house changed 

in scale, volume and social meaning (Ziyayev, 1987). Sheets of metal and metal girders allowed the 

expansion of the closed spaces of the home to be expanded with much greater ease. As a result many 

homes expanded the roof of the house over the courtyard, thercby creating a greater enclosed living space. 

Additionally, the constructive versatility of these materials allowed such enclosures to be temporal if the 



resident so desired. thereby allowing the occupants io change the form of the house according to the 

Scaso IIS. 

Glass also played a role in giving the residential home new meaning. As the cost of g l a s  

(windows) was very high. working with such materials was generally only affordable by those with more 

substantive financiai resources. As a result, the homes of wealthier people had the opporiunity to allow 

grearer arnounls of light into thcir homes, while the homes of other people rernained dark. As such the 

residents of homes with poor Iighting remained in the traditional mode of seasonal outdoor life. while 

residents of homes with better lighting were now able to conduct work (that was traditionally conducted in 

the courtyard) inside (Ziyayev, 1987). 

3.3 Soviet Culiural Hegemony in Tashkenf 

This section of the thesis includes a large portion of the literaiure review regarding the penod of 

Tashkent's history that is of critical importance to the development of its urban cultural identity. This 

section discusses a range of material covering the ideological tenets that guided the Soviet movement in 

Tashkcnt and the resultant urban artefacts chai came to act as media through which Soviet ideology 

changed Tashkent culture. 

3.3.1 Russian Revolution of 1917 

The Russian Revolution was a series of events in imperial Russia that culminated in 19 17 with the 

cstablishment of the Soviet state that became known as the Union of the Soviet Socialist Repubfics (USSR) 

or more colloquially as the Soviet Union. Two succcssful revolutions that wcurred in 1917 are referred to 

coIlcctively as the Russian Revolution. 

The first revolution overthrew the autocratie irnperial monarchy. It began with a revolt on 

Fcbniary 23 to 27, 19 17. according to the Julian, or Old Style, calendar then in use in Russia. (On January 

3 1, 19 18, the Soviet government adopted the Gregorian, or  New Style, calendar. which moved dates by 

thirtecn days; therefore, in  the New Style calendar the dates for the flrst revolution would bc Mafch 8 to 12. 



Events dcscribed in this section. which occurred before January 3 1. 1918, are given according to the Julian 

calendar.) 

The second tevolution began with an armed insurrection on October 24 and 25. It was organised 

by the Bolshevik Party against the Provisional Government and effected a change in al1 economic, political. 

and social relationships in Russian society as well as in years to corn in the satellite republics of the Soviet 

Union (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

The underlying causes of the Russian Revolution are rooted deep in Russia's history 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). For centuries, autocratie and repressive tsarist regimcs ruled the country and most 

of the population lived under severe economic and social conditions. During the 19th century and early 

20th century studenu, workers, pcasants. and members of the nobility stageâ various initiatives, aimed at 

overthrowing the oppressive government, Russia's badly organised and unsuccessful involvement in World 

War 1 (1 9 14- 19 18) added to popular discontent with the governrnent's corruption and inefficiency (Kopp, 

1970). In 1917 these events resulted in the fall of the tsarist government and the establishment of the 

Bokhevik Party, a radical offshmt of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party. as the ruling power. 

3.3.2 Soviet Period 

The Russian Empire collapsed during the Russian Revolution of 1917, and the Bolsheviks 

(militant socialists) seized power in Russia. During the Russian Civil War (19 18- 192 1). the Bolsheviks 

sought to reclairn the territories of the former Russian Empire. They established a new set of political 

entities in Central Asia chat were mled by local Bolshevik soviets, or councils. In 1918 the Bolsheviks 

made much of the southem part of Central Asia, including part of present-âay Uzbckistan. into the 

Turkistan Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (ASSR) within the Russian Soviet Fedetated Socialist 

Republic (RSFSR). Other areas of presentday Uzbekistan were still under the administration of Khiva and 

Bukhara. The traditional leaders of these political entities were overthrown in 1920. and later became what 

is rcfcrred to as the Khorezm People's Soviet RepubIic and the Bukhara People's Soviet Republic, which 

still rnaintained nominal independence. In 1924 the borders of political units in Central Asia were changed 

and the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR) was forrned from territories of the Turkistan ASSR, the 



B u k h m  People's Soviet Republic, and the Khorezm People's Soviet Republic. In the same year the Uzbek 

SSR became one of the republics of the Soviet Union, which had been officially established in 1922. 

In 1930 the Uzbek capital was changed from Samarkand to Tashkent. In 1936 the Uzbek SSR was 

enlarged with the addition of the Karakalpak ASSR (presentday Qoraqalpogh Autonomous Republic), 

taken from the Kazakh SSR. Tenitory was transfened several times between the Kazakh SSR and the 

Uzbck SSR after World War II (1939-1945). The presentday borders of the Central Asian states are a 

rcsult of the territorial uni& that the Soviets circumscribed during this period (Kopp, 1970). 

The Soviets imposed many dramatic changes on the Uzbek SSR (Pugachenkova, 1993). In 1928 

Iand was forciMy collectivised into state farms. Another iand-relaied devetopmnt (one with a cata~uophic 

impact) was the drive (initiated in the early 1960s) to substantially increase Cotton yieids in the republic. 

The drive led to overzealous irrigation of the Amu Darya and subsequently the ecological disaster in the 

Aral Sea basin began (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

During World War II many industries were relocated to the Uzbck SSR from less safe locations in 

western regions of the USSR. They wcre accompanied by large numbers of Russians and members of other 

nationalities who were evacuated from areas near the front. Since so many Uzbek men were fighting in 

World War II. women and children began to take a more prominent role in the economy (Ziyayev, 1987). 

Sorne local women began to work in urban indusuies. Despite this, the Uzbek population rernained 

overwhelmingly rural (Ziyayev, 1987). Additionally, during the war the Soviet authorities relocated entire 

ethnic groups from other parts of the Soviet Union to the Uzbek SSR and elsewhere in Centrai Asia. 

Uzbek society was altered in major ways during the Soviet period (Pugachenkova, 1993). Islam. 

the traditional religion of the region. became a focal point in the 1920s for the anti-religious drives of 

Communist fanatics (Pugachenkova, 1993). Most moques were closed, and religious schools became anii- 

religious museurns. Uzbeks that were deemed 'nationalist' (often practising Muslirns) were targeted for 

imprisonment and in many cases execution. 

Another development was the virtual elimination of illiteracy, even in rural areas (Pugachenkova, 

1993). Only a small percenfage of the population was literate before 1917. This percentage increased to 

ncariy 100 percent under the Soviets. 



The Comrnunist Party o f  the Soviet Union (CPSU) was the only legal parry in Uzbekistan until 

1990. The first secretary, o r  head, of the Communist Party o f  Uzbekistan (the republic's branch of the 

CPSU) was consistently an Uzbek. Nevertheless, over much of Soviet history, Uzbeks were 

underrepresented in the higher levels o f  rhe republic Comrnunist Party organs. Uzbeks were even more 

underrepresented in the central organs o f  the levels o f  the party in Moscow (Pugachenkova 1993). 

3.3.3 Communism 

Communism is a socio-political framework in which the major resources and rneans of production 

are owned by the community rather than by individuals. In theory, such societies provide for equal sharing 

of a11 work, according to ability, and al1 benefits, according to need (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). Somc 

comrnunist societies assume that a coercive governrnent would be unnecessary and therefore that such a 

society would be without rulers (Dehkonhojayev. 1986). Until the final stages of communism are reached 

however, communism involves the abolition o f  private property by a revoIutionary movement. 

As a concept of an ideal society, communism is derived from ancient sources, including Plato's 

Republic and the eariiest Christian communes. In the eady  19th century, the idea of a communist society 

was a response of the poor and the dislocated to the beginnings of modem capitalism (Dehkonhojayev, 

1986). At that time communism was the basis for a nurnber of utopian settlernents. Later the term 

conzmunism was reserved for the philosophy advanced by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels in their 

Communist Manifesto, and the movement they heiped to create in Central Europe. Since 19 17 the term has 

corne to rnean those who regard the Russian Revolution as a mode1 that a11 Marxists should follow 

(Dehkonhojaycv. 1986). 

3.3.4 Marx and Engels 

In their writings, Marx and Engds  ttied to analyse 'contempotary society'. which they described 

as capitalistic. They pointed out the inconsistencies between ideals and reality in modern society: rights 

granted to al1 had not done away with injustices; constitutiona1 self-govemmcnt had not abolished 



mismanagement and corruption; science had pmvided mastery over nature but not over the fluctuations of 

the business cycle; and the efficiency of modern production methods had produced slums in the midst of 

abundance (Smith, 1994). 

Marx and Engels described al1 human history as the attempt of men and women to develop and 

apply their potential for creativity for the purpose of controlling the forces of nature so as CO improve the 

human condition (Smith, 1994). In an ongoing effort to deveiop iis productive forces, humanity has been 

rernarkably successful, in terms of progress (Smith, 1994). However in developing 'productivity', various 

social institutions have been created that have inuoduced exploitation, domination, and other evils. Engels 

is quoted as saying 'the price humanity pays for pro- is an unjust society* (Smith: 23, 1994). 

Marx argued that every social system of the past had been a device by which the rich and powerful 

minority could live by the toi1 and misery of the powerless majority, and that each method of exploitation 

had flaws that sooner or Iater desuoyed it. either by slow disintegration or by revolution (Smith. 1994). 

Engels and Marx bclieved that the capitalist system was fiawed a d  therefore destined to destroy itself 

(Smith. 1994). Attempts werc made to show that the more productive the capitalist system became, the 

more difficult it would be to make it function. That is to say, the more goods a system accumulated. the less 

use it would have for these goods or else the more people it trained, the l e s  it could make use of their 

talents. As a result, capitalism would eventually choke on its own wealth (Smith. 1994). 

It was thought that the collapse of the capitalist economy would result in a political revolution in 

which rhc masses of the poor would rebel against their oppressors (Smith, 1994). This revolution would do 

away with private ownership as the pnmary means of production. The new economy would produce not 

what was profitable, but what the people needed. Moreover. inequalities and coercive government actions 

would disappear (Smith, 1994). 

Shortages, inequalities, and coercive government have persisted in countries that called 

themsclves Comrnunist (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). The f i n t  of these countries was Russia, a huge, poor, 

relativcly backward nation that was just beginning to acquire an industrial base (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). 

With a populace that was still largely illiterate, Russia and her colonies had no experience in political 

participation. In 1917, after a senes of half-hearted reform masures and disastrous mismanagement during 

World War 1, the antiquated mechanism of tsarkt rule simply disintegrated and was swept away 



(Dehkonhojayev: 67, 1986). After a long p e r d  of political upheaval. the U s t  system of capitalistic 

government was followed by the Bolshevik faction of Russian Manrism. This later k a m e  known as the  

Cornmunist Party. 

3.3.5 Soviet Political and Economic Development 

From irs inception, Communist rule in the Soviet Union faced a variery of problems. In the early 

years the governmentk role was challenged fepeatedly by its enemies within the country. When the 

Comrnunist Party ernerged victorious, it was faced with the need to rebuiid the nation's ruined economy and 

to train and modernise Soviet people for life in the 20th century (Ziyayev, 1987). 

After the disastrous intemipiion of World War II Soviet leadership was nithless in organising al1 

available hurnan and material resources for the job of modernisation (Ziyayev, 1987). According to 

Ziyayev ( 1987) discipline and economic harshness were felt io be necessary to achieve their goals. 

Furthcrmore it was felt that this could only be achieved by a dictatorship that could control al1 social 

activity and sirnultaneously queil any hint of dissent or autonomy (Ziyayev, 1987). The resulting system of 

total control was labeiled totalitarianism. 

3.3.6 Totalitarianism 

In political science, totalitarianisrn is defined as a systcm of government and ideology in which al1 

social. political. econornic, intellectual, cultural, and spiritual activities are subordinated to the purposes of 

the rulers of a staie (Pugachenkova. 1993). A number of important features distinguish totalitarianism, a 

forrn of autocracy peculiar io the 20th century, from such older forms as despotism. absolutism. and 

tyranny. In the older forms of autocracy people could live and work in comparative independence, provided 

thcy rcfrained from politics. In modem totalitarianism however, people are made completely dependent on 

the wishes and whims of a political Party and its leaders (Pugachenkova, 1993). The older autocraties were 

mled by a monarch or other titled aristocrat who govemcd by a principle such as divine righi. The modem 

totalitarian state, on the other hand, is micd by a leader or diciator who conuols a political party. 



Countries whose governments have been typicall y characterisecl as totali tarian include: Germany, 

under the National Socialism of Adolf Hitler, the Soviet Union, particularly under Joseph Stalin; and the 

People's Republic of China, under the Communist rule of Mao Zedong (Mao Tse-tung). 

Under a dictator, members of the ~ l i n g  party become the elite of the nation. The eniire society is 

subjected to a hierarchical organisation where each individual is responsible to another in a position of 

higher authority. The single exception to this is the supreme leader, who is answerable to no one. In a 

totalitarian regime such as the Soviet Union al1 non-governmental social groupings are either destroyed 

totally or CO-ordinated to serve the purposes of the Party and the sute (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

3.3.8 Control of Mass Communication 

Total subjection of the individual becomes possible only through advanced science and indusuial 

technology (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). Among the most decisive, a technologically conditioned feature of 

totalitarian dictatorships is the rnonopoly of mass communication (Dehkonhojayev. 1986). 

With a monopoly of mass communication, the ruling party and the government are in possession 

of al1 channels through which people receive information. guidance. and direction. Al1 newspaper. 

magazine, and book publishing, as well as radio and television broadcasting, theatre productions, and 

motion pictures is centralIy controlled and direcied. Architecture, regarded as a visual art and means of 

cultural expression also falls into this category. Writers, poets and architects alike are enrolled in party- 

controlled organisations, and are licensed by the govemment. Usually they are required to be members of 

the party. The 'party line*, that is to say the parq's interpretation of policy. is irnposed on al1 mas media 

through censorship. 



33.9 Control of the Economy 

A centrally-controlled economy enables the totalitanan dictatorship to exploit ils population for 

foreign conquest and world revolution (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). For example, al1 resources can be 

concentrated on a single important miiitary projec~ The totalitarian type of economy enables the dictator to 

conuol the workers and make hem dependent on the government. 

3.3.10 The Communist Manifesto 

The Communist Manifesto was a declaration of the principles and objectives of the Communist 

League (a secret organisation of émigré German artisans and intellectuals) that was published in London in 

1848. Writtcn by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, the Manifesto is divided into four sections. 

In the first section, Marx illustrates his theory regarding the history of exploitation. He 

characterises the modern world as the stage for a dramatic confrontation between the ruling bourgeoisie 

(the capitalists) and the downtrodden proletariat (the working class) (Pugachenkova, 1993). Guided by the 

logic of capitalism to seek greater profits. the bourgeoisie constantly modifies the means of economic 

production, which Marx regards as the fulcrum of history. As a result. it unknowingly sets in motion social 

forces that it can no longer conuol. Consequently it calls into existence Lhe class destined to end ils rule- 

the proletariat (fugachenkova. 1993). As the proletariat increases in number and political awareness is 

raised, class aggression will generate a revolution and the inevitable defeat of the bourgeoisie. 

In the second section, Marx identifies Comrnunists as the allies and theoretical vanguard of the 

proletariat. He emphasises the need to abolish privatc propeny and to make fundamental changes in 

matcrial existence. which he regarded as the ideological expression of capitalism. After a revolution. 

economic production will be in the hands of the state (the proleiariat), which will be organised as the new 

ruling class. As ownership will be 'in cornmon', class distinctions will begin to disappear (Pugachenkova, 

1 993). 

The third section of the Manifesto is es;cntiaIly a criticisrn of various alternative swialist visions 

of the timc, is now largely of historical interesr. The final section compares Comrnunist lactics to those of 

othcr opposition parties in Europe. 



33.1 1 The Soviet Union - Planning and Architecture 

AI1 over Europe World War 1 brought construction to a hak But in the West this intemption did 

not corne until the 'new' architecture associated with advancements in industrial development, had raken 

root. The industrially advanced nations of the West had had the opportunity to explore and discover the 

new technologies associated with industrially revolution. Moreover this period of exploration allowed the 

architects and city planners of the p e n d  to test and implement (albeit cmdely) some of this new 

tcchnology (Ziyayev, 1987). Ofilce buildings. factories and the like had become realities in the West. After 

World War 1 the architects of these countries were not forced to begin again from scratch- In the Soviet 

Union the scenario was very differen~ 

The Octobcr Revotution destroyed 'established traditions' of every kind (Ziyayev, 1987). This 

was a p e n d  of death for pre-Revolutionary ideas (Ziyayev: 21 1, 1987). Whether they were ideas of art, 

architccturc or moral concepts, they al1 met an equal fate. The horrendous conditions in which the pre- 

Revolutionary peasant lived had created a temperament that demanded drastic and rapid changes to the 

mode of life for the average person (Ziyayev. 1987). In this heated Pace for social change the social scene 

was k ing  rapidly cleaneâ of the former order and the social and cultural values that accompanied it 

(Ziyayev, 1987). But at this pace, the new order was unable to keep up with the demands for replacements 

to the vacancies that had becn left by the discardcd traditions of the Tsarist society. As a rcsult, the newly 

formed Soviet Union, ruined economically by the war, was put in a position of k ing  the least developed 

sratc. cconornically and industrially in Europe (Ziyayev, 1987). 

The establishment of the necessary conditions for the 'new' architecture and a philosophy of city 

planning depended on the needs of the moment and on a vague notion of what could be a new way of life 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). For many ~his  rneant access to comforts that they had been denied in the past and 

for others it meant a more humane existence. City planners and architects of this era believed that one of 

the kcy problems associated with the institution of rational planning and development is the private 

ownership of land (Pugachenkova, 1993). As a result city planning and architecture stood in a symbiotic 

relarionship with the tenets of the new communist regime. The abolition of private ownership, aid private 

Iifc for that matter, was one of the primary components of the Soviet ideology. Architccts and planners saw 

this as an opportunity to rcalise the designs and plans with little impediment. Consequently, architects and 



planners for thc most part went dong with the new ideology. Whether they flrmly believed in the new 

ideology or not, the viewed the approach as beneficial for them professionally (Pugachenkova. 1993). 

For the most part this was a period of modernisation on the grandest scale. The socialist city was 

not only charged with the task of modernisation (anticipating the same level of modernisation as was 

apparent in the West), it believed that the modemised socialist city should fundamentally differ from its 

capitalist counterpart (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). The idea was to have a cornmon weaith among aIl 

citizens of the State. While the Western city differed in 'form' as a result of differences and imbalances in 

econornic and cultural influence (content), the socialist city was to reflect the collective and group-oriented 

nature of socialist settlement and culturaUsocial values (Khan-Magomedov. 1983). 

The 'modernisation' of the Soviet State meant the modernisation of the individual citizen. By and 

large the populations of the f i  fteen satellite rcpublics that formed the Soviet Union were dominantly rural 

populations. With modernisation, and the associaied influx of people from their respective rural 

environments to the unprepared urban centres. the life of the individual changed dramatically (Khan- 

Magomedov, 1983). Even for those that had a tradition of urban life, the rapid changes in social democracy 

and 'spreading of wealth' among those that once had very little material possession, meant serious cultural 

change (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 

Changes occurred in many facets of urban life. Living space, working space and recreational 

space. threc of the primary components comprising al1 urban environments, al1 received prirticulat 

attention. The necd to develop an architecture and planning that would express as forrn, the content of the 

socialist, comrnunist ideology gave rise to two movements that wouId corne to dominate much of Soviet 

architccturc (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). Rationalist and Consuuctivist architecture contributecl to the 

manipulation of urban space and consequently hurnan activity, perhaps more significantly that any other 

movcrnent in Soviet architecture (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 

3.3.12 Soviet Rationalism 

Immediately following the Revolution intense experimentation began in the crcation of a formal 

basis for a Soviet architecture. Architects operating in the newly forming Soviet Union were aware that 



specific problems regarding function and structure, and a new aesthetic imagery required the mastery of a 

new forma1 expression (Khan-Magornedov, 1983). 

Rationalism rejected the notions of eclecticism and stylisation and in doing so this led to the 

abandonment of traditional architectural forms. A replacement for these forms was a form of expression 

that was still in the making- Rationalism as expressed in architecture and construction of the built 

environment was still young and at this point was not set up to adequately replace the time honoured 

'traditional' forms of architectural expression. As a result, projects in this early periad of Soviet 

architecture were considered to bc primitive and unprofessional, lacking compositional resources (Khan- 

Magornedov, 1983). If one considers al1 the aspects of the design process coilectively, function, structure 

and so forth, for the Rationalists, architectural form was considered to be the weakest link in the chain 

(Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 

In these early stages of the Soviet Union, in architecture and urban design there were two specific 

difficulties that helped to distinguish the Rationalists from other schools of thought (classicists, 

constructivists and so fonh). Firstly there was the relationship of fonn to the objective rules governing 

individual perception. Sccondly there was the relationship to the new functional and constructional basis of 

a building. At this time this bilateral approach to what was considered to be one problem distinguished the 

two camps that were prevalent at the tirne. the Rationaiists and the Constmctivists (Khan-Magomedov, 

1983). 

The Rationalists favoured the first approach. Rationalism was an approach to architecture that 

priviIeged the value of space over function. and more importantly how the individual perceived that space, 

psychologicaily and physiologically. The Constructivists on the other hand approached architecture 

privileging the function and structure of building design. 

The issue of modem technology al the tirne was something that provided a clear division between 

the Rationalists and the Constructivists. The Rationalists werc concemed with the advancement of 

technology in architectural projects but in t e m  of what it could contribute to spatial organisation and 

acsthctics. Ladovsky, a leader in the Rationalist movement in the early years of the Soviet Union, stated 

[hnt, though fonn may be abstract and independent of al1 materiais, its impact on the spectator was tu some 

cxtcnt a function of the material employed (Kopp, 1970). 



Rationalism did not see the role of function as paramount in producing the imagery of a particular 

artefact. The 'look' of the building did not have to be solely determined by its function (Kopp, 1970). Or 

stated another way, design involved more than the extemal reflection of interior purpose. Ladovsky felt that 

the 'new' architecture of the Soviet Union had to involve the creation of an image (Kopp, 1970). 

Moreover, this creation would now be done in a 'new', non-traditional way. As mentioned before the 

decorative arts of the traditionaiists were viewed negatively by the Rationalists. As such the creation o f  a 

new image meant the manipulation of space rather chan the decoration of it. Solid f o m  void of 

supcrimposed decoration were to become the building blocks of this new architecture. 

The problem was that this movernent (Rationalism) was still in its youth, and as such, the methods 

for generating and manipularing such fonns were either absent o f  not evolved enough to contribute 

signi ficantly to the new architecture and urban design. Additionall y, as the Rationalists were preoccupied 

with psychological and physiological perception of  space. these new images generated by spatial 

manipulation had to be more than simply a composition of geometric figures. Rather they were to  stimulate 

the imagination through the conjunction of clearly intangible forms. 

The task for the rationalist architect was to discover not merely the emotional, but also the rational 

principles for the application of aesthetic aspects to architecture. Moreover the training of an architect was 

now viewed as enablinp a designer to apply objective perceptual criteria to his creations within the built 

environment. To achieve this Ladovsky propose.  research into these new architectural rnethods, and to 

have a higher degrce of direct involvcment of the  individual (the one who interacts with the environment) 

(Khan-Magomcdov, 1983). Additionally, Ladovsky argued for the primacy of the architect's creative 

imagination, viewing this not only as a rneans o f  manipulating space. but as playing a large role in the 

generatic.n of innovative ideas (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 

3.3.13 Soviet Constructivism 

Constructivism was the second main trend in Soviet architecture in the period following the 

Revolution. It reflected the requirernents of the new architecture as real building work began in the early 



1920s. In these early stages. Constnictivisrn was greatly influenced by Consuuctivism in its wider sense, in 

art, book exhibitions, Soviet posters and pkards, and in the decorative am. 

Soviet architectural Constnictivism emerged from the suuggle to establish new forms of an and 

bring thern into Iine to reflect the changes taking place in society, the new production processes. and the 

dcvelopment of fresh aesthetic ideals. It has been stated that Soviet Constnictivism was a synthesis of 

Leftist experirnents in painting and theories promoted in Production Art by Brik, Gan and Kushner. It 

should however be stated, that even though Prduction Art and Consinictivism share many qualities, and 

that Constnictivism borrows rnany principles from Production Art, they are by no means identical (Khan- 

Magomedov, 1983). 

Production Art ideas had been formulated after the establishment of Soviet power as part of an 

attempt by Leftist painters to show the devolution of the role of an in contemporary (Soviet) society. In 

rcference to the state of art and design that precedcd Production Art, Mayakovsky, a leader of both 

Production Art and Constnictivism, stated that the revolution of content is unthinkable without the 

revolution of fonn (Khan-Magonaedov, 1983). Great efforts were therefore made to reject art and artefact 

of a society that no longer existed. More irnportantly, the tejedon of pre-Revolutionaq art and artefact 

rneant the rejection of the ruling classes that that art was rneant to represent and serve. This king one of the 

primary tenets of the Revolutionary (Soviet) rnovement, it quickly found stability in Soviet art and 

architecture (Kopp, 1970). 

As the foundational principles of the new Soviet society were a classless sociaI structure and 

accessibility of the working class to 'culture', art of the penod preceûing Soviet power was cast out as 

k ing  beauty that seduced the viewer (Kopp, 1970). Constnictivism and Production Art fell into the 

ideological tenets of the new Soviet regirne in that they prornoted an everyday, accessible and more 

irnponantly, a 'useful' art, of and for the working class. In an article in Art of the Commune, a publication 

typical of the early stages of Soviet rule, it was suggested that art's purpose was to depict Iife, not to 

dccorate it (Kopp, 1970). To this it was added that the role of the artist was to create an objective reality 

from things composing the environment, rather than to depict it (Kopp, 1970). 

This approach to the visual arts seemed to suit architects and their urban design iasks well (Kopp, 

1970). Architects, by their very nature adhered to an approach rccognising the importance and role of 



function. But Constructivism and Production Art went even further. The ideology was not only to change 

the role of an and how it interacted with and represented a social body. It went further to say that the 

production of art was to be related to as labour, just as labour was conducted in a factory or miIl (Khan- 

Magomedov, 1983). 

This gave rïse to a movement called 'Veshchizm'. Veshchizm was tmslated as king 'the culture 

of things' (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). Constructivism and Veshchizm were closely associaied with one 

another in the early years of the Soviet Union (1920's to ~e start of Worid War II). They were best 

represented in  the Constmctivist Working Group (Khan-Magomedov. 1983). The aim of this group of 

artists and architects was the promotion of the communist expression of matenal values. The basic means 

of expression provided by the materials available were said to be tectonic methods, construction and 

function that would bring the rnaterial elements of industrial culture into play. Tectonic methods were 

defined by the Group as methods dependent upon the purposeful use of industrial matcrials. while 

construction rneant a chosen function taken to its limit (Kopp, 1970). According to the Group, the 'new* art 

should, by means of production, foster the creation of a new material environment (Kopp, 1970). 

Though having significant influence on art and architecture, the Group's ideology was viewed as 

Utopian, and as a result, much of the ideology was modified to fit particulas situations, especially in terms 

of architectural projects (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). The values of the comrnunist systern, Production Art 

and Constructivism were often characterised in the Group's writings and publications. Pcrhaps one of the 

better cxamples of this is found in the statement forwarded by the Group regarding the proteiariat. '...the 

proletariat wiIl come to reject al1 uselcss things, and love only that which it requires' (Khan-Magomedov, 

1983). 

Uliimately for architecture and architects, Constructivism prcvided a new direction in the 

production of urban artefacts. The most vivid example of this is in the rejection of traditionalism and the 

classicists. The classicist argument stresseci the neccssity for a continuity of tradition. Additionally it States 

that the transplantation of f o m  from the past into contemporary culture directly is inappropriate (Khan- 

Magornedov, 1983). It requires a creative interpretation of contemporary culture, and the understanding of 

one staie of heritagc. Constructivism and its artistic nihilism accepted the classicist notion of tequiring a 



new interpretation of contemporary culture, but rejected the role of creativity in that interpretation, a ~ d  

rejectcd the inherited fonn (Kopp, 1970). Rathet emphasis was placed on structure and functionality. 

3.3.14 A Brave New World 

Moses Ginzburg viewed the new architecture as playing a very specific role in society. He referred 

to architecture as the 'creation of structures needed to transform the nation's way of Iife' (Khan- 

Magomedov, 1983). Moreover he regarded architects as those whose intention it was to erect 'new social 

condcnsers' that were capable of producing a mutation in man (sic] (Khan-Magomcdov, 1983). 

In the initial stages following the Revolution, before the socialist ideas began to take shape, people 

such as Marx and Engels were exchanging the ideologies supponing a social utopia. But in order to realise 

these ideas and notions of new cities, new social gathering places and the like. these places had to be 

visualised and portrayed (by architects of the time). The overriding influences of this new way of Iife for 

the burgeoning Soviet society were the new econornic and political relations and the collective 

appropriation of the means of production and exchange. It was understood that the structure of the social 

cnvironment was based on these components, and if they changed (in other words, if the content changed), 

so too would the physical environment have to change (form) (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 

Architects in the Soviet Union at the bcginning of the 1930s were faced with a problem. As the 

idcological foundation of modem architecture began to receive immense criticisrn from the State. 

Constructivist architects were regarded as the scapegoats. They were blarned for proâucing these notions of 

a need for a new way of Iife. and the transformation to it, as a bais for creating for themselves a new 

movement in  architecture. Of course this coutd not be farther from the truth. The ideas of change and 

producing a new way of life were not only in the programmes of architccts, but in those of political leaders, 

party members and the general members of society (Kopp, 1970). 

As rejcction of the old way of life (part of the Constructivist tenets) was synonymous with the 

acceptance with the new way of life, the situation of the Soviet Union was rather prccarious in that a clear 

vision of this new way of Iife was not yet apparent. 



3.3.15 Socialist Realism 

Socialist Realism is a form of realist art orîgina~ing in the Soviet Union in the 1930s and spreading 

to other Communist countries after World War II (1 939-1 945). It intended to glorify the workers, the 

Communist Party, and the national leader. Socialist realism transformed art into a form of govemment 

propaganda. 

Socialist realism was forged in the Soviet Union under Soviet leader Joseph Stalin. The first move 

towards its establishment as the country's official artistic doctrine came in 1932 when the Central 

Committee of the Soviet Communist Party decreed that al1 independent artistic groups be disbanded in 

favour of new 'party-controlled' unions (Dehkonhojayev. 1986). In 1934 Communist Party official Andrei 

Zhdanov gave a speech at the All-Union Congress of Soviet Writers in which he asserted socialist realism 

to be the only form of art approved by the Communist Party (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). Henceforth, artists 

would be required to provide a "historically concrete depiction of reality in its revolutionary devclopment 

... combined with the task of educating workers in the spirit of Communism". (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). 

Zhdanov also used a phrase of Stalin's, describing the artist as an "engineer of the hurnan soul", 

(Dehkonhojayev, 1986). 

As there was little supporting aesthetic theory to be found in the wtitings of the founding fathers 

of Soviet Communism. (Marx. Engels, and Lenin) the substance of socialist rcalism dcveloped gradually 

from the initial, rather vague statements and subsequent criticisms and comments by the Party 

(Dchkonhojayev. 1986)- Broadly, it came to mean that the artist should depict 'actual' events and people in 

an idealised, optirnistic way. This was meant to provide a glimpse of the glorious future for the Soviet 

Union under Communism. Art was to serve society and be accessible to the masses. Artists who did not 

conform to the d e s  of socialist realism might be either oustcû frorn employment, exilai, or killed. In stark 

contrast to the atmosphere of the 1920s. in which avant-garde art was encouraged as part of the 

revolutionary spirit, al1 so-called formalist, progressive art, espccially abstract art, was decried as capitalist 

and bourgeois, and thus devoid of any relevancc to Communist workers. 

Although party decrees drastically nmowed artistic frecdom, artists ncvertheless offered a variety 

of interprctations of socialist realism through style and subject matter. Popular subjects included scenes of 

workcrs labouring in fields or factories. portraits glorifying Stalin and othcr party figures, historical sccnes 



of the Russian Revolution, and idealised depictions of domestic life. Stylistically, anis& were encouraged 

to imiiate the work of Russian painter Ilya Repin. However some produced timid imitations of 

Impressionism or employed a deliberately naive manner. 

Following the end of World War U, socialist realism became more strongly nationalist, and 

foreign influences were especially criticised. This led to a 'highly polished oficial style' and an emphasis 

on scenes of past glory (Dehkonhojayev, 1986). However, with the death of Stalin in 1953 and the decline 

of Stalin's reputation under his successor, Nikita Khrushchev, socialist realism was l e s  forcefully upheld. It 

did however, remain the official aesthetic. It was eagerly taken up in Communist China, where it remained 

the only acceptable style until the death of Chinese Communist leader Mao Zedong in 1976. With the 

coilapsc of Communist power in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in the late 1980s. socialist realism 

felI out of favour and began to be used ironically by some artists as a means of attacking the old 

Communist systern. 

3-3.16 Soviet Urban Planning and Design in Tashkent 

Significant social and economic advances in Tashkent began in the first years following the 

Revolution. In 1924 a project was undertaken to develop plans for the reconstruction of the city. This was 

to be the first systemic approach to planning for the city. in iis urban history (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

For the most part attention was to be paid to the redevelopment of the city centre, and as a result 

many of the changes that were to corne to fruition were to be in the city's centre. Moreover this project 

would endeavour to engage in the detailed planning of the city centre's suees, pedestrian walkways and 

political zones. This was the first time that this kind of attention was paid to the details of city planning in 

Tashkent. 



3.3.17 Political Space 

In the period following the introduction of the 1924 planning development project, zoning was 

irnplemented as apart of the ordering of urban space of Tashkent. Areas of the city centre were zoned 

according to administrative, commercial, leisure and other uses. The process of territorialising the urban 

fabric. in addition to being new to the ordering of Tashkent, meant a completely new way of understanding 

the city for the average citizen (Pugachenkova, 1993). Where before the Uzbek urban dweller meandercd 

his way through the streets, using certain visual signais to Iocate certain places or services, the 'modern' 

Uzbek now located these artefacts according to poiiticall y distinguishcd zones, drawn with imaginary Iines 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). 

The implementation of zoning (1929) marked a new era of city planning and building in Tashkent. 

At this time. the city of Tashkent was divideâ into two parts, separated by the Anhor canal. While this 

division was by no means exact, it nevertheless separated the 'old city*, that is the urban area that 

demonstrated 'traditional'. pre-Soviet built artefacts and spatial organisation, and the new, post 

Rcvolutionary portion of Tashkent that was composed primarily of colonial (Russian) architecture and 

planning. 

This new era of planning and construction began with the fostering of new ideas regarding the 

development of urban space and artefacts, with calls for design proposals being made. The architect 

Senchenkov proposed one approach to this development. His approach was based on the id- that the 'old 

city' musc be completely reconstnicted, and into this reconstruction would be set the new city centre 

(Pugachenkova. 1993). In doing so, this would enable Soviet administration to resettle in a pre-established 

community. and base the majority of their poiitical and administrative buildings and services in ihis 

existing community. Whilc the pian promoted the reconstruction of the old city's centre in order to 

faci lirate these new buildings, the establishment of political and administrative offices in areas that wcre 

already familiar to the indigenous population (Le. pre-existing urban fabric) would in iwlf  facilitate a 

smoothcr transition for the change of government than if the centre was established in a geographically 

ambiguous zone. In addition to being set in the ofd city, Senchenkov's proposal was also based in 

principlcs of pure geometry and symmetry. With logistical obstacles like these, the project was considered 

IO be a failure even beforc it Icft the drafting board. 



Iri the beginning of the 1930s the= was increased pressure to create a plan for the redeveloprnent 

of Tashkent and most importantly, its city centre. Since the Revolution. the capitai of the Soviet Republic 

of Uzbckistan had been moved to and established in Samarkand. a city some 320 km to the West of 

Tashkent, At the beginning of the 1930s it was decided to bring the 'capital* back to Tashkent, and with 

this rnove certain modifications to the elristing urban fabric of Tashkent would have to be made. 

While the Senchenkov project failcd, another plan would iake its place. By 1939 the Soviet 

'Genplan', set up by a team of planners and architects from Moscow, was to set the format for the future 

growth and dcvelopment of urban space in Tashkent. Genplan (General Plan) was the Soviet version of the 

'master plan'. The focus of this plan was the relocation of the city centre and the development of space for 

political administration. While Senchenkov's plan favoured the development of the city centre in the old 

city, Genplan, and irs designers were foçused on creating an urban space with one main centre. Up until this 

time, both the pre-Revolutionary and the p s t  revolutionary (and pre-Soviet) city centre for Tashkent was 

located in the new (east of Anhor) half of the city. Genplan, rather than relocating this cenw into the old 

city centre. favoured Iocating the centre in a neuiral area- Tbis neuval area borderai both the old and the 

new cities along the Anhor canal, and was located in the historical site of the Urda. 

Foremost among the questions that were pressing among the designers and planners of the 

Genplan was the placement of the main squares and locating the sites for major govemmental offices and 

buildings. In a major thmst of construction and planning, before the Soviet Union entercd WorId War II 

(1912), Tashkent began work on Red Square and Revolution Square, today Mustaqillik Square and Amir 

Timur Public Park. respectively. Also in this period, efforts were made to modernise ponions of the old city 

that were closest to the new city centre. This modernisation effort meant the widening of streets and 

pedestrian walkways, and the rebuilding of those major thoroughfares that lead to the centre. 

One of the primary goals that drove the organisation of the reconstruction of the city centre was 

the placement of the major government offices. To feflect the Soviet notion of central government and 

federaIisrn, these buildings were placeâ in a geographically small temtory, cenued around Red Square 

(Pugachenkova, 1993). Within this space (on the West Side of the Square) the architects located the 

building known as Government House. today the Navoi National Library. This building was to bc both a 

focal point of the space and in ternis of content the most important building on the site. In addition to 



Government House, slightly to the north of this building. was the primary visual point of interest, the 

Monument to Lenin. A Stone carved statue that would bc rernembered as the largest statue of Lenin in the 

former Soviet Union. 

3.3.18 The Square 

Also during this period, the reconsuuction of the central sveefs (streets leading to and from Red 

Square) was undertaken. This reconstruction however was not developed as a process starting from scratch. 

Rather efforts were made to maintain the existing structure of the layout of the city centre in the 

transportation plan. and 'reconsuuct' only in terms of widening, and designing for greater capacity and 

visual appeal. Among these streets was Karl Marx Street, and moreover reconstruction began with this 

Street, with the recognition of the importance of the sireet being paramount, in t e m  of geographical 

location and visual acccss to the centre (Pugachenkova 1993). 

In the laie 1930s. Revolution Square was renarned Karl Marx Square in accordance with the major 

thoroughfare thal bisected it. As the fervour of the revolutionary period slowly died away, attention was 

paid CO renaming and reclairning certain primary urban spaces according to prominent political or social 

forces or pcople of the time (Pugachenkova, 1993). As part of this reclamation, and in transforming 

Rcvolution Square [O KarI Marx Square, a major visual change was made. While the Square was 

'Revolution', for the most part it was visually ueated in accordance with the Constmctivist paradigm. 

Everything was present for the propcr functioning of an informai gathering place. Benches. promenades, 

Street larnps and so forth were al1 present. When the change took place it was already apparent that the 

Constmctivist paradigm was losing ground to socialist realism. In turning the Square into Karl Mam. the 

major feature that was added was an eight metre high bust of Karl Mm. While easily commanding visual 

dominance of the Square, it also played into the reconstruction of the surrounding streets. Five of the 

pathways, that radiate outward from the bust like spokes in a wheel, lead directly ont0 five respective 

streets. The widening and other sireetscaping construction that took place along these streets contributed to 

a visual access to this bust for at least a kilomeue. 



Around Kafl Marx Square were a number of pre-existing stores and small shops. In the 

rcdcvclopmcnt of the Square, the shops were kept as a means of keeping public activity within the area 

alive. However many other buildings were demolistted along with a church. In replacing ihese newly 

vacant lots with the 'new' archiiecture. it was evident that Constructivism was a predominant factor in 

designing these spaces. But it was also apparent that climatic and cultural conditions were also becoming 

increasingly dificult to ignore. 

Uzbekistan was recognised by architect Arkady Polupanov as king  one of the unique cases in the 

ncw Soviet Union (Pugachenkova, 1993). This uniqueness was closely asscxiated witb its geographic 

location, and more importantly its distance from the European portion of the Soviet Union. Whife most 

major centres in the satellite republics were located in States that were geographically and cuIturally closer 

to Russia and Europe. Tashkent was easily distinguished as the one major centre in tenn of population and 

industry that was not located in the European geographical area. Consequently the institution of Soviet 

architecture (primarily Constructivism ai the start), met with cultural and geographic conditions that 

demanded at least some recognition (Pugachenkova, 1993). As a result, Polupanov merged Constructivist 

foms and ideology with some of the local traditions. 

3.3.19 Concentric Centres 

The urban model for spatial organisation in Tashkent found itself with a growing number of 

conccntric circles. Where the pre-Revolutionary city had one centre with services scattered throughout the 

urban landscape, the Soviet urban fabnc had a very different ordering. 

Tashkent had one primary node centred on Red Square. As has been mentioncd this area was 

home to the primary governmental and administrative buildings. However the remainder of the urban 

landscape, in its entirety, was far from k ing  void of importance. That is to say, outside of the centre, the 

urban fabric both related to itself as well as to the centre. This order manifested iiself in the appearance of 

multiple centres within the ciiyscape proper (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

The multiple city centres in Tashkent followed a very particular model in its implementation and 

growth. The model was based on the sarne mode1 ihat was irnplemented for the cityscape proper, only on a 



modified scale (Pugachenkova, 1993). The centre o f  this rnodel was the park o r  the public square. Within 

the city proper there are numerous major parks and squares that have acted as the focal point and point o f  

reference for this type of organisation. The first ring o f  ihis concentric circular urban mode1 is the 

administrative. Generally allocaied to political offices, this ring may also include governmental services 

such a3 the administration offÏces of the city's hydroelectnc station. The  next ring in the mode1 is that 

including cornmunity and business life. This division includes residential dwellings and places of work- 

The ihird ring includes commercial and cultural life. Within this division one is likely to  find larger scale 

commercial centres. sports and leisure areas, and the Palace of Culture. 

While this model is by no means perfectly itlusmted in each and every example in Tashkent's 

urban fabric the basic model holds uue with slight modifications (Pugachenkova, 1993). Even within the 

city centre, with al1 o f  its reconstruction, the rnodel adapts to the space available. Additionally there is an  

added dimension to this model. For the most part, when i t  has k e n  made possible rhrough very stages o f  

strect reconstruction, each of these have been laid out along streets that considered major thoroughfates 

from the city centre. These connections together comprise a network of urban order that demonstrates the 

influence and hierarchy of political and social ordçr (Pugachenkova, 1993). 

3.3.20 Potemkin Streetscapes 

The Potcmkin Village was a phenornenon that appeared in the Crimea in the 18th century. When a 

particular member of the Russian royal family was sent to  inspect the progress of urban development in the 

area surrounding Yalta certain rneasures were taken to give this inspector the desired impression. At the 

time the person responsible for growth and developrnent in the region was Vladimir Potemkin. As nothing 

had k e n  accomplished in terms of development, and in order to refrain from his loss of position, Potemkin 

had a small army of local artisans create artificial sueetscapes out of wood, plaster, paper and paint. When 

the inspection came to pass and the stagecoach passed through these twodiniensional villages, the 

impression was given that there was much more than there really was. 

Many of the larger streets and thoroughfares in Tashkent's central area suffered this samc fate. 

The Street Navoi is perhaps the best example of this type of superficial treatment'(Pugachenkova, 1993). 



The street was designed and reconstructed only in tenns of the buildings facing ont0 ihe street. 

Development further into the blocks beyond, and even in certain circurnstanccs, directly behind some 

buildings, developmen~ stopped or was not even considered. The impression of development and social and 

political superiority was expressed through political offices (Ministry of Cultural Affairs) and a well- 

designed and maintained sueetscape. 

The attention paid to supeficial design, and the importance alloçated to fronts and facades helped 

lead io the demise of the Constructivist approach to design and the rise of socialist realism. Consequently 

importance was placed on classical and traditional elements of architectural design. The value and social 

meaning associated with grand columns, pilasters, and highly ornamented staircases and the like, al1 of 

which apart of neoclassical design entered che urban landscape as a m n s  of communicating power and 

prestige. 

3.3.21 A Dynamic Urban Fabric 

As Tashkent became home to an increasing number of periods of reconsvuction and supeficial 

changes an interesting side effect of this growth occurred. As these changes took place, they were by no 

means pervasive. That is to say, no single influence changed the city in its entirety. Consequently in 

visually observing Tashkent, one is witness to many different 'styles' and eras of cultural. social and 

political influence. al1 of which are simultaneously present (Ziyayev, 1987). 

As such it can be said that the visual appearance of Tashkent's urban landscapc is dynamic. Tt is 

dynamic in ~hat it chronologicaIly, socially, politically and culturally reflects various periods and beliefs in 

specific geographic locations (Ziyayev. 1987). 

3.3.22 The Factory 

Architeas of the Soviet Union believed that man [sic] would be transformed by what were called 

social condenscrs (Kopp, 1970). Social condensers included clubs, communal housing, people's theatres 

and alike. However the primary social condenser of the early years of the Soviet Union. and as a result a 



key player in urbanisation, was the factory (Kopp. 1970). As the state was first and foremost concernai 

with modernisation and industrial developrnent, the factory came to be the principle instrument of this 

development, and moreover a symbol of progress (Kopp, 1970). 

As mentioned earlier. the rural to urban migration in the early years of the Soviet Union, was very 

high. Much of this migration was set upon cenues that focused activity of industrial deveiopmen~ As a 

result. industrial centres with immense factories, such as hydroeleccric stations or lumber mills, saw 

tremendous increases in population. particularly from the 1920's until World War II. Initially employed as 

construction workers of the factories themselves, thex migrants would then stay on as permanent residents 

of these urban centres. and find work in the factories that they had had a hand in building. This change in 

social environments meant great changes in the personal and collective needs and values of these new 

urban residents. A different psychology, new material needs and social behaviour had to be adopted by 

these new urbanites if they were to Iive in this ncw environment (Kopp, 1970). 

Architects played a unique role in the development of the factory and the urban area relating to the 

factory. Under typical circumstances, the factory. in construction, function and layout is deatt with 

primarily by engineers and technicians (Kopp. 1970). However as it was recognised that the factory indeed 

played a major role in structuring the ncw social order, architects were charged with treating the factory in 

a way that would under different circurnstances be reserved for political space or social gathering space. As 

such, the factory was treated very differently in te- of social values (Kopp. 1970). It was not a place of 

labour, but a Palace of Labour (Kopp: 88, 1970). 

Addi tionally factorics in the Soviet Union werc constnicted under conditions that differed 

dramatically from those of Western Europe and Nonh America. The level of funding for the Soviet factory, 

and the land on which it was locared, were regarded as unlimited. This differed from the North American 

and particuIarIy the European models, in that they were either under financial consuaints or bounded by 

land limitations. Often was the case for the European factory that land was limiteci, which meant that 

industrial expansion was essentially the addition or physical expansion of an existing factory or complex. 

Funherrnore, the factory was regarded as an urban element. While the tradition in North America and 

Western Europe was to locate the industrial complex (factory) on the outskirts of the city. the Soviets 

bclieved that the hydroelecuic plant in panicular could be Iocated in residential arcas (Kopp. 1970). As 



such the factory (production of tractors, c m ,  food processing, Iight bulbs and so forth) couId become, as a 

work of architecture. part of the  urban fabric. 

3-3-23 The Palace of Culture 

From the very iirst years of Soviet power a great deal of attention was paid to the cultural 

dimension of the Revolution, It was felt chat the modification or manipulation of culture was an in tep l  

cornponent in the building of sociûlism (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). Controlling the cultural dimension of 

the new socialist Iife found its greatest outlet in the Palace of Culture, or sornetimes referred to as Workers' 

Club or Village Club. The palace of culture was treated as both a centre in which leisure activities could be 

controlled and structured, and as a place of outright propaganda (Khan-Magomedov, 1983). Moreover it 

was fclt that the palace of culture could interact with the general public in such a way as to introduce 

approved cultural standards regarding the private Iives of Soviet citizens (Khan-Magomedov, 1983)- 

There were four types of palaces of culture, including: domestic ones attached io housing 

complcxes; industrial ones attached to factories and plants; vocational ones which qualified as offshoots of 

trade unions, and territorial ones run by district or city councils. The temtorial palace of culture proved to 

bc the most important and as a result the most prolific. The task for the territorial palace of culture was the 

cultural education of the general public. In addition to having a Iibrary, a self-service cafeteria and 

gyrnnasium, these locations were also designaicd for special activities such as arts and crafts exhibitions, 

community dances and night schools for selected subject matter. Perhaps the most pertinent issue that is 

raised by this issue is that the activities that were organised and controlled in these places were activities 

that would normally be Informally arranged by communities and friends on their own. As such the palace 

of culture entcred the lives of the general urban public as both a teacher and as a member of the community 

(Khan-Magomedov, 1983). 



3.3.24 Type F 

In the 1920s with the tremendous housing shortage that piagued the urban centres of the new 

Soviet Union, it becarne apparent that solutions were desperately needed. As a result experirnents and 

cornpetitions in residential design were conducted amongst the leading designers. architects and planners in 

the country. Among these pcopIe was architect Moses Ginzburg. 

Ginzburg. along with rnany other architects were part of the newly formed organisation referred to 

as Stroikom, (suoiielniy komitet) or Construction Cornmittee for the Soviet Union (Kopp, 1970). They 

were charged with the task of incorporating specific social and ideological tenets into designs of major 

significance or scale. As a result, housing and the potential that it was seen to have in regards to social 

modification and resuucturing, were considered to be a paramount issue and of top priority (Kopp, 1970). 

Ginzburg and the Suoikom proposed five types of housing or residential units, For the most part. al1 

five types met specific social requirements, and in general were considered to be typical in tems of 

conventional space standards. Only one type was considered to be a genuine innovation b t h  in terms of 

spatial organisation and social content. This innovation was referred to as the F Type. The proposal that 

accompanied the Type F design was summarïd by Ginzburg in ierms of nine points that guided the work 

(Kopp, 1970). 

In a country building socialism, the problerns of economics are indissoluably Iinked with the problems 
of improving the quality of housing from the standpoint of increased productivity, the Cultural 
Revolution. and the transition to a new. socially supefior way of life. 
Carcful rationalisation of the old pre-Revolutionary apartment plan, an analytical study of the way in 
which people use space, particularly kitchen space, can lead to swings of about 10%. 
By exploiting the unutilised height of service areas (hallways, kitchen, bathroom) the economic 
efficiency of an apartment of the old type can be considered increased. 
Our present social and economic conditions are such as to rnake the question of the smaller, more 
economicaI apartment particularly important. 
It is possible to design an apartment with a living area of 27 square meters (9 person) that is just as 
economical as one with 54 square meters. In fact our gtaphs show that it is possible to go even farther 
in this direction. This requires a new approach to the use of space. 
The Type F unit is important as a step along the road toward a communal form of housing in keeping 
with social processes of differentiation of the family and the increased use of collective facilities. 
Solving the problem of the living unit will enable us to solve the problem of building on a community 
and regional scale. 
The ideal apartment should include the following features: good lighting in al1 areas; thorough 
ventilation; the shape and sizc of the roorns should be a result of the living and working requirements; 
technical equipment should be of the highest quality. 
Apanment design should be based on the principle of maximum standardisation of building elements 
and the total industrialisation of the building process. 

(Kopp: 143, 1970) 



However, the Type F unit went beyond these regulations. While these nine points were considered 

necessary for the development of the ncw residential unit, Ginzburg and the Stroikom decided to use 

techniques and rne~hods that would resolve some of ihe pressing problems associated with other types. In 

al! types of communal residential dwellings. the term communal was expressed in a particular way that 

resuIted in what Ginzburg called social decline (Kopp, 1970). 

Thc typical communal residential unit was distinguished by the fact that sleeping quiuten, recreational 

areas, the kitchen, and the bathroom were al1 'general' areas. This proved to result in problems such as 

promiscuity, social aggression, and the dissolution of the family unity (Kopp, 1970). While the dissolution 

of the family unit was in sync with the ideology of ihe tirne, the promiscuity and social aggression often 

turned the communal apartrnent block into a very unpleasant place to reside. 

While the Type F unit made innovations in tenns of economising spatial requiremenis (in fact resulting 

in more space for the individual than other types) the major change was in the separation of the living units. 

To be exact. only the kitchens and bathrooms were left as communal areas. Sleeping, living and personal 

rccreation areas were segmented off to the convenience of individual families. This change was the result 

of rescarch conducted by the Stroikorn. Ginzburg summarised these findings by saying chat it is no longer 

possible to compel the individual io adopt specific social behaviours and more over that the dialectics of 

human development must be treated gradually if a succçssful transition is going to take place (Kopp, 1970). 

3.4 Independence & Cultural Transilion, 1991 - present 

This section of the thesis covers the marerial that concens the state of Tashkent since 

Indcpcndcnce. The material covered in this section rcflects the siatc of Tashkent's social plane. the political 

and social consequences and ideas that have resulted from the break with the Soviet government, what that 

mcans to an independent stiite, and how Tashkent is attempiing to undentand where its future lies. 



3.4.1 An Independent Republic 

The disintegraiion of the Soviet Union became inevitable in August 1991, after a failed coup 

attempt by Communist hard-liners in Moscow. That month Uzbekistan declared its independence. After the 

official collapse of the Soviet Union in Decernber, Uzbekistan joined the Commonwealth of Independent 

States (CIS), an alliance of most of the former Soviet republics. 

Uzbekistan held presidential elections in Decernber 199 1, at the tirne of the break-up of the Soviet 

Union. Islam Karimov, the incumbent president, was re-elected by an overwhelming majority of the vote. 

Most political groups in opposition to the PDP (Progressive Democratic Party) werc not allowed to offer 

candidates. The sole exception however, was Erk (Freedom), which nominated Muhammad Salih. 

Karimov, however, controlled the press and other vital organs during the campaign. According to ofkial 

election rcsults, Salih received only 12 percent of the vote. After the election, Karimov proceeded to 

establish an authoritarian-style regirne. His governrnent sought to c m h  political opposition. for example. 

by banning al1 genuine opposition parties in the early 1990s. 

Karirnov justified the clarnpdown on political opposition in 1992. by claiming that allowing for 

more freedom would leave Uzbekistan vulnerable to the spread of lslamic fundamentalism. Karimov 

pointed to the civil war in neighbouring Tajikistan, ciaiming that violence could also break out in 

Uzbckistan without strict convols on political activity. 

In  January 1995 President Karirnov announced that the government would not object IO the 

formation of blocs within the Oliy Majlis (Supreme Assembly). Subsequently, two new political parties 

werc created: the Adolat (Justice) Social Democratic Party and the National Revival Democratic Pariy. 

However, thex parties were not considered m e  opposition parties. In a referendum called by the assembly 

in March 1995. voters approved putting off presidential elections until the year 2000, extending KarimovS 

tcrm until  then. In April a group of activists afiiliated with the outiawed opposition party Erk (Freedom) 

were givcn lengthy prison sentences for allegedly conspiring to overthrow the government by force. 

Meanwhile. Uzbekistan proceeded slowly with reforms to vansform iis Sovietdeveloped, centrally- 

planned economy IO one based on the principles of a free market. 



3.4.2 Perestroika 

Then: is no longer the country in which peresvoika was staned. There is no longer the political 

system which peresuoika was about to transform, There are no social forces, which would rnake it the goal 

to revive the policy of perestroika. Peresuoika will remain however, for a long tirne, a source of interest for 

al1 thosc who are interested in history or in scientific investigation (Yakovlev, 1998). The lessons of 

perestroika are not so much those of an anafysis as they are practical conclusions. In order to understand 

pcrestroika one must recollect what perestroika 'was' for certain people and what it 'has becorne' 

(Yakovlev, 1998). Or to put it another way, to understand what perestroika was subjectively, in the ideas 

and intentions of those who originated it, and what it has becorne as a certain set of results. 

3.4.3 What was Perestroika? 

Several answers are commonly given. One answer is that perestroika was a conspiracy organised 

by the CIA. and by the West in general chat aimed at mifitarylpolitical subversion of the Soviet Union and 

of communism in general (Yakovlev, 1998). For many this conspiracy had very active participation by 

world Zionism and was furthemore considered 100 percent succcssful (Yakovlev, 1998). This sort of 

explanation stems from understanding the world as k i n g  bipolar with respect to the past. This approach 

also projects this bipolar vision of the world inro the future (Yakovlev, 1998). 

Another explanation of perestroika is that it was 'foolishness', probably caused by good intentions 

thai cvcntually resulted in an absolute lack of responsibility (Yakovlev. 1998). Those who adhere to this 

cxplanation would state that the "perestroika peoplen did not know the real situation that existed in the 

country. Consequently. these people were unable to find the right factors and rnechanisms that guide real 

life in the Soviet Union and, as a result, their myopic behaviour endcd in political recklessness (Yakovlev, 

1998). 

Perestroika has also becn explained as a 'beginning* of historical significance. This explanation 

regards percstroika as noble in its goals, courses, and extensions, but chat its true significance, m e  scope, 

and truc consequences will become clear only in the future (Sodullayev, 1999). 



3.4.4 The End of Communism and the Emergence of Democmcy 

At least two common traits can be traced in most of the explanations put forward concerning 

perestroika. fintly, most explanations are in some fashion a form of evaluation (Sodullayev, 1999). They 

arc evaluations that are given on the basis of certain political or ideological preferences. They are based on 

personal or group preferences, but not on preliminary analysis, nor on knowledge, nor on penetrating into 

the truth of phenomenon (Sodullayev. 1999). In many cases explanations are offered with the intention of 

stcpping away from xientific analysis. Secondly, any evaluation has produced a form of 'from inside 

perestroika' and 'from inside relations* which were brought to iife by perestroika (Sodullayev, 1999). 

Those who share either of those positions are regarded as trappeci in the time in which they live, in the 

political process, of which they are participants, and from the place they hold within the political process. 

Such obsewers of perestroika are regarded as subjective. Efforts should be made to identify what 

perestroika was uying to change and what it actually has changed in a broad social and historical 

perspective (Sodullayev. 1999). 

In its broadest evaluation perestroika has corne to rnean the end of communism (Sdullayev, 

1999). Moreover it rneans rhat the totalitarian state that was brought about under comrnunism has 

dissolved. and that there is no longer a lack of freedom within the Soviet Union. The collapse has 

apparently removed al1 the problems and ail b e  questions that were in the minds of Soviets for decades. In 

this sense. it would be senseless to evaluate the lessons of perestroika because one can draw no 

conclusions as to the validity of this 'removal of ail sociaI and cultural problerns' (Sodullayev, 1999). In 

this case. perestroika iiself takes on anecdotal dimensions. 

One can understand the rcformation movement in the Soviet Union when one recognises issues 

that are politically unpleasant (and associated with the Soviet Union), but nevertheless exist in the current 

conditions in the newly independent States. It is m e  that communism is in a very deep crisis which touches 

upon both its practice and its ideology (Sodullayev, 1999). 1t is m e  that it has created many ugly hings, 

but i i  has nevertheless continu4 to exist in various forms. It no longer exists in the countries of Eastern 

Europe to whicn it was 'importe&. It does however continue to exist in a very specific form of the 

psychology of hope in those arcas (China in particular) in which it originated under the influence of 

'domestic' ratficr than 'outside' factors (Sodullayev, 1999). 





This posture was also based on the assumpiion chat perestroika was not only meant to solve h e  

problerns of the economy, political systern, or foreign plicy, tut also it was assumed that perestroika could 

function as a sort of socialist Protestantism, wichout which perestroika would not have historical prospects 

(Yakovlev, 1998). It was assumed chat perestroika not only needed this sort of reformation but in fact 

started this reformation, and as a result was a stimulus for its developrnent. 

Perestroika's central goal was democracy. It was a 'central* goal, not a 'tactical' one. The 

fundamentai strategy of achieving a i s  goal stemmed from the undersbnding that it is the lack of 

dcmocratic 'basics' that is the source of al1 the difficulties. al1 the troubles, and al1 the problerns that exist in 

the current former Soviet Union. The inuoduction of the market economy, for example, was considered not 

a goal in itself but as a kind of guarantee for the establishment of democracy. 

Perestroika also made quite a conscious effort at a non-violent course of refom. It stressed the 

'reforrnational' beginning, not the 'revolutionary' type (Yakovlev, 1998). This was not because of the 

particular personalities involveâ, but was duc to an understanding that revolutions most frequentiy result in 

the opposite of what was originally intended (Yakovlev, 1998). It stemrned from understanding that 

revolution is incompatible with democracy and ihat it is extremely costly and tembly inefficient. When the 

former CPSU (Communist Party of the Soviet Union) still existed, revolutionary courses of transformation 

would have strengthened precisely those features of the system that were targeted for change (Yakovlev. 

1998). 

3.4.6 The Weakness of Perestroika 

Perestroika can be regarded as something bigger chan just an ordinary political clash between 

conforrnists and conservatives, between democrais and neo-Stalinists, betwecn communists and anti- 

Communists. It wouId be impossible to assign clear-cut political boundaries. Dernocrats frequenlly happen 

to be conservativcs. communists happen to be refonners. and anti-Communists. reactionaries (Yakovlev, 

1998). 

These sceming paradoxes could be explained in a very simple way. Peresuoi ka has focused within 

itself. threc planes. three trends, and three directions of problems. Very conditionally, they have k e n  



named as  folIows. First is the struggle for priority either of ideology or of common sense. Second is the 

struggle for suprernacy either of the Party or of the state, Third is the struggle for redistribution of power 

and property. In part, this multiplicity (so many planes, so many trends of confrontation) is due to the 

objective tasks of peresuoika that existed within the 'perestroika process'. However it was in part 

conditioned by a reaction (to perestroika) on the part of the former power structures of the CPSU and of the 

former Soviet Union. The goals and tasks that were put forward by percstroika, objectively. for the next 

stage of perestroika, woufd have touched upon the relationship between the party and society, between the 

pany and the state and between the state and society. 

One may talk about contradictions between the party and the statc, bctwecn the church of 

Bolshevism and the civic state (Yakovlev. 1998). Victory was won by the civic power, and this civic powet 

cannot even imagine a situation where neo-Bolsheviks could corne back to power again, even if they have 

overcome the kind of diversities they have among themselves. When civic power had achieved the upper 

hand in the Soviet Union. a political struggle started that rcshaped political power and property. This was 

caused by the new situation created after perestroika. Yet this stniggle is going on not in society in general, 

but within the d i n g  elite of the society, Of course, clashes of opinions and interests are not restricted just 

to the members of the elite; concentric rings are formed around them. 

The major struggle is going on not at the m a s  Ievel, but within the dite itself. People who state 

nowadays chat "peresuoika was supported morally and politically by the people", are correct (Yakovlev, 

1998). But the people did not support pcrestroika by means of direct actions. Reserves of enthusiasm and 

tnist were exhausted rather quickly. Moreover finding a position in relation to peresuoika. on the part of 

party and state apparatus. produced disorientation in society. These kinds of political clashes, which are 

still going on, darnage reforms very significantly (Yakovlev, 1998). 

The majority of the population did no1 speak out in support of the CPSU. or in support of the 

Sovict Union. People also kept quiet when the party and then the state first collapsed. One conclusion can 

bc drawn here. That is that the major mistake of percstroika stands with the fact that it did not work 

sufficientl y energetically or purposefully towards creating its own mas  base or social and political support 

(Yakovlcv, 1998). In the first stage of perestroika only the force of a totalitarian Party could break up the 

totalitarian system. 



At the ncxt stage of perestroika, mas social support was necessary, but was not created. 

Perestroika from the very beginning, and up until the very end, remained a revolution 'from above' 

(Yakovlev, 1998). It was an attempt to execute al1 the refotms from above. and it was done in the hopes 

that people would follow the enlightened rulers. 

3.4.7 The Future 

It is now of key importance to look at the situation in p-ntday Russia and her former republics. 

from the point of view of those broad tasks which were put foward by the reformation Sodullayev, 1999). 

These 'broad tasks', that perestroika wanted to achieve include: free individuals and a free society; 

democratic political system; the rule of law, not the rule of individuals; definite absolute supremacy of law; 

a modem economy. which would include al1 types of property; liberation of society from the supremacy, 

(spiritual and practical), of state over both society and individuals; and maximum possible opportunities for 

self-realisation of propeny. both quantitatively and quaiitatively (Sodullayev, 1999). It is enough just to 

mention al1 those goals in order to appreciaie what is being talked about in practical terms. Many of these 

issues have not yet been approached, and for a number of issues there is a backward movement, especially 

in those relating to the everyday life of people. 

Real reformation of Russia and the rcpublics is still a few years in the future (Sodullayev. 1999). 

Free people and a free society must be brought about over generations throughout society. One cannot 

becorne free by decree, by law, by anybody's intentions, or even by one's own will. The governing force in 

practice is not freedom, but ticense and libenies. That is to say anarchism. genuine anarchism. absence of 

discipline and the very habit of self-control, after so many centuries of Iiving in the conditions of some son 

of rcprcssion, has appeared. These liberries or Iicenses always tum out to involve the deprivation of 

somebody clse. Moreover. often what happens, rather easily under such circumstances, are attcmpts by the 

authoritics to establish their own monopoly at whatever level of power they can. That is to Say, it can be 

considered that only the first step has been taken towards 'freedom' (Yakovlev, 1998). 



3.4.8 Autonomy 

While Uzbekistan has been free from the totalitarianism of the Soviet Union hat had plagwd it fot 

more than seven decades, for nearly a decade now, the question remains as to whecher the h a n  

environment of its major centres has also freed itself from this ideology. Moreover, one may question 

whether the dismissal of totalitarian or consuuctivist architecture means the acceptance of a post-modem 

urban language or something completely different. Just as perestroika resulted in the dismissal of 

totalimrianisrn, and does not necessarily mean the democracy, so too can one question whether the rejection 

of a foreign urban language means the acceptance of one's own native language, or more importantly the 

acceptance of another (foreign) language. If the latter is the case, then it is likely that Uzbek cities are 

prepared to accept a Western interpretation of the pst-modem city. If the former is the case, and the 

rejection of Soviet culture and urban design means the acceptance of a native architecture. then the question 

only changes very l i t k  In this case the 'native' language will nevertheless be interpreted in a 

contemporary way. No one is considering building contemporary Tashkent out of brick and morcar, 

Additionally this would mean the contemporary interpretation and adaptation of what was a native 

language. In a very rçal sense this process may be interpreted as postmodemisrn. 

There is however the question of autonomy socially. culturally and architecturally. While the 

evidence that perestroika presents, provides one with a sense that to some de- a new ideology has been 

accepted, and as a result (at the current time) limited results have been demonstrateci in social and cultural 

circlcs. What rernains is how this acceptance of a new ideology has made itself present in urban and 

architectural design. The contcmporary understanding of autonomous architecture will be bnefly discussed 

below. 

3.4.9 Space 

Autonomous space raises a number of interesting questions. Firstly one is forced to consider the 

existence of space as a matetial thing, Does space exist in the same manner as built form, in that it can be 

assigncd social value and function (Tschumi: 54, 1998)? If one considers that space can be assigncd such 



function and value, then one must also consider the state of space when it is not assigned function. Does it 

only becomc a material thing when it is defined by function? This is of particular importance to semiotics 

in that it becomes necessary to discover wherher or noc there is in fact a language of space. 

3.4.10 Use 

Use, function. event or program - al1 may be used to describe the primary and secondary functions 

of built urban forms. When discussing autonomy with regard to use or funciion, one kgins with the notion 

that an artefact. whether it bç a house, an office building or a outdoor café, can exist without having a 

particular function assigned to it. In other wods, while the house, office building and café are identifid (ai 

l es t  in part) by their function (use), would it be possible to create an urban form where the use is as yet 

unidentified? Can one live in a space not designed to function as a living space (house)? Obviousiy one 

may first question the validity of such inquiry. Why would someone build something and noc know what it 

is'? This may not seem such an unreasonable proposai when one begins to undersiand that often spaces and 

artefacts are not used for iheir 'intended' function. The example of the indoor toilets distributed amongst 

the rural Italian villages k ing  used for cleaning grapes and not as a lavatory, demonsuates this fact. 

But more importantly this raises the question of how space and form can corne together to form a 

'place' without having the function defined? Can one treat space in the same manner as the early human 

trcatcd the cave, in that a space was an identifiai, a function was carrieci out in that space. and as a result 

that function defined the function of that space (Tschumi, 1998)? 

3.4.1 1 Form 

Form follows function. This is a tenet of urban and architectural semiology that ha .  k n  

discusscd earlier. Howevçr. can one produce space that is not functional? In saying that a particutar form is 

devoid of function, one is zdmitting that that f o m  is devoid both of primary function and secondary 

function. this raising the issue that Geoffrey Broadbent ( 1  986) defines as the impossible existence of the 



'non-signifying abject*, While Broadbent refers to ihis type of fotrnal semiotic autonomy as 'impossible', it 

nevertheless charges the imagination to reason out 'why*. 

3.4.12 The 'West' and their Conception of the City 

During the tirne of the Indusuial Revolution the urban metaphors and cultures of the West 

recognised the pnmacy of the natural organic forrn in the conception and construction of their cities. In 

19th century France for instance, both zoomorphic and anthropornorphic analogies rose to popularity in 

urban cuhure and in urban form. Examples of ihis were seen in the ascendancy of the natural sciences and 

in their application to the functioning of the city. 

From the late 19th century to the inter-war period, a new urban (cultural and formai) aesihetic was 

accomrnodated, which came to bc called the machine aesthetic or the machine metaphor (Ellin, 1996). The 

'machine' emphasised the 'function' and found its aesthetic in h e  inner workings of culture and form. This 

corresponded to the movements of rationalism and consuuctivism that were gaining presence in both the 

Soviet Union and in other parts of Europe and North Arnerica. This eta of scientific though~ saw a number 

of significant changes for those that were responsible for the stewardship of the urban environment. 

foremost in the minds of these people were the needs of the people (Ellin. 1996). Through a scientific 

approach to whatever urban/social problerns wose, a solution. or rather a wide-ranging solution couid be 

designed. Moreover it was in this era chat one saw the rise of a new urbanhcial expert, the city planner. 

appcar in full involvement in the city. Additionally these experts (planner and architect) saw a new 

intcrpretation of their roles (Ellin, 1996). The architect tried to emulate the engineer and the planner, the 

natural scientist. 

The pst-indusuial economy and Information Revolution have challenged the validity of using the 

scientific approach to urban culture and fonn (Ellin, 1996). No longer are geographic boundaries and 

population densities of 'key ' importance to the resolution of the urban scenario. Further the technological 

and economic changes chat have marked this era have as such demonstrated rernarkable ideological and 

fundamental transformations (Ellin, 1996). While technology as an indusuy has grown dramatically, 

econornic activity has shifted in such a manner as to now, in our (Western) current era, there is a dissolving 



of political boundaries, and a fortification of economic barrien. It is said that North American culture in 

particular is becoming more polar in its urban economic appearance (Ellin. 1996). Examples of this c m  be 

seen in most major urban centres in either the USA or Canada, where homeless persons and the financially 

affluent can be seen operating in the same geographic environment, More importantly though, this is by no 

means strictly a Western phenornenon. This trend of economic bi-polarisation of the classes in uhan 

environments has spread to nations of the Developing World. Conseqwntly the Developing World is no 

longcr located in a specific geographic or cultural area, rather the Developing World and the 'First World* 

can be said to be living side by side (Ellin, 1996). 

The pst-indusrrial era is marked, not only by these economic and technological changes, but also 

by the attitude toward consumption, both on an individual bais as well as on a national or global bais  

(Ellin, 1996). This stiift marks one of the major diffetences between the indusuial society and the p s t -  

industria! society. Where the industria1 society was characterised by production, rhe pst-indusuial is 

characterised by consumption. This shift in attitude has also made iwif  present in the dissolution of 

traditional boundaries. be they political or geographic. More importantly this has entered the ideologies of 

urban cultures (Ellin. 1996). It is suggested that there are no longer the political dualities of the 'left* and 

the 'right' and that 'high' architecture and pop art are often interpreted as the same (Ellin. 1996). This shift 

in  architecture has been referred to as the cornmodification of architecture (Ellin. 1996). 

Additionally these changes have been accompanied by a shift from the centre to the periphery. 

This is felt both in the form of the city as well as in its content, The form of the pst-industrial city is 

rnoving in concentric circles outwards from the centre. The developrnent of suburbs and ex-urban arcas is 

testimony to the fact that the centre no longer plays the cultural role it once did. Further, the content is 

shifting in a likewise direction. The once rarginalised social groups (gays, visual minorities, women, etc.), 

who were classified as the social periphery are now finding solace as part of main sueam culture. 



3.4.13 Derrida & Deconstruction 

Jacques Demda challenges the mdernisi viewpoint of rneaning in the built environment with 

Deconstniction. The notion that signifier and the signified are tightly linked, acconiing to Derrida is not 

exactiy correct (Ellin, 1996). Rather. Denida say that signifiers always becorne signifieds for other 

signifiers and vice versa, resulting not in a final signified, but in an infinite chah. Consequently Demda 

feels that the primary form of post-modern discourse is the collage (Ellin, 1996). The collage requires the 

audience to participate in the production of meaning while minimising the authority of the author. 



CHAPTER 4 
TACTICS 

Tactics 

This portion of the study deals with the rneasures taken to collect and assemble data regarding 

information directly relatai to a semiological analysis of urban spacc in transitional cultures. The chapter is 

broken down into three primary sections: a case study; the study ara;  and the methods used in coltecting 

sernioIogical data within the study area and within the parameters of this thesis. 

4.1 A Case Study 

This section of the thesis covers the material chat in large part creates the structure for the way in 

which data was collected and the choice of data for the analysis. This portion of the work reviews case a 

study method and the author determines what pans are needed to address the issues covered in this thesis, 

and how this case study fits into the case itself. 

4.1.1 A Bounded System 

A case study, according to Stake (1995), is an exploration of a bounded system or case over time 

through detailcd, indepth data collection involving multiple sources of information rich in text. By 

boundcd systern it is rneant that the case is bounded by time and place. Refemng to the study as a 'case* 

denotcs a prograrn, event, activity or certain individuals. As such, a case study will include a number of 

diffcrent methods of data collection. S o m  of which may include observations, interviews. audio-visual 

material. documents and reports. 



The rneasures taken in this thesis certainly fall under the category of case study. Based on the list 

of possible methods used in data collection that Stake has provided, observations, visual material, 

interviews and archival documentary reports are al1 used in titis semiological study of urban space. 

4.1.2 Context of Case Study 

In analysing and describing the case, the investigator must set the case within a particular setting. 

The setting or context of the study may be very broad, such as his~orical, social or political. or the context 

may in fact be very narrow, such as a family, a physical location or a specific tirne period in which the 

study is to occur. 

The selected case will dernonstrate a context that is narrowly conceptualised. This thesis is, in i l s  

broadest terms, an exercise in semiological analysis of urban space. But at the same tirne this study 

specifically examines cultures experiencing transition from cultural and political hegemony (colonialisrn in 

its broadest terms) and how the language of the urban space is influenced by these conditions. 

In order to create a setting or context that will allow for an understanding of the circumsiances that 

influence the case, it is necessary to illustrate the historical situations and contexts that have contributed to 

the current condition. As a result, this thesis sets up the case with these historical influences in particular 

view. The pre-Soviet era of Tashkent's history allows the investigator to understand the basic palette of 

urban semiotic Ianguage at its foundational level. The Soviet period describes the second layer of meaning 

in Tashkent, and simultaneously portrays the influences of colonialism, which are pertinent to this study. 

The last section in sctting up the context deals with the recent period, the time since political independence. 

This section is the thrust of the analysis and allows for a brief description of the current context. Though 

ihis section is ultimately the focus of the study, it must nevertheless be brief, as the fieldwork done in this 

case study will provide the foundation for illusuating the current condition. 

Additionally the intervention that is part of this thesis (see Chapter 6) constitutes the investigator's 

opinion on urban space, meaning and place-making, based on the rcsults that are gathered and summarily 

analysed within the parameters of this study. The intervention will thereforc be viewed as a discursive tool. 

It will provide a scries of options regarding the semiotic language of transitional urban space based on the 



current condition. It will be understood as a discursive tool in that the options may be understood only in 

terms of their gcneral ideas or as base lines frorn which future development can take mot. 

4.1.3 Structure of the Case Study 

The overall structure of this case study largely follows the structure set out by S u e  (1995). Stake 

refers to this particular type of framework as the overall rhetorical structure. While case studies Vary in 

their structure quite dramatically, there an: some basic principles that Stake demonstrates as king key to 

most case study types. This case study accommodates this basic structure in the following way. 

Firstly. the case opens with a vignette that aliows the reader to develop art interest in the matenal 

of thc study. In doing so the reader is iniroduced to the basic rnaterial of ihe study and will use this 

informaiion as a reference point to which hefshe can corne back to when dealing with more abstract or 

complicated material. In this case study this is done in chapter 1, the Introduction. In this chapter the reader 

is invoduced to material covering semiotics of the built environment as well as a brief introduction to 

Tashkent Uzbekistan. 

Secondly, Stake suggcsts that the investigator identifies the issue, the purpose, and the mcthod of 

the study in order for the reader to corne to an understanding as to why this investigator is interested in this 

material, and what it rnay offer the reader and oihers. While this section of the structure is divided among 

Chaptcrs 1 and 4 in this case study, the portion that exists within the first chapter offcrs enough of an 

outlinc to make the aforementioned issues, purpose and method apparent io the reader. 

The third portion of this structure deals with the detailed description of the case. Stake suggests 

that the level of detail and depth of the description, while relative to the material, must bc approached with 

enough vigour to make the case, and the elements within the case, as clear as possible to the reader. In this 

case study the reader is introduced to material covering firstiy the field of semiotics and semiotic analysis 

of the built environment. As much of this material is very abstract to the average reader, the material is 

prcsented in such a way as to make it more accessible. This is done with clear and available examples. 



The material that follows covers the Tashkent experience. It begins with a basic outline of material 

artefacts that comprise the traditional Uzbek City and ends with a brief reference to the societal factors that 

contributed to the development of the city and its spatial organisation. 

The next portion of the structure deals with issues that are more complex and that relate more 

closely to the subject matter of the case study. In this case study ttie thnist of the work focuses on Soviet 

cultural hegemony in Uzbekistan (Tashkent). As such the material covering spatial organisation and the 

development of urban rnaterial artefact in Tashkent under Soviet social and cultural conditions is dealt with 

in rnuch greater detail than the initial outline of Tashkent's initial developrnent. 

Following this material is the section dealing with Tashkent's urban experience since political 

i nde pendence. This material covers the societal arid cultural conditions associated with poli tical 

independence and how this is reflected in spatial organisation and the rnediation of rnaterial objects, This 

portion of the description will purposefully be brief. The purpose of this section will ultimately be to set up 

a basic framework within which a portion of the data collection and analysis will Lake place. 

The next section of the structure deals with even more selective material in even greater detail. 

This section corresponds to this case study's data analysis. In the data analysis the material gathered in the 

data coiledon process concerns the semiotics of material objects and spatial ordenng in Tashkent during 

its period of potiticat transition. Within this analysis individual artefacts will be examined and concIusions 

based on this examination will be drawn. 

Stake regards this portion of the structure as the place where assertions are made and conclusions 

about the case are presented, This section conesponds to this case study's Intervention chapter. As this is a 

thesis, the investigator is obligated to prcsent hisher interpretation of the material under scrutiny with an 

ap?lication of knowledge or a form of mediation. This is precisely what the intervention proposes to do. 

The intervention is the investigator's understanding of urban space and material objects in transitional 

Tashkent applied to a rnediation of future development, Vignettes of potential future spatial organisation 

and urban artefact demonstrate the investigator's point of view. As such it wili be made apparent that the 

intervention is not a concrete proposal, but rather a discursive tool to which future development and 

discussions regarding development can refer. 



Lastly, Stake points out that the investigator should conclude the case with a closing vignette that 

emphasises that this study is one person's interpretation of Lhc matcrial. ïhis case study concludes with a 

summary that extcnds from the intervention. It would seem that the chosen format diverges somewhat from 

Stakc's structure in that the intervention could be considereû the closing vignette given what it has to offer. 

Stake refers to purposefui sampling almost in the same terms as one sets out to determine the 

subject matter of a thesis. That is, Stake emphasises that the investigator should clearly specifies the 

sarnpling stratcgies used and their rationale both unto themselves and within the context of the case. 

The sampling strategies used in this study are cartographic, photographic and by means of a semi- 

structurai interview. The cartographic anaiysis provides several layers of information. Firstly as a means of 

understanding space, the 'map' as it is reprcsented by its respective authors in their respective 

chronological periods will reveal the social and cultural values that privilege certain qualities of space and 

artefact. When such maps are examined both in i e m  of function (social need) and figure-ground (cultural 

values and beliefs) the investigator is able to dissect the cultural plane as it is reflected and represented in 

the built environmcnt. Additionally, viewing an urban space in two dimensions, rather than three, will 

allow for a clearer understanding of how social and cultural conditions (planes) converge to create places 

(points). 

As this study deals with the changes that have occuned in the language of the built environment 

since political independence in Uzbckistan, it would seem incomplete if the urban environment were not 

analyscd in  t e m  of its new (shifting) social needs and cultural beliefs. As such, the canographic analysis 

provides the bridge between the amorphous (social and cultural planes) and the morphed (urban space). 

The photographic survey provides material for an analysis of urban artefacts in the language of 

their respective chronologicat periods and how they may be interpreted by a changing (independent) 

culturc(s). The survey provides images that dcmonstrate examples of communication through archiiectural 

manipulation of space. As it is in the rhreedimensional world that the population of Tashkent interacts with 

i t s  environmcnt. it would seem necessary to analyse 'the utban* at this level. Funhermore, providing this 



type o i  analysis will complements the cartographic survey in that the two layers (threedimensional and 

two-dimensional) work together in generating the space. While the cartographic survey analyses the 

organisational principles of urban space and artefact, the photographie survey of the same space analyses 

the specific cornponents (artefacts) that are organiseâ (in two-dimensions). 

The interviews with the selected urban designers and architects will provide material for an 

analysis of the opinions and current guiding values and practices of the cultural mediators. As the urban 

designer/architect can be considered as rnediator or steward of the built environment, it would stand to 

reason that tapping their collective attitudes. preferences, bises and understanding of the cumnt socio- 

cultural condition can offer material essential to the understanding of the forces behind the product of the 

urban artefact and the space within which people live and work. In sum, interviewing îhe urban 

designedarchitect allows the investigator to clarify the relationship between production of artefact (and 

space) and the mode of production responsible for that artefact (space). 

4.1.5 Instrumental Case Study 

An instrumental case study is one that is conducted focusing on a specific issue rather than on the 

case itself. As such, the case becomes the vehicle to better understand the issue (Stake: 1995). This type of 

case study distinguishes itself from an intrinsic case study, which focuses on the case itself because of its 

uniqueness or unusual interest. 

As this research subject is the study of urban spatial Ianguage in cultures expenencing transition 

(usine Tashkent as an example), and not a study of Tashkent, it can be understood as king instrumental. It 

is instrumental in as much as it contributes to an understanding of pst-colonial ( p s t  hegemonic) urban 

spatial language. As pst-coloniaiism (from a semiotic point of view) is rarely dealt with in terms of the 

former Soviet Union, this study can make a substantial contribution. 



4.1.6 Forms of Data Analysis Associated with a Case Study 

Stake advocates that an analysis must above al1 else illustrate a detailed description of the case and 

i ts  setting. Furthemore if the case presents a chronology of events, he recommends analysing multip!e 

sources of data to determine evidence for eaçh step or phase in the evolution of the case. 

S take points out four rneans of data analysis and interpretation associatecl with case study research. 

Caregorical aggregarion refen to a form of analysis where the investigator looks for a collection of 

instances or events from the data. with the hopes that meanings relevant to the issue at hand will becorne 

apparent- In the second form of analysis the investigator looks at a single instance and draws meaning from 

that instance without looking for multiple instances. This fom of analysis is referred to as direct 

interpretation. It also entails the pulling apart of data and reassembling it in more meaningful ways. 

ThirdIy. the investigator may establish parrerns and look for correspondence between two or more 

categories. 

Lastly the investigator may develop naturalistic generalisations. These are generalisations from 

which people can leam for themselves or apply to a grouping of other cases. 

It secrns that any body of research conducted under the guidelines of a case study couId use any 

one of these rneans of data analysis and interpretation- However it would also seem that the choice of data 

interpretation rnethods would depend on the type of research king  conducted. In other words the theme of 

the research or more importantly Ihe type of data collecied dictates to some degree the type of 

intcrpretation. 

It also seems to be the case that with the exception of the contrary nature that exists beiween 

categorical aggrcgation and direct interpretation, there is room to have more than one type of analysis 

occurring in a single case study. This is certainly the case in this thesis. 

In conducting a semiological analysis of urban space the author intends to look at a cross section 

of a number of different types of cultural meeting places has been examined. This includes plitical space, 

leisure space, pnvate living space and commercial space (see section 4.3). Moreover this study Iooks for 

common characteristics of change in the urban vernacular, both at the level of Soviet hegemony and at the 

level of the current internationaIisation of Tashkent, As such it seems that the type of data analysis needed 

is two-fold, but with three fonns of analysis as  follows. 



Firstly there is a dual action between the categorical aggregation and the patterning of data 

gathcrcd. In order to understand how an urban language is altered or modified by a hegemonic culture it 

seems necessary to examine various types of urban artefacts and space. In doing so the data gathered may 

be both categonsed according to urban type (political, commercial. etc.) and then a cross-examination can 

occur. This cross-examination is essentialIy patterning. The analysis would thus look for similaritics in the 

changes that occur across types, thereby distilling the changes in urban language down to a process that can 

bc generalised as a discursive tool and which can be applied to other cases. This of course is the second part 

of the two-fold process. Naturalistic generalisations enable a complex process or problem to be simplified 

in an effort to enable the material to move from one case to another. This is the process accepted as data 

analysis within this case study. 

4.1.7 Triangulation of Information 

According to Denzin, (1970) in qualitative research, the convergence of sources of information 

vicws of various investigators and different theories (and processes) represents the triangulation of ideas. 

Stake puts greatcr emphasis on the sources of data. He States that the investigalor should make an effort to 

triangulate based on the sources of data and the data situations that exist in the specific case. 

In this thesis there are a number of different sources of data. Firstly there is the photographie 

analysis of the various categories of cultural meeting places. Secondly thcre is a cartographic analysis of 

Tashkent and specifically its city centre. Thirdly there will be a set of interviews with various urban 

designers and architects responsible for both Soviet and contemporary urban space and artefact. (For a 

detailed description see sections 4.4.1,4.4.2,4.4.3). 

Each of these sources of information will contribute to the understanding of the space and issue 

under scnitiny, and dernonsuates an understanding of urban language from various points of view in a 

given chronological period. Using these three primary sources of data it is possible to triangulate the 

information gathered, and thereby contextualise the data in terms of irs cultural and chronological biases. 



4.1.8 Comparative Approaches 

Stakc identifies five different appfoaches to qualitative research. In addressing the value of using 

the case study method (as opposed to other methods) it would seem worthwhile to briefly explore how the 

five approaches differ and the value 'a case study* has for the subject matter that is under scrutiny in this 

thesis. 

Stake has broken up the comparative research approaches into categories within which specific 

qualities of each approach can be compared with others. He presents the 'focus', 'discipline origin', 'data 

colkction'. 'data analysis', and 'narrative form' as the dimensions of qualitative research. Using these 

categories he compares five different qualitative research approaches including: biography, 

phenomenology. grounded theory, ethnology and case study. 

At the most fundamental level the five different approaches differ in what they are trying to 

accomplish (Stake, 1993:64). While a case study's 'goal* is to develop an indepth analysis of a single or 

multiple case, other approaches range in their scope of interest. Phenomenology attempts to understand the 

essence of experiences about a phenomenon (Stake. 1993:65) and a biography explores the life of an 

individual. As the goal of the Tashkent case study is to analyse a specific occurrence in a specific location, 

wiih particdar circurnstances and with the hopes of using the information gathered from this study to apply 

to a broader set of circumstances and advanced iearning regarding the theme of this study, it would seem 

that either the ethnographic approach or the case study would be best suited. The ethnographic approach, 

while rnaintaining a similar focus (describing and interpreting a cultural or social group), it differs 

primarily in two important ways. 

The data collection used in ethnography is composed primarily of observations and interviews. 

While a case study uses both of these techniques, it by no means privileges these techniques over others. 

Moreover the case study uses as many sources of information as the study can afford. This is the case for 

this thesis. If in fact observations and interviews were the sole means of data collection (or even the 

primary means) then the level of depth that is necessary for this study to develop 'a case* that can 

potentiall y be used and scrutinised by others would be lacking. 

The data analysis used in ethnography alço seems to be structured in a way thar would not be as 

conducive to this thesis compared to a case study. Ethnographie data analysis, while sharing (with a case 



study) 'description' as part of the analytic process, requires interpretation, whereas a case study requires 

assenions. The basic difference in this is that this thesis endeavours to treat the final p d u c t  a s  a discursive 

tool, a means of initiating discourse on the themes r a i d  in the study. In order to achieve this type of 

discourse certain assenions would seem to be necessary. In other words it requires the investigator to take a 

particular perspective on the themes and pwsent thern as such. Simply recounting what 3s' would likely 

fall short in creating an effective discursive tool. 

Additionally there is what Stake (1993) refers to as the overlap that exists between an ethnography 

and a case study. He clarifies the two by distinguishing between a bounded system (a case study) and the 

examination of a cultural system (ethnography). The problem, as Stake points out, is in regarding both 

approaches as 'system'. An ethnography examines a cultural or social system in i ts  entirety. A case study 

on the orher hand one works with smaller units. such as a program, an event, activity or individuals, while 

exploring a wide range of topics (Siake. 1993). While cultural behaviour may or may not enter into the 

range of topics in a case study, it is essential to an ethnography. 

4.2 The Study Area 

The study area is defined as follows (refer to figure F). The s e t  Hamza. formerly known as Karl 

Marx Street. providcs the spine of the study area. In other words, al1 points that will be used in the analysis. 

both of artefact and of space (both photographie and cartographie) are eirher directly lozated o n  this sueet, 

or irnrnediately adjacent to it. The street is referreâ to as Harnza, unless citing Soviet references in which 

case thc street is refcrred to as Karl Marx. 

Hama runs from the base of Red Square, through (or adjacent to) al1 the points of analysis, to the 

Bâzaar Selmash. The lcngth of the study area is approximately 2.4 kitometres long, and in width extends 

140 metres in opposite directions from the spine (street itseif). The study area is no: regarded as a zone 

wherein the analysis covers al1 built artefacts and spaces within this zone. Rather the study area is regarded 

as a set of parameiers within which the selected artefacts and spaces are located. 

The study area (Harnza), was chosen as it provides a single area within which ihc examples of al1 

thrce chronological eras can be found, and from which clear, accessible examples of primary functions 



typical of each era can be examined. Moreover, Hamza to date marks the centre of Tashkent and functions 

as both a transportation thoroughfare and a pedesm-an boulevard between Red Square and Revolution 

Square. 

4.3 The Cu ffural Meeting P h e  

In defining 'a cultural meeting place' it becomes necessary to create very particular boundaries, 

ones that may or may not correspond to other definitions of meeting place or cultural place, or cultural 

meeting place. This however is the nature of defining a term within the parameters of a case study and 

more importantly. within the parameters of this thesis. 

For the purposes of this case research 'a cultural meeting place* is defined in i e m  of its primary 

function, irrespective of chronological location. As such the cultural meeting place adheres to a set of given 

primary functions as established by this investigator. Furthemore, the cultural meeting places are 

neverthcless categorised in terms of their chronology. i.e. there are examples of cultural meeting places that 

typify through primary function one of the three eras (pre-Soviet, Soviet, p s t  Soviet) that have generated 

particular artefacts normally associated with the corresponding prirnary function. Additionally examples 

are chosen that also exhibit the qualities of secondary funciional transition. This is to say that the examples 

dcmonstrate a primary function indicative of the era that prduced that function, but at the same cime have 

ovcr rime changed their means of connotative signification (secondary function). As an example, the 

Sclmaçh Bazaar, though construcied in 1993. is categorised by prïmary function as a pre-Soviet artefact. 

but whose secondary function has changed. Alternatively, Amir Timur Public Park, built in the 1960s 

(Soviet era - originally called Revolutionary Square), is considered as a Soviet artefact in accordance with 

its it primary function, despite the fact that it has been superficially rebuilt and renamed since 

Independence. Essentially the chronoIogical caiegorisation of these artefacts and spaces follows a 

chronology of primary function. rather than date of construction. 

There are three generalised primary functions that are used in the choice and analysis of meeting 

place. Two of these three are functions that are common IO al1 three eras, while one that exhibits a primary 

function thai best characterises a particular era. The two common primary functions includc living space 



(or residential space) and informal social gathering space. As these two primary functions are not only 

comrnon to al1 three eras under examination on this study. but common to most urban areas throughout the 

world, these fundamental artefacts (and or spaces) are used to demonstrate the findings of the semiological 

analysis in terms that are easily accessible to the raiders of this document. Moreover, as the findings of this 

study act as a discursive tool regarding the semiological development of urban space, choosing examples 

that are readily understood by the reader is an essential quality of the artefacts under scruiiny. 

The third primary function that is used in the selection of urban artefact/space that best 

characterises the era of which it is a product. While there may in fact be many examples of primary 

functions that are particular to a given era, examples once again are chosen in ierm of their accessibility, 

and abiiity to be transposed cross-culturally. In the pre-Soviet era this example is of a commercial nature. 

Commercial activity (the bazaar) in pre-Soviet Uzbek urban areas was fundamental to the urban ara 's  

development Ziyayev ( 1 987) refers to the degree of commercial activity in Uzbek cities as 'pervasive'. To 

some degrce al1 residents of urban areas in Uzbekistan (in the prc-Soviet era), in some capacity engaged in 

commercial activity of somc kind (Ziyayev. 1987). As such, delegating commercial activity (trade, barrer, 

etc.) as the primary function particular (or that best characterises the urban fabric in) to Uzbek cities, seems 

appropriate. 

In the Soviet era, the third primary function is political or social administrative space. In 

characterising Soviet urban activity, far and away the most predominant component is social 

administration. Pugachenkova (1993) rcfers to the role of social ideology in political and administrative 

activity as dominating human behaviour and interaction. Administration and the Mmist socialist ideology 

that supponed it. was a central featurc not only in Soviet urban planning (Pugachenkova, 1993) but alsù a 

part of the dai!y lives of the people that suffered under the mountains of bureaucratie red tape 

(Pugachenkova, 1 993). As such it seems apparent that inuoducing politicaYadministrative artefactfspace 

into the scmiological study as something characteristic of urban Soviet primary function, is appropriate. 

The third primary function of the p s t  Soviet era characterises the pst-modern, consumptive 

socieiy. While one may easily identify many 'particular' artefacts of the pst-modern city, and more to the 

point 'particular' activities, the level of pst-rnodernity in Tashkeni is at this point, limited. It has made its 

mark in the urban environment in iis most basic forms. If one can qualify the post-modern city as a 



collective artefact of a consumptive society, then artefacts that typify personal consurnption unould best suit 

this analysis as culturd meeting places. 

Furthemore. in addition to the previous parameters that set up the definition of 'a cultural meeting 

place', it is additionally defined as an artefact or space (point in the physical urban plane) within the built 

urban landscape of Tashkent's city centre. This artefact is a place where communication between people 

occurs on either the ideological level or on the daily discursive level. As a semiological analysis pnvileges 

communication in various forms. it seems to make sense to conduct the analysis of urban form in places 

where communication and social congregation is paramount. The definition of cultural meeting place also 

necessitates a place where this communication either conuibutes intemally to social discourse or influences 

externally the means of social discourse. Places thai demonsuate an internally-b& discourse influencing 

thc dcvclopment of culture may include such places as the bazaar* convenience store, rnovie theatre, public 

parks and squares. Places based in discourse that externally influences cultural development rnight include 

political spaces and buildings. While it rnay be argued that politka1 discourse is based in intemal social 

communication. in other words - the will of the social community, this should be qualified within the 

parameters of the case study. Extemal influences should be understood as activities that occur within a 

select group of people (the politicians and decision-rnakers) and that influence the lives of others. While a 

democratic system of government can be understood as 'for' and 'of the people, it nevertheless involves 

the separation of two groups (politicians and the populace) in the decision-making process. Though this 

distinction rnay be vague. political space and artefact will nevertheless be regarded as a cultural meeting 

place. 

4.3 ResearchMethods 

This portion of the thesis provides a dctailed description of the three tactics used in the collection 

of data for this study. The three tactics include a cartographie analysis, a photographie analysis and a 

survey of architects and urban designers who live and work in Tashkent. 



4.4.1 Cartography 

The cartographic survey and following analysis contribute to this study as described above (see 

section 4.1.4). The actual mechanics of this tactic of data collection are herein described, 

Thc cartographic survey reviews the two-dimensional organisation and ordering (i-e. plan views) 

of 'the study area*. In performing this task the investigator reviews two-dimensional representations 

(hitherto known as 'maps') of each chronological era (pre-Soviet, Soviet, pst Soviet). In doing so the 

investigator endeavours io resolve a relationship(s) between the era (cultural and soçietal values that 

comprise that respective era and mode of production) and the tw~imensional ordering of space that is 

charactcristic of that those values. 

The maps are reviewed chronologically. That is to Say, the maps of the prc-Soviet era (up to 

19 17). the Soviet era (19 17 to 199 1) and p s t  Soviet era (after 1991). are rcvicwed for their spatial 

organisation in terms of a figure-ground relationship, and corresponding social pfane (mode of production). 

The understanding of the respective era's relationship to figure-ground is paramount, and is the 

basic thrust of this cartographic survey. The maps are reviewed in tenns of their signification (both primary 

and secondary functions), and how this signification relaies to the figure-ground relationship. While the 

study area adheres generally to the same parameters as used in the photographic anaiysis. in certain cases it 

is ncccssary to examine the 'points' (and their rote in the figure-ground relationship) with respect to other 

points outside of the study arca. In such cases reference to the 'city as a whole' or 'the city proper' includes 

othcr points within Tashkent that are either outside the study area or outside the centre portion of the city. 

As the city centre and the city proper are inherently linked. such references may be frequcnt. However, it 

must bc stated that the focus of this cartographic study is the study area as previously defined. 

4.4.2 Photography 

The photographic survey and ensuing analysis contributes to this study as has been described 

above (sec section 4.1.4). The actual mechanics of this tactic of data collection arc hcrein described. 

The photographic survey revicws artefacts and spaces wiihin the study are3 that fall into the set of 

paramctcrs that constitute cultural meeting place. Photographs of these artefacts are taken and the images 



analysed for semiological content and cultural communication, with respect to the chronological period in 

which it  was designedmuilt. The procedure of taking the photograph entailed: capturing images of the 

artefact as a whole; capturing images of specific superficial qualities (facades); and when possible his 

process included photographs taken when initially constructed andor of the designer's drawings 

(elevations, sections, plans). 

The photographing process endeavours to include as rnany images as nceded to capture what the 

investigator feels is essential to the semiological analysis. However this process is regulated so as to avoid 

discrimination between artefacts photographed. Therefore a limit of six images pcr artefact was instituted. 

While the number may fa11 shoa of this limit, it never excecds this Iimit. 

The images are categorised into the following types: context, elcvation and detail. Moreover the 

photographs will only includc images of exterior features of the artefact. Intenor images are not included in 

this survey. When information regarding the interior is pertinent, this is dealt with by means of the 

designer's drawings (section and plan). 

4.4.2.1 The Points 

The points or culturaI meeting places that will provide material for the photographie (and 

cartographic) survcy(s) have becn predetermined based on the criteria set out in the section on cultural 

meeting places (see section 4.3). The points include examplcs (when possible) of each of the categories: 

living (rcsidential), informal social gathering, and for each era one of the following: commercial, political 

and consumptive. The pre-selection of thesc artefacts was based on assigned prirnary funcrion. That is to 

Say. within the study area of this case, a clear and accessible example of each category has been selected. 

These examplcs have k e n  chosen based on the aforernentioned functional category and with respect to one 

of thc three chronological periods that constitute the descriptive body of this case. These points include the 

following: 



Pre-Soviet Points 

The Bazaar - Selma~h Bataar 

A traditional Uzbek urban arcefact that has undergone uemendous change in t e m  of its role in the 

urban community and the way the comrnunity has readapted it (the bazaar) to better meet the social and 

cultural changes that have taken place in the past century and a half. 

Residenrial Couqard  House 

A traditional Uzbek urban artefact that also has undergone changes since Russian occupation of 

Cenual Asia. As one of the three staples that make up the traditional Uzbek city centre (the ochers king the 

bazaar and the Urda) (Pugachenkova. 1993). the counyard house's survival and modifications for a 

changing social climaie, are evidence of the importance of such an artefact - even in contemporary (Soviet 

and post Soviet) society. 

Soviet Points 

Revolution Square - Independence Square 
Red Square - Amir Temur Park 

As a fundamental artefact and prirnary contributor to the spatial organisation of Soviet Tashkent's 

urban environment, the Square visually exhibits the changes that have taken place and the ïayers of 

meaning which signify Tashkent. While these two squares are examples of informa1 social gathering areas, 

ihcy havc bccn constructed with grcat social meaning and as such were the prirnary instruments used in 

organising Tashkent's Soviet urban space and new city centre. The analysis of 'the Square' proves to be of 

particulas importance. 

Cabiner of Minisrers BuMing 
MNt isrry of Middle and Hig her Education 
National Library Navoi -former Upper Sovier 
Selrnash Facto ry 
Palace of Culture 

Soviet space is typically characterised by its political content (see section 4.3). While this 

gcneralisation can be extended to space that is not directly connected to political activity it most certainly 

can include urban amfacts such as buildings conmining political offices. This is the case for the Cabinet of 



Ministers Building, the Minisuy of Middle and Higher Education, and the National Library (former Upper 

Soviet, currently housing various administrative councils and oft?ces - see section 5.1). While al1 hree 

buildings house political activity. with their primary function k ing  the administration of social activity - as 

urban artefacts they are connotatively treated very differently. As political space and artefact pIayed an 

instrumental role in the development of Tashkent's new (Soviet) city centre, these buildings arc a part of 

the semiological analysis. 

AdditionaIly, both the Palace of Culture and 'the factory' are categorised as administrative space. 

More accurately this is defined as social administrative space. The factory is considered to be an essentia1 

component of Soviet ideology (see section 3.3.22). In terms of the moulding and shaping of social life and 

activity the factory seemed to be the perfect outlet or rather means of interaction between the growing 

industrial state and the populace. Along the same lines of social modification was the Palace of Culture (see 

Palacc of Culture, Chapter 3). Here leisure activity was organised according to state ideology. Social 

bchaviour that would otherwise be conducted or arranged by individuals (amongst themsehes) was 

organised by state appoinied sociaüleisure aciivity planners. As such, the Palace of Culture is most 

definitively a Cultural Meeting Place, and moreover one that exhibits a uniquely Soviet interpretation. 

Soviet Housirig (Apanmenr Cornplex) 

While vaditional (pre-Soviet) Uzbek residential development can be loosely characteriscd by the 

personaIisation of space for individual use, Soviet residential development can bc gcneralised as 

conforming to spccific social and political ideals and values. This stark difference in approaches to creating 

pcrsonal living space and the importance living space plays in both pre-Soviet and post Soviet, requires this 

asjxct of the urban fabric to be analysed. Furthemore, as Soviet residential space was imposed upon the 

Tashkent population, this type of urban artefact can conuibute considerably to an understanding of foreign 

hegemony and how it is played out in creating urban space. 

Post-Soviet Points 

Mir Supermarket and Fast Food 

As international co-operation in economic development increases, much of Tashkeni's social 

plane is bcing altered. This alteration for the most part bccomes apparent in the built environmcnt (in tems 



of urban anefacts) as services that have corne to typify the North American (and to a lesser degree the 

western Europcan) cityscape. Foremost arnong these anefacts is the fast food chain and convenience store. 

In Tashkent, Mir, a joint venture operation between Turkey and Uzbekistan, has spotted the cityscape with 

such stores. As this type of urban artefact is a product of a foreign social plane, or at the very least a 

modification of a function that does not rcsemble any existing artefact, it would seem necessary to enter 

this artefact into the serniological analysis, 

Zarafshan Movie Theatre 

While there is a precedent for this type of social gathering place under the Soviet urban 

experience, the Zarafshan Movie theatre and concert hall ueats its secondary function in a very different 

way. This is to Say. as an example of Soviet urban artefact that is experiencing change in t e m  of primary 

and secondary functions. the Zarafshan Movie Theatre is an excellent example 

New Apartrnenr Complexes 

Conternporary living space in Tashkent has corne to be an outlet for personal expression. With the 

changes in regulations govening personal living the personal residence (both existing and newty 

constructed) dernonstrates how certain social freedoms can dramatically change the character of the urban 

fabric. As such a newly constructed apartrnent complex was part of the serniological analysis. 

Srcmrnas) 

The analysis of these points is set up in a format that is conducive to visual association with 

written commentary. Each of the points will constitute a micro-section of the analysis. This micro-section is 

forshadowed by a general description of the artefact, ils location, and year of design/constniction. The role 

or function within the city centre (and the city at large) both in terms of primary and secondary function is 

explored and analysed. The artefacts' functions (primary and secondary) are discussed in t e m  of their 

respective chronology and in t e m  of their meaning in the current period. 



4.4.3 Interviews 

The interviews were conducted in such a manner as to familiarise the respondent with the area of 

study in order io keep the theme of the response consistent with other respondents. In order to familiarise 

the respondents an oral description of the central theme of the thesis was provided immediately prior to the 

conduciing the interview. Additionally, images of particular spaces (maps and photos) and urban artefacts 

(photos) assisted in the Iine of questioning. 

The interview itself consisted of two generalised open-ended questions regarding the central theme 

of the study. Additionally, the interviewer reserved a lisr of secondary. more specific questioning regarding 

the study. In the event that the respondent did not address al1 of the questions from the secondary list in 

hisher response to the generalised questions, the respondent was posed these secondary questions directly. 

The interview session was recorded both by lape recorder as well as written notes. This was donc 

to cnsurc the notation of a certain emphasis that may be placcd visurilly. and which the audio recording 

would be unable to pick up, and io provide a transcription for accurate reference. 

The interview was conducted with ien (10) urban designers and architects who currently pracuce 

in Tashkent. These respondents were chosen for their participation in the urban design process during the 

Soviet era and the new era of independence that has been ongoing since 1991. The stress was on an 

individual's history and methods in forming Tashkent's urban environment, though expcrience specifically 

in the study area was no1 necessary. 

The IWO gcneratised, open-ended questions were: 

Wirh respect ro Tashkenr's ciry centre, describe the relationship between polirical independence 

(Mirstaqillik) and urban form and spatial organisation. 

Whar icrbarl componenrs within Tashkent's ciry centre do you associate wirh the following r e r m  'Tashkenr ' 

'Uzbek' 'independence', 'The Soviet PeriodB, 'The WestB, 'Traditional' 



Bcfore the interview process began the respondent was provided with a consent form outlining the 

future use of the material that she provided to Lhe interviewer. Hisher  consent to use this material for the 

purposes of this study was consistent with the ethical review requirements of the University of Manitoba- 

In the collection of the data and in the analysis of the material gained from the interviews, efforts 

were made to keep generalised responses down, and to favour more specific ones. Since the material 

covered in the questions, by its very nature virtually necessitates a generalised line of inquiry, littie could 

be donc in regard to the initial subjectivity of the responses. However, as the generalised questions were 

followed up with lines of inquiry that directly addressed specific issues and situations, ii was noted that the 

responses became more objective (as initially expected). 

This material contributes to  this study in two ways. Firstly. ii is an addition of untapped material to 

a body of work thar is itself 'untapped' when considering the built environment as a physical expression of 

identity. Secondly the interview material contributes to the analysis o f  the Iiterary material. An evaluation 

proccss arose from a cornparison of  the wticten work and the material gained from the interviews, and vice 

versa. 



CHAPTER 5 
ANALYSIS 

1.2 The Findings 

This portion of the study deals with the analysis of the material that was gathered under the 

guidefines of the Tactics section of this thesis. The andysis provides insight into the social and cultural 

mean ing of respective artefacts and space that have been sampled as examples of each era. 

5.1.1 Cartographie Analysis 

Introduction 

Tt was the initial intention of this portion o f  the data collection and analysis io bring together 

various sources of cariographic data and to analyse these twodimensional representations of space in t e m  

of thcir figure-ground relationships. In order to properly achieve this, it was hoped that the sources would 

bc rich in various maps and other representations. However. as this portion of the study progressed, it 

bccarnc evidcnt that there were certain restrictions on the availability of such sources thereby rendering the 

data collected in this ponion of the study to be Iimited. The data that were gathered has been evaluated by 

this investigator as insufficient for a proper or more accurately an in-depth analysis of the three stages o f  

urban figure-ground relationships. There is however enough data to provide a preliminary analysis, and 

more importantly, and in kecping with the theme of this study's intervention, there is the type o f  

information that may provide an incentive for further investigation. As such the following analysis only 

introduces the matcrial and the type of study that may follow, had the material been more effective. T h e  

interprctation and the results drawn from this material is thercfore brief and the stress is placed on the 

linking of this maicrial to the literature that was reviewed earlicr that addresses the issues felt by this 

investigator to bc pertinent to this type of analysis, 



Pre-Soviet Mapping 

The maps that are included in this portion of the study iIlustrate the plans of the city of Tashkent 

and its city centre before the Revolution. Of the two maps that are provided in this section, one of the rnaps 

includes a view of the layout of Tashkent before Russian interventions in the development of urban form 

and spatial ordering (colonisation) (see figure A). The other map illustrates Tashkent's city centre in plan 

after Russian colonisation (changes to the urban fabric), but before the Revolution and communism (see 

figure B). 

Thc rnap (drawn in 1865) that illustrates Tashkcnt before colonisation (figure A) is rather 

simplistic in terms of its representation. It shows Tashkent in terms of its primary urban elements. Present 

are the shakhristan, a rather elaborate b a z w  are* and the Urda. While the map itself is rather primitive 

(without detailing nor a strict adherence to scalc or accuracy on a smaller xaIe, i.e. roads and borders) the 

map ncverthelcss clearly describes the organisational pattern that was present at the time in a very definable 

way. The bazaar, shakhristan, the Hasti Imam and the Urda are ail located in close proximity and mark the 

city centre. If the bazaar is rccognised as the geographic and cultural ccnue of the urban space, then it can 

be easily interpreted chat the remainder of the city seems to branch out from this area, In occupying a 

central area such as this, the layout of the urban core (and the remainder of the city for that matter) can be 

attributcd as having a very definable meaning. As this type of organisation is a continuation from a much 

earlier pcriod, Lagopoulos ( 1986) might classify this type of organisation as adhering to the feudalist mode1 

of production. In the fcudalist modes of production urban settlement is seen as regressing back to ideals of 

cosmology and religion that were prcsen; i n  the communal and Asiatic modes of production, both stages of 

carlier development. 

Pre-colonial Tashkent cannot be described as adhering to an Asiatic mode of production simply 

bccause the role of a monarchy or royal figure did not play as large a role in the development of 

connotative urban spatial codes as was typically associated with this mode. While it can most definitely be 

described as "communal" in terms of its mode of production, Lagopoulos (1986) contends chat ail urban 

space has attributes of this mode and moreover it is common to al1 urban settlement. As such the 

connotativc codes. both religious and cosmological play a key role in the development of spatial 

organisation. This would seem to be the case in Tashkent The interpretation of the place of humankind in 



I Fgure A. Pian of Prebknial T ' k e n t  (cc. 1830) 



Fgure B. Plan of Colonial Tashkent (cc. 1865) 



thc universc, along the mythological plane is secn as privileging people and social activity as the gifts from 

other celestial deities, As such the bazar, the incarnation of socid activity would rightfully occupy the role 

of the central artefact in this urban space. Beyond this however it is possible to propose an alternative 

interpretation. While Lagopoulos (1986) contends that the Antique mode of production was exclusively a 

phenornenon unique to two cultures (Ancient Greece and Rome), it is possible to challenge this notion with 

the case of Tashkent and other Uzbek urban centres. While the role of religious and cosmological 

connotative codes is clearly present in the precolonial Tashkent urban order, it is also possible to interpret 

the functioning and early 19th century social rneaning as perhaps king something other than feudal, and 

perhaps evcn Antique. 

The Antique mode of production was characterised by the same religious and cosmological codes 

as are present in the communal and Asiatic (therefore feudal) modes of production, but the functioning of 

the space and therefore the new meaning of the space came to be very different. The difference resulted 

from the prirnacy placed on rationalism and the emergence of scientific thought. The Greeks and the 

Romans regarded the city centre as a common place of economic, civic and political activity. With this role 

and the philosophy of rationalism behind this mode of production the city centre came to mean something 

other than the centre of social activity as a connotation for the centre or unity of the universe. The circular 

arrangement of the urban area around this centre was planned to read as places that were meant to be 

equidistant and commonly accessible by ail. It is in this respect that the Uzbek city centre may also be 

analysed. While Tashkent's precolonial city centre was established under a feudalist mode of production, 

(connoting) reflecting the ideas and values of the populace as they were tied to reIigion and cosmological 

bcliefs, the function of the city centre with the placement of the muhipurpose bazaar at its core, came to 

function in much the same terms as the Antique city centre. The bazaar was a common economic. social. 

civic and political space and artefact for al1 members of the city. As such its location at the centre (a space 

that is thcoretically accessible equally by all) can in fact be interpreted as an application of rational thought. 

While Lagopoulos makes the distinction between feudal and Antique in terms of the centre's specific 

function, it (Tashkent) nevertheless arguably expresses an analogic code thar that is more Antique than 

feudal. Lagopoulos defines the Antique mode of production as vecring away from barter (present in 

Tashkent) in  favour of manufacturing and processing. While this is not the case in Tashkent (though some 



rnanufacturing was present in the form of shoemakers and bakers etc.) the Tashkent model may arguably 

more appropriatcly fit into this (Antique) mode! simply in terms of its location as a primary function. 

The p s t  colonisation map illusuates the city centre with much more detail. More importantly this 

map illusuates the 'new' city centre as established by the Russian colonists (see figure B). While a clearly 

represented city centre is present. the geography, location and resultant social meaning dramatically differ 

from the uaditional Uzbek city centre. The development of this type of urban centre is representative of the 

social and economic changes that were occumng in the region as a result of colonisation. Efforts were 

king made to increase functionality and effciency in the urban environments. Streets and transportation 

ways were widcned and reconsüucted to be more suitable for heavier traffic flow. Further, the organisation 

of the ncw city centre meant the introduction of land-use planning and zoning - also to increase efficiency 

and functionality. The organisation of the city centre can be easily read as similar to the radiant city. While 

the prirnacy of rhc 'city centre" remained. the function of this space and therefore the resuliant meaning 

was dramatically different from the Uzbek centre. 

This type of spatial organisation is what Lagopoulos would IikeIy d e r  to as resulting from an 

industria1 mode of production. The industrial mode of production is characterised by a shift from the 

ideological plane to scientific theories. More accurately the type of spatial organisation chat is present in the 

example of Tashkent may be quatified as within the progressivist model of the industrial mode of 

production. This model is typically characterised by a primacy of functionalism, efficiency and 

productivily. While this is the case in the colonial Tashkent model, the production of urban space can be 

analysed with some greater detail. The map illustrates a city cenue and organisation that is typical of the 

radiant city typology. The radiant city, the compartmentalisation of functions, the segregation of space. and 

the single-purposed value of the conuolling social forces all contribute to reading this space as part of the 

machine aesthetic. The map clearly demonstrates the contrast that had occurred in the urban fabric aftet 

colonisation. The eastern half of the city centre shows one third of the radiant wheel that extends out from 

the centre 10 the rest of that portion of the city. The western half of the city displays a spatial organisation 

that is dramatically different, particularly in the nonh West corncr of the map, where remnants of the 'old 

city' rernain. 



More than simply king different in its social goals and the priviieging of certain values, the new 

scheme for the city centre contains meaning that is markedly different for those who had lived within the 

old Uzbek urban fabric, i.e. the rneaning of the city centre as a cultural artefact of Tashkent's peoples had 

been modified by a foreign hegemonic culture- The treatment of the urban fabric as a medium whereby to 

increase functionality and productivity, while typical of an indusuial era deveiopment, is nevertheless in 

direct conuast to the Uzkk Antique mode of production. The Uzbek centre housed a pariicular function. 

This function was critical to social and cultural interaction and therefore it was privileged in its centrality. 

The new city cenue has replaced this function with another. Here, a botanical garden and leisure area 

occupies the cenue. This has rcmained the primary function of this location throughout the cotonial. Sovict 

and present eras. The function such an area affords for the general populace of an industrialising culture is 

typically understocxi as an improvernent in healtfi and well being. While this sort of urban development had 

bcen popular in western European nations (for example. England) and the United States of Arnerica, the 

precedent of a 'green' area within an urban fabric carries with it a very different meaning for eastem 

nations. Russian colonialism regarded such green space as Iittle more han yet another cog in the machine 

towards the improvement of functionality and efficiency of the urban environment The value thar green 

space and particularly water (in the form of fountains) held for Tashkent, an Islarnic urban culture, is much 

beyond mere primary function. The connotative meanings of such space holds critical social meaning and 

is represeniative of some of the key values of Islarnic culture. Watcr and greenery are of course rather 

sparse natural elemcnts in cultures of arid regions. Generally, siich space. at least in tcrms of k ing  highly 

articulated with fountains and a strong geornetry present in the plantings. was rcserved for social groupings 

of somc social status. This is not to say that the Russian colonial use of such space as a purely primary 

function is in disjunction with the tenets of Tashkent culture, but there seems to be a lack of understanding 

of the public and private space involved in the use of such natural elements. While the Islamic garden was 

nor cxclusively a private artefact, the typical understanding of this space was meant to reflect privilege or a 

higher status. Thus the use of such elements was generally reserved for private spaces or spaces deemcd to 

have spiritual or reIigious importance. The colonial use of such elements in a purely public area can be 

taken as king somewhai out of context and thereforc perhaps less understandable to the general readers of 

the spacc. It docs howcvcr retain a place of prestige, h e  city centre. As such, despite ihat place k ing  in the 



public domain, the botanical garden in the colonial city centre provides sornewhat of a transition from one 

type of urban meaning to another. 

Soviet Mapping 

There are three maps that are used in this portion of the study that constitute the Soviet 

cartography of Tashkent (see figures C, D, E). The first map offers the overall 1930s reconstruction of the 

entire city of Tashkent (see figure C). This for the most part was the area deemed to be 'new' Tashkent, and 

a srnaIl portion across the Anhor Canal in the older ponion of the city. Perhaps the most striking difierence 

present in this view of the city is the changes made to the organisation of streets, and thercby the placement 

of certain artefacts. 

The grid, a feature typical of Wesiem urban fabrics, seems to bc the overwhelming ordering 

principle present in this view. The grid cames with it a number of issues that should be addressed. The grid 

is more than just a very formal manner of ordering space; it carries with it meaning that spcaks volumes of 

the cuItures that employ this mode of spatial ordcring. The grid is a means of control. Space or the void is 

typically understood by Western cuItures as chaotic. in the sense that it is an artefact without order. For a 

Western culture, to enable the use and proper functioning of a space, the space musc be ordered. It is 

commonIy understood h a t  'disorder' or more accurately what is perceived as disorder hinders function. 

The grid offcrs a formal ordering of space that is more than just functionally eficient. it adheres to 

scientific theories and a rationale ihat is perceivcd as larger (in terms of cultural values) than spccific 

idcoIogies. This again is very much like the colonial understanding of spatial production and its role within 

the indusuial mode of production. For these industrial cultures. science and rationale are privileged. It rnay 

in  fact be argued that the role that they fil1 is the void created by the dissolution of faiih in things that were 

considercd cosmological or religious. The pre-coionial Uzbek city ordered itself in conccntric circles with 

the heart of the urban fabric k i n g  the major point of social interaction and communication. This ordcring 

reflectcd the Uzbek understanding of humankind's placement within a cosmoIogica1 plane. The colonial 

and Sovict urban fabric is ordered within the confines of a grid. Spaces and artefacts are segrcgated and 

functionality (movement, access to an from these points) is made more efficient with the aid of this grid. 









The grid represents that culture's belief in science and reason, and more importantly a break with the 

cosmological plane. 

While a figure-ground representation is not present in these maps, both the overall plan of 

Tashkent and the two more detailed plans (see figures D, E) of the city centre can contribute to a further 

understanding of the grid, particularly in comparison to the Uzbek understanding of solid and void. 

As mentioned in the fiterature review, the Uzbek understanding of figure-ground is unique in 

tcrms of the idea of the city centre, and more importantly opposed to that of the Soviet (and for that maiter 

the colonial) understanding of space. While the Uzbek city centre is typically characterised by an 

increasing dcnsity in built form and a dissolution and devaluing of open space, the Soviet city centre does 

not respect this and even contradicts this. The traditional Uzbek understanding of artefact and void 

privileges or applies a greater value to built form over space. The city centre demonstrates this with its 

increasing dcnsity. The increasing density can either be Iwked at as an increase in built form or else as 

diminishing open space. Roads and other means of access and spaces between buildings and so forth al1 

decreased in scale and volume in the Uzbck cenue. The Soviet city centre on the other hand is 

characterised, at least in this case, with a grand open space and an almost even distribution of built form 

regulated by the grid. 

Thcse different interpretations of space can be analysed in terms of their connotative meaning. It is 

possible to attribute certain connoiativc qualities to the Soviet city centre by contrasting them with the 

Uzbck centre. The Uzbek centre is marked by human activity (in the form of a bazaar), and by a high 

density of built fom. These two urban elerncnts pcrhaps connote the elevated role that the human or social 

component plays in  Uzbek urban culture. The Soviet centre on the other hand is marked by an evenly 

distnbutcd dcnsity of built form regulatcd by function and a centre that is an open space. This would seem 

to connote a prirnacy of reason and a devaluation of individuality. The two cultures secm to recognise 

spacc or the void in similar ways. in that space is something to be controllcd. But these views seem to 

diverge when value is attributed to space. Space, while valued enough to hold the role of centre for the 

Soviets, is neverrheless treated as something that is free and less fonnal when in its own right. The central 

open space of thc Soviet city is only minirnally free as it has been assigned the function o f  'park* or 

'gardcn' to thereby contribute to the mental and physical health of city dwcllers. This type of attitude 



toward the void reflects the culture's thoughts about its position within the global plane. This culture rnay 

arguably understand itself as a hegemonic force. separate from oiher aspecîs within the plane. While pre- 

coloniaI Uzbek culture rnay produce built artefacts chat invade space. k i r  recognition of space is subtly 

different. Space is devalued. It is not recognised as something that needs to bc controlled in order to 

function. Rather it is almost nonexistent, Space is not recognised therefore as a separate entity, but a place 

of continuation of built form. 

Post Soviet Mapping 

The p s t  Soviet map is unique in terms of its presentation (see figure F). The map is atypical when 

comparing the purpose of the maps to the others in this study. The other maps in this section of the study 

are cither historicat or else were used in the presentation of a new reconstruction (functional) of the city. 

The map that is presented in this portion of the study as the post Soviet map is one that is used by the 

~ourist industry for newcomers to the city. The map demonsuates that its primary function is to help tourists 

orient themsclves to certain locations within the city, As a result the map of the city highlights particular 

ancfacts and functions within the city that the tourist industry. and theoretically the culture as a whole, feels 

to bc important 'places' within the urban fabric. 

The fact that this rnap identifies 'points' within the fabric of Tashkent. and not the city (as a 

whole) or even regions of the ciry as places of interest, is indicative of the new forrn that pst-Soviet 

Tashkent is taking. While comparatively Iittle has changed in Tashkent's plan (two dimensionally) when 

looking at thc changes occumng in the appearance (three dimensionally) of the city centre, nevertheless 

changes are occurring that may lead to significant changes in the future. For the most part these changes are 

resulting frorn the increasing influence of foreign, particularly Western and European, ideals and social 

conccrns. While this is certainly made evident in the built artefacts of Tashkent's city centre (sce 

photographie analysis), the changes are somewhat more subtle in the plan of the city, and more to the point 

in the changing relationship between space and void. Though subtle the changes should nevertheless be 

rcgarded with some degree of gravity as this is only the initial stage of independence, and a time to regard 

thesc subtlc changes as the roots for likely future problems. 





The map identifies a number of points in h e  city centre that are deemed of key importance to 

those visiting the city. As such it can be undetstood that these points characterise the identity of the city. 

The points are urban artefacts that range from historic landmarks from both the precolonial, colonial and 

Soviet pcriods. Additionally the points include contemporary artefacts such as western style hoteb and 

restaurants. The location of these points (with respect to another or with the existing plan of the city) seems 

to be irrespective of the context within which it exists. As such it rnay be said that the spatial ordering of 

both the new and h e  existing artefact does not follow a recognisable pattern. It does seem that the ordering 

of thesc points could be classificd as chaotic; however, this dms not seem to be of particular importance as 

the placement of points does not seem to hold the rank of points around which or in reference to which a 

new order of urban fabric will develop. 

Additional commentary in this poriion of the study is left for future empirical research. The 

garhering of data for this ponion of the cartographic analysis had proven to be particularly troublesome. At 

thc tirne of this study, the dilemma that the state of Uzbekistan faces regarding national security and acts of 

violence against the state provided an atmosphere that was - to say the least - not conducive to the gathering 

of material that was felt to compromise the nation's security. As a result, the general plan of the city, that 

which contains the cartographic details necessary to carry out this portion of the analysis was not available, 

nor were maps of the study ara of this study. As the study area included a site that was subject to terrorist 

activity in 1999, maps and plans of this area were withheld from use in this study. As such this piece of the 

study will remain opcn for further study, pending the availability of the nccessary material. 

5.1.2 Photographie Analysis 

This portion of the analysis covers the material gathered in the photographie survey. The images 

takcn include al1 of the points or cultural meeting places that were deemcd exarnples of cultural transition 

and thercfore demonstrate (when collectively reviewed) the changing identity of Tashkent's urban culture. 

Thirtcen urban artefacts are reviewed, a background io the artefact, the primary and secondary functions arc 

prescntcd and analysed, and then conclusions are presented. 



5.1.2.1 Selmash Bazaat 
(Figures: 22-27) 

Introduction 

The Selmash bazaar was constructed in 1992, directly after the nation received its independence 

from the Soviet Union. The Uzbek bazaar, and in particular the Selmash bazaar is an excellent example of 

transitional space. While the prirnary function associated with the bazaar itself is a uniquely Uzbek cultural 

product the variations on the connotative signs associated wirh the secondary function of the Uzbek bazaar 

can be pcrhaps characterised as l e s  straightforward. That is to say. the Uzbek bazaar has come to serve 

fundamentally the sarne primary function in contemporary society as it did when it was original1y 

conceived. But at the same time the 'bazaar' as urban artefact has come to be communicated in a number of 

different ways. The Selmash bazaar is an example of this type of connotative reinvention. 

Primary Function 

The primary function of the Uzbek bazaar was multipurposed. It served as both an informa1 social 

gathering place. a place of commercial exchange, a place of cultural and social interaction and exchange, 

and a place that provided the essential service of food provision. This was the ptimary function for the 

bazaar when it was conceived originally. Today, and during the Soviet era the bazaar functions in much the 

same way. The minor variations began to develop in the Soviet era. During this Lime the ernphasis placed 

on the mass production of agricultural commodities was high, and as a resuh the food provision. in terms of 

selcction and quality, rose. As well, during the Soviet era. the bazaar bccarne a state-operated venture. It 

was no longer in the hands of the individual entrepreneurs. This rneant two things for the development of 

the bazaar. Firstly the bazaar's food provision, time of operation, and spatial organisation came to be 

moderately controllcd by the sute. The stalls in which the individuals or families operated were no longer 

organised in what the Russian colonists at the end of the 19th century referred to as 'chaotic'. Rather the 

spatial organisation began to be modified as to provide an environment that was more functionally 

opcrable, and more 'appropriate* for a modernised society ( s e  figure 24). Secondly, governmcntal 

intervention meant that the placement of the bazaar was also to be regulated. In pre-colonial Tashkent the 

bazriar was a centrally located artefact that served as both a place for social and commercial 



Fiure 22. Selmash Bazar - Entrance 



Figure 24. Selmash Bazaar - Aide 

Figure 25. Selmash Bazaar - peripheral stores and shops 



Figure 26. Selmash Bazaar - Fundional Elements of the Roof 

1 Figure 27. Sdmash Bazaar - Functional Elements of the Roof 



exchange, but also as a marker for the city centre and consequently as a point of organisation. Under the 

Soviets the location of the bazaar was rcgulated and determined based on social requirement. Points in the 

ncw half of the city were determined based on population density and zoning type to allocale a specific 

space for the bazaar or not. 

Selmash bazaar, though built in 1992, still followed this type of rational location and design. The 

area of Selmash, at the end of Hamm Street is essentially one of the newest parts of the city. The fact that 

the bazaar is located in this area at al1 is an indication that the service that the bazaar provides (food 

provision) was needed for the general public around this ruea. Selmash bazaar is typical of most bazaars in 

Tashkent in terms of food provision, forma1 layout and rneans of operation. While it has been noted that the 

bazaar bas essentially retained the same primary function that it had initially there have been certain subtle 

modifications that should be noted, More to the point such modifications are typical of bazaars of a smaller 

scalc and are not generally associated with a chronological period, 

The Selmash bazaar is of a smaller scde than most major bazaars in Tashkent, As such the major 

modification of primary function has come to be in the degree of social interaction that occurs in the bazaar 

space. While the larger bazaars still remin the lively social interaction between buyers and sellers, the 

smaller ba7aaa, such as Selmash do not provide an opportunity for such interaction. Consequentty the role 

of the smaller bazaar has comparatively changed a from place of social and commercial interaction to a 

place of primarily commercial interaction. 

Secondary Function 

The spatial organisation of the bazaar can best be described as mdified. The bazaar that exists 

today. whether mal1 or large essential follows the same pattern of commercial stall, pedeslrian walkway in 

front o n  the stall, and the repetition of such space, al1 of which is under a canopy of roofing of some kind. 

Traditionally the bazaar was a space that could be descnbed as monumental in size and scale. The roofing 

gcncrally foHowed a repetition of cupolas or domes, and when observed from an elevaied area. the bazaar 

space seemed to be covered by a light blue, undulating surface resembling something Iikc that of ripples on 

the water. Traditionally the layout was somewhat more elaborate than what is prcsented today. While the 

functional units (thc stalls) were fundamentally the same as their contemporary counterparts, the 



organisation of the stalls was much more elaborate. and often followed highly complex canonic/geomeuic 

patterns, which could quite easily give the appearance of chaotic space (so thought the Russian colonials). 

The Selmash bazaar does not connote with the sarne sort of elaborate signifies. Instead, Iike most 

bazaars in Tashkent (large and small) the layout follows the Soviet rationale of the grid pattern. Aisles and 

stalls are organised in t e m  of straight Iines and 90aegree angles. The roofing while elaborated in terms of 

the tension and suspension bands that support the xhiffered metal canopy does not foliow the same 

geomctric ordenng that it did in traditional bazaar roofing. Perhaps the most suiking component of the 

Soviet or even contemporary bazaar is the way in which it evolves. The bazaar seems to be a living hing. 

While grids and aisles are set out according to Western ideals. the activity and social behaviour that occurs 

in this space is very Uzbek. Space is understcxd. or so it would seem in a very different manner. The 

material object -open space relationship that exists in the formal plans of the bazaar's layout does not seem 

to influence the Uzbek understanding of the space. Consequently the aisles of the Selmash bazaar are often 

ueated as alternative spaces to set up temporary stalls or to stack certain produce. 

The Selmash bazaar has retained some of its colonial qualities as well. The area of ihe bazaar 

proper is bounded by two strips of small stores and shops that run along both sides of the produce section. 

While these shops retain some of the pre-Revolutionary character of the bazaar the primary function has 

ccnainly been updaied. Rather than providing a service such as shoemaker. or loan office (typical of the 

type that was present in the colonial era) these shops generally provide the sale of western goods 

(audiotapcs, imponed produce and foodstuffs) and services (movie rentals. hair salons and so fonh). This 

may be regarded in two ways. FirstIy the idca that these shops are now providing conternporary versions of 

'needcd services' that are appropriate to locate adjacent to the b m  is completely understandable- As 

culture and social needs change the urban environment changes to meet those needs. Alternatively, the 

dominance of Western style service in these shops can be likened to a continuation of the colonial system. 

Originally the advent of constructing alternative Western-style services around the bazaar was a Russian 

colonial idea, generated to fulfil the cultural and social needs of the Russian portion of the population. By 

advancing this idea to a contemporary context, the peripheral shops continue to emphasise the presence of 

Wesiern cultural values, but rather than Russian colonial needs, the presence of post-Soviet and arguably, 

Wcstcrniscd or even Amcricaniscd cultural values seem to be the major influence. 



As such, the Selmash bazaar can be described in the following way. It is a space that is constructed 

from materials typical of the industrial period of the Soviet era housing a primary function typical of pre- 

colonial Uzbek culture, physically surrounded by shops providing Western goods and services in a Western 

style, and the overall structure has been located in a space that can either be regarded as Soviet, in t e m  of 

its rationale, or pst-modem North American. in terms of locating a convenience service such as this in a 

primarily residential area. This k ing  the case, the oved l  physical structure of the bazaar must be 

examined in rems of ils connotative qualities to determine if there is in fact a harmony between those 

connotations and the ones already mentioned. 

The structure. though built only eight years ago, is showing signs of decay. The roof is little more 

than a schiffered tin canopy to shield the users of the space from the Sun and the rain (see figures 26 and 

27). What little articulation there is in the roof is located directly over the entryway. Here the roof makes a 

rounded jog upward drawing attention to the fact that the main portal is located there. The materials used 

are of some note. Schiffered tin (for the roof and some siding) and baked clay bricks (for the shops around 

the pcriphery) are the same materials that were used in ihe 1920s when individual home owners remodelled 

their courtyard houses. One may make the association between these two artefacts (the pst-Soviet bazaar 

and the Soviet era courtyard house) through these materials. Or, more accurately, one may suggest that a 

primary means of expressing individuality is through the use of materials that allow for a flexibility of 

spatial articulation. This would seem to be the case for these materials. 

Conclusions 

While the bazaar seems to be one of the few existing artefacts (in ternis of primary function) that 

may bc qualifkd as an UzSek urban artefact, there are a number of issues involved in the bazaar that make 

this issue much more complex than it rnay initially seem. The bazaar seems to be the urban artefact that 

exists on al1 three planes that are under scrutiny in this analysis. In terms of primary function, it is Uzbek in 

nature. modified by colonial and Soviet social values, and operating with pst-Soviet goods and services. 

Connotatively it is Soviet in terms of rational service to the community and building materials, while 

sirnultancously connoting the colonial and to a srnaller degree pre-colonial bazaar with its layout. In terrns 

of irs location it may bc viewed as pst-modern (in the North Amcrican sense). 



5.1.2.2 The Courtyard House 
(Figures 28-3 1 ) 

Introduction 

This residentiai courtyard house is located on Gulom Street, approximately 100 meters from 

Harnza Street- The house, typical of pre-Revolutionary Russian colonial housing in Central Asia exhibits a 

number of interesting feawres in tenns of both its primary function and secondary function. 

The house. built approximately 115 years ago (circa 1885), demonstrates both the Uzbek 

tradirional housing pattern. as well as modifications made by colonial culturai preferences. The analysis of 

this artefact can be therefore broken up into two portions. the first k ing  the initial artefact - that which can 

bc qualified as traditionally Uzbek, and secondly, the modifications or transitions that occurred, the rcsult is 

a hybnd of Russian and Uzbek sociaVcultura1 values demonsuatecl in the built environment- 

Primary Function 

This counyard house cumntly demonsirates the initial primary function that was uscd in the 

design of this spacc. The occupants, whiIe Russian. inhabit the space in much the same way as was initially 

intended by the design and organisation of the built space. In this respect the modification of the space can 

bc secn as reciprocating. i.e. that the current occupants have adapted the traditional Uzbek pattern of living 

and of occupying living space. 

The current occupants use the courtyard as a preparation area for producing honcy (for sale at the 

market). A11 of the traditional elements of the space are present, and used on a daily basis. As the 

construction of this colonial home was directly under a Russian influence. or rather a Russian interpretation 

of Central Asian domestic life. a home, such as this, was not designed to be occupied by Uzbeks. The cost 

of material (at the time of construction), fenestration and location of the home are indicators that this house 

was designcd for a Russian family. In fact this home is currcntly occupied by relatives of the people 

inilially rcsponsible for the construction of the home, 1 15 years ago. Nevertheless the house functions in 

much the same way as a purely Uzbek house would in terms of aciivity a114 lifcstyle. 



Thc dining area (aiwan), in the open-air courtyard is currently used both as a dining area and as 

summer sleeping quarters. The ichkari and the tashkari have not maintained the same function as they do in 

an Uzbek home. The two divisions of space while originally intended to separate the sexes when visitors 

were prcsent have come to rnean a simple division of space. Along the same lines, the mehmonhona or 

gucst section of the house, has corne to function as a place of storage and not as a place for relatives and 

friends to stay when visiting. 

Secondary Function 

The Uzbck courtyard house traditionally refrains from open portals onto the sueetscape. As a 

result windows and opendoorways are not typically present. In this example however bolh of these 

e1emcnt.s ffenestration and open portals) are present. This is a result of the modifications that were felt 

neccssary to reflect the cultural preferences of the colonists. While the foundational anefact (the courtyard 

house) is an Uzbek cultural signifier, the occupants and as a result, the built form within the spacc, have 

becn ucated (modified) to connote colonial cultural values. Windows approximately one and a half metres 

high and a meve wide number seven across the front façade alone. Around the windows is a trimming, that 

both in conuast (colour) and articulation (descending rectangular forms creating a concave effect) 

emphasise the importance of what lies inside the home, and more importantly the value of visually sharing 

that importance with people of the Street. 

While the traditional Uzbek courtyard house is accessed by a gate (which can be articulated in 

tcrms of very elaborate geometric design and large scale) the modified Russian version demonstrates an 

entrance that is arguably rather discrete. While centrally located, the rhythm created along the façade by the 

repctition similar windows downplays the importance of the main portal. A canopy over the main cnmnce 

is prescnt but does not strongly (visually or functionally) connote an importance (or hierarchy) to the act of 

entry. The prcsencr: of pilasters on each side of the doorway does however subtly break the rhythm of 



Figure 28. Residential Courtyrad Houx 

figure 29. Residential Courtyard Houx - articulation of windows 



Figure 30. Residential Courtyard House - Entrance Gate 

Figure 31. Mdentiai Courtyrard Houx - Doorway Entrance (colonial modiition) 



the front façade. Additionally the presence of pilasters, though srnall in scale and by definition nearly flush 

with rhc cxterior wail. does aflocatg a European expression of importance or presiige to the eniry portal. 

The organisation of the space and the built form of this artefact are also felt in t e m  of its two- 

dimensionai expression of space, the plan. More to the point, the plan, while adhering to an organisation 

that originally functioned to meet certain cultural and social values and needs, does not in this case connote 

the signifieds as they rnay have been originally. The centrai courtyard, of the uaditional Uzbek house, 

functioned as the hearth for the family. It was a central meeting place for the family, a place to work (on 

textiIes and market goods), and often a place to plant a garden. The open-air courtyard in this regard was of 

high importance to the familial social network. Moreover, the fact that this physical space was located 

centrally, with al1 lesser functions (kitchen, toilets. bedrooms. etc.) in an outer layer surrounding this space. 

can also be read as a connotative act. attributing a hieratchy to the importance of collective or familial 

functions. Funher. this centrally located space is open to the sky. One may easily make the connection 

between offering certain cultural (social, familial or otherwise) acts to a space as connoting ascendancy CO 

thc non-earthly. 

This Russian-rnodified version of the courtyard house, while functioning (for al1 intcnts and 

purposes) in a very sirnilar way does not seem to attnbute the same cultural hierarchy to the central space. 

This at les t  seems to be the case in this example, as dernonstrated by the enclosure of the courtyard space. 

The intcrnal, central space no longer is connccted to nature or the sky above as a temporal roofing system 

hîs bccn dcveloped to cover the spacc in the winter months. 

Conclusions 

The residential courtyard house is an exampie of an artefact that demonstrates a transition of 

cultural values. As an artefact of Uzbck culture that was from the bcginning meant to cater to the cultural 

needs of a Russian family, the courtyard house functions primarily and secondarily in a rnanner exhibiting 

qualitics of a hybrid. The courtyard does not signify in the same way 'the hearth', nor the hierarchy of the 

individual living spaces adjacent to the counyard. Additionally the front faqade of the house, while subtly 

rtrticulatcd does not signify the modesty and sanciity of personal living space typically associatcd wirh the 

Uzbck courtyard house. In sum this urban artefact, when viewed in its entirety connotes a transitional 



culture embodied in a hybrid artefact. Together culture and space here signify a signified that officially is 

not recogniscd. In terms of purÎty this artefact is neither Russian nor Uzbek. 

5.1.2.3 Amir Timur Public Garden 
(Figures 32-38) 

Introduction 

Generally considcred to be the geographic and social centre of the city, Amir T h u r  Public Garden 

has since its consmction in the early 1920s under Soviet rule undergone a number of changes - 
paniculariy in tcrrns of the signifier and the signified. The square has seen rnany changes each reflecting 

the ideology of a particular era of Soviet control. Initially it was known as Revolutionary Square and to 

date it rclains the basic perirneters that it had at the time of its conception- Moreover, most of the layout of 

ihe walkways and the natural ffora are also in similar locations. Over the yem of Soviet reign, the focal 

point of the park - the cenual monument - changed. Lenin. Marx, Stalin and Amir Timur have al1 graccd 

the central focal point at some point in the park's history. Each of these monuments rcflected the ideology 

of a pariicular stage in communist and socialist ideological developrnent in the Soviet Union. 

Prirnary Function 

Today, and since 1992, only one year aftcr Indcpendence, this central focal point of the park has 

becn occupied by a monument to Amir Timur. the historical individual atuibuted as being the father of 

ancient Uzbekistan. The Independence movernent and social and poIitical fervour associatcd with 

indcpendcnce has been uemendously effective in changing the way Tashkent perceives ilself. As one of the 

primary points for tourists and visitors to the city, the Park is often regarded as the first place on the list of 

things to see when in  Tashkent. Consequently the importance of visually and publicly declaring the ncwly 

indcpcndcnt state to visitors as well as to itself has been focused on places like the Park and Independence 

Square. 

As a major informal social gathering place, the Park is currently a place that is uscd to ib optimal 

capacity. This would seem to be a cany-over from the Soviet period that placcd a great dcal of importance 

on such traditional social recrcation as park activity. Playing chess, strolling, meeting friends and so fonh, 





Figure 33. Amir Timur Public Garden - alcove with street lamp 

I 

I Figure 34. Amir nmur Public Garden - steps and ch- in [evd within the garden 



Figure 36. Arnir Timur Public Garden - Monument to Tamerlane (Arnir Tmur) 



Figure 37. Amir Timur Public Garden - street lamp (base) 

Figure 38. Amir Timur Public Garden - Street lamp (light fiudure) 



al1 typical activities carried out in a park seem to  be parts of the prïmary function of  this space. A feature 

that perhaps sets this space apart from rnany other parks, at  least in Tashkent, is the orientation o f  the 

walkways to roads and extended site Iines. Five primary waikways radiate out from the central focal point 

of  the park, and follow visually ont0 five major roadways, thus making the focal point of the Park (the 

Amir Timur monument) visual for sorne distance. 

Seconda ry Function 

While the Park functions on a primary level much Iike any other park, there are component 

signifiers that distinguish it in r e m s  of the role it plays ôetween itself and the public and the role it plays 

for the city as a whole. The patrons of  the park are initially lead into the park from one of  the five major 

walkways that lead up to the central monument. The  scale (6 m u e s )  and location of the monument draw 

an individual closer, while the articulation of the monument itself, the rnajesty o f  the persona sitting high 

upon a horse, crowned and indicating a gesture o f  welcome, instils a sense o f  awe and respect. The persona 

itsel f faces the West, While other monuments formerly in this space also faced West, it was in recognition 

of the location o f  the Government buildings in Red Square, now Independence Square. The current facing 

to the West can be read in two different ways, one with a positive overtone and one with a pessimistic 

ovenone. Firstly, the positive reading of this monument could mean the welcoming of a new government, a 

post-Soviet, indepcndent form of  self-governance. This is signified by the welcoming gesture of Amir 

Timur's hand. waving in the direction of the main area of  governûnce. the Cabinet of Ministcrs. 

Altcrnatively, this could bc rcad as the welcoming of the West as a whole, the western ideal, investment, 

and the exchange of  political and social democracy. 

The location of  the monument, a s  rnentioned before, is in the central area of  the park. The area 

directly adjacent, and surrounding the monument is lowered o r  sunken ground providing the visitor with a 

scnse of entrance into a more intimate space. This would assist in the personalisation experience one should 

arguably have with a national leader of newly a indepcndent state. 

The location of the park is also of  critical importance to the signification the park endeavours to 

achicve. Whilc under Soviet reign and ultimatcly Soviet design, the central location of the park was meant 

to connote the ideal of primacy of social interaction under the governance of the communist regime. This 



was achieved in two ways. one with the presence of one of the t h m  main communist leaders leering over 

the pavons of the space, and the other, the adjacent location of the main governrnent offices, directly on the 

axis with the Park, Today, this rnay hold the same meaning. depending on one's interpretation of the form 

of new demmracy in Uzbekistan, While communist ideology privileged the idea of cenirality and cenual 

conuol, the idea of centre could possibly mcan sornething quite different in tenns of Uzbek social and 

culiural values. The Uzbek city centre, as described earlier, was the bazaar and commercial activity. This 

activity is not present in any form in the Park today. Additionally, the Uzbek city centre was marked by an 

increasing density of built form. The Park is anything but dense in form. 

Conclusions 

While the Park has undergone changes in terms of the central monument. and slight changes to the 

flora that fills the Park signification seems to be in a confused state. The location of this type of primary 

function stiil signifies the tenets of communist ideology. In fact there is little precedent in Uzbck public 

urban architecture and design for large cornmon social gathering places like the park. Rather the precedent 

lies in the bazaar and the social role it played as a cultural meeting place, in addition to being a place of 

commercial exchange. Conscquently, the Park is indeed a hybrid with mixed signifiers that resuli in unclear 

signification. 

5.1.2.4 Independence Square 
(Figures 39-42) 

Introduction 

Inde pendence Square or Mustaqill ik Maidoni, originally known and designcd as Red Square, was 

one of the two central open spaces associated with Soviet political power in Tashkent - the othcr being 

Revolution Square (currently Arnir Timur Public Garden). As the square around which the three primary 

government buildings (the Cabinet of Ministers, the Ministry of Middle and Higher Education, and 

Government House) were located, Independence Square played a major role in the organisation of political 

spacc. The Square i e l f  was crcatcd from an open space directly after the Rcvolution (1920-1925) (sec Red 

Square in Chapicr 3 for grcatcr detail). 



Primary Function 

Much like Revolutionary Square (Amir Timur Public Park), Independence Square plays a role as 

an informal social gathering place, It does however differ from Amir Timur in that it is by no means a park, 

nor is i t  treated as a place for sedentary relaxation. Rather since its creation the Square has been a place of 

transient patronage, and pedestrian movement. Initially the Square was a place for political parades and 

ceremony. Revolution Day. ceremonies marking the end of the Great Patriotic War (Worid War II) and so 

forth were typically celebrated in this space under Soviet rule. Today however the space is essentially void 

of activity. It has been relegated to a second class public meeting space. which offers neither national 

ceremony nor any great degree of patronage. 

In February 1999, terrorist action against the Western democratic style of the new independent 

government resulted in the space k ing  closed down to the public for a number of months. To date the 

space is hcavil y guarded and not lwked upon as a generally safe place for social recreation. Consequently 

the space rernains neatly empty at al1 times, though - officially - pedcstrian patronage is welcome. 

The three main government offices of the former communist government (see above) mark the 

boundaries of the space. T d a y  the main government offices. that is the parliament buildings, have been 

relocatcd away from the centre, in the southem portion of the city's central district The only government 

office of any real contemporary political significance is the Cabinet of Ministers. The Ministry of Middle 

and Higher Education and the National Library Navoi. boh house political activity and are essential to the 

functioni ng of the contcmporary government. but with the changes in poli tical ideology associatcd with 

Independence, they receive less attention in terms of the primary function they offer national governance. 
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Figure 39. Independence Square - with Ministry of Middle & Higher Education 

Fgure 40. Independence Square - with Cabin* of Ministers Building 
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Figure 41. Independence Square - with Naional Library Navoi 

Figure 42. Independence Sqwe - mument of Uzkkistan (former monument to Lenin) 



Secondary Function 

The Square is one end of the mis on which the city centre was developed under Soviet  le, the 

other end king Revolutionary Square. Today the Square acis l e s  as a social gathering place per se; it is a 

space that acts in organising other spaces rather than k ing  a place itself. Communication in tcrms of a 

dialogic space is evident between the Square and Amir Timur, primarily in twdimensional space, but aJso 

in threedimensional space. The Square is bounded on the West, North and South sides with the East side 

open, receiving the oncoming Amir Timur (facing West from Amir Timur Public Park). 

As a contemporary point of organisation, the Square is iittle more than an open space on a map of 

the city centre. The prirnary function that had once made the space of critical value in terms of secondary 

function has essentially evaporated since Independence. However the result is not exactly as meaningless 

for future developrnent as one may first think. The central location, in purely geographic and topographie 

ternis still allots a certain arnount of organisational influence and fonitude to the space. In this respect the 

space does not act alone. The space exists as part of a binary relationship with the Amir Timur Public 

Garden. Togeiher they create the spacc that it colloquially. geographically, traditionally (for the past 

hundred years) and socially understood as the centre of the city of Tashkent. 

As one single point in a binary relationship (with Amir Timur) the Square plays an important role 

in the development of the urban fabric of the city. Under Soviet rule, the space was (in part with Amir 

Tirnur) 'the centre'. Thc centre meant a number of things in communist ideology including federalism, 

singularity of governance, one voice for the entire nation, central and autocratie control of social activities 

and bchaviour and in a more analogical way Moscow. This type of signage is made painfully clcar when 

one understands that the former name of the Square, Red Square, is a replication of that in Moscow, 

directly outside the Krernlin. Communist hegemony in Uzbckistan, as well as in al1 of the other republics 

was understood as a 'thing* sent from Moscow. The city centres in the republics were not a sub-system of 

Icssl-r centres answerable to Moscow, they 'were' Moscow. Names such as Red Square and Revolutionary 

Square wcre mcant to signify the ornnipresence of the communist party and the ideology that drove its 

actions. In this respeci, Red (Independence) Square transcended space and time and was (albeit 

analogically) Moscow incarnate. 



Conclusions 

Today this is no longer the case; today the fortiiude of the Square in terms of spatial organisation 

and connotative signification is in a rather unique position. The space has lost its original connotative 

meaning. that of the political centre and incarnation of other (Moscow) geography. Instead it is a place void 

of any significant organisational meaning. Its location and geography has becorne both its primary and 

secondary function. It is 'the centre' because it is located there, and space is organised around the cenue as 

a point of geographical reference. There is nothing 'in' the space that signifies the space as the ccntre. The 

signification an'ses out of a former signifier. The space exists simultaneously as a non-signifying object 

within thc perimeters of its own meaning, and exists as a signified. It may be regarded as a signified and 

not as a signifier if one accepts the idea that it is the city (as signifier) that signifies this place as the cenue 

(through geographical signification). 

5.1.25 Ministry of Middle and Higher Education 
(Figures 43 and 44) 

Introduction 

The cunent role of this portion of the national government is by comparison to its Soviet p e n d  

counterpart, relatively subdued in terms of active participation in the execution of socialist/communists 

ideology. Education played a significant role in the distribution of socialist ideals. Schools, puticularly 

middle school (grades 6 to 8) and high school (grade 9 and 10) were viewed as critical in terms of the early 

social adjusting that was deemed necessary in order to foster a population that wou1d adhere to the ideals of 

the statc that were bcing promoted al1 throughout society. later on in life. The Ministry of Middle and 

Highcr Education (MMHE), assigned wiih the task of administering the educationai institutions, was 

accorded a great deaI of attention. This bccarne evident not only in the functioning of the MMHE but also 

in the building that housed this administration. The building itself is notable as the f le t  twenty-storey 

structure in Tashkent, and for that miter in eastem Central Asia, The building's location would also seern 

to hold significant meaning. The MMHE marks the northem boundary of Independence Square. 



Printary Function 

The primary function of the MMHE today is much as was during the Soviet en ,  particularly in 

terms of administration and structure of personnel. IL also has changed Iittle in terms of the masures it 

takes in administering school systems and so forih. However. a subtie but substantial difference exists. No 

longer is the administration of education a matter to be dealt with or manipulated by a foreign ideological 

code or values. The cornmunist ideology no longer exists, and in a place such as this where it once played 

an extremely important role. As a result, the system - while essentially functioning as it did before - 

funciions without the same ideals that forged the original function. To put it another way, it can be said that 

during this timc of social and cultural transition, institutions (such as this) are likely to find themselves in 

either ideological Iimbo or else experiencing a collision of values between groups. It would seem in this 

case that the former is me. Uzbekistan's national ideology regarding matters such as education is currently 

in a state of flux. Not enough tirne has pas& nor have the proper opponunities yet arisen to establish these 

tencts. Consequently institutions - and the urban artefacts that house these institutions - are functioning on a 

primary level that has undeveloped signifieds. In other words. while specific actions are taking place (the 

detailed daily functioning of educational administration) the overall action chat is created collectively by 

these minor actions seems to be without its own primary function. The system is operating with its goals 

unclear. Therefore as a pari of a sign system, the MMHE building, operating as signifier for a signified, 

educational administration. does so in an unknown fashion. Just as one understands Lhat 'sitting' is signified 

by a chair, one can also understand that if the chair has no seat then the fulfilment of the primary function is 

impossible. The question then arises if the function is incomplete, then does the signified retain its 

rccognisable meaning. The chair with no seat is still recognised as an apparatus to conduct the function of 

sitting. Returning to the example of the MMHE building, the differences arise from thc fact that more 

subtlc elements like ideological values in roles of public administration arc more difficult to spot than a 

chair missing its seat. 



figure 43. Minstry of Middk & Higher Education - front facade 

Figure 44. Ministry of Mi& 6 Higher Education - in contact of Independence Square 



Secondary Function 

This idea can certainly be c-ed over into the secondary function, the MMHE building's 

connotative qualities. Firstly there is the massing of the building. The singular form, the space that houses 

the administrative function of the MMHE. gives the appcarance of two units of masi separated by a space 

of equaI thickness. When viewing the unit in perspective (when the centre section is visible) it seerns as 

though a centrepiece has been drawn back and that the building is in fact made up of three equal parts. 

This combines with the highly detailed articulation of the façades giving the observer the impression that in 

drawing back the middle section one is exposing the inner workings of the building and consequently the 

inner workings of the MMHE. Upon closer observation the windows of the interior portion (where the 

middle section has been drawn back) are treated differently from those of the exterior (that face the Street 

direct1 y ). The in ner windows are articulated very simpl y, they express anthropomorphic proportioning in 

the dimensions used in the size and s a l e  of the window. This window type is repeated continually across 

the eniirc face of the inner walls. The fact that there is this type of repetition, that it is located in the interior 

of the building, and that the window contains anthropomorphic proportioning would seem to connote a 

meaning of human function, or rather mass human contribution to the effort of administration. This idea is 

certainly made clear in terms of the George Orwell novel ' 1984'. where the worker is Iittle more han a cog 

in the machine of society. This proves to bc a particulady interesting point for the analysis of the MMHE 

building. It would seem that at first look that massing of the building proper. and the stress put on the 

'functional' connotations (inner works, plain appearance, etc} would lead one to believe that this was an 

artefact rcsulting frorn the 1920s or 1930s and the field of consuuctivism or maybe even rationalism (as 

therc seerns to be a rather complex geometric articulation of the exterior windows). But in fact the MMHE 

building was built in the period directly following the 1967 earthquake. As such it would seem to follow a 

very differcnt ideology. The M M E  can be categorised as an anefact exhibiting qualities of socialist 

realism. The concept of the Soviet citizen as one of an infinite number of identical workers in a factory or 

cogs in a machine emphasises society's interpretation of the totalitarïan regime. From k i r  point of view 

(thrit of the average Soviet citizen) their role was to be understood as making their collective, anonymous 

contribution to the advancerneni of the Union as a whole. The MMHE connotes this with ihe interior 

windows. What does rnake this building particularly intercsting is that while referencing meaning and signs 



associated with a strongly 'Soviet' character and ideology, it sirnultaneously dernonsirates the canonic 

iconography associated with a period of constructivism that promoted the recognition of Uzbekistan's 

republican identity. This can be explained by the period of architecture in the 1960s in the Soviet Union 

chat responded to nationalist sentiments after Stalin's death but using socialist realisrn (and its toialitarian 

connotations) in ironic ways. This is apparent in the MMHE example. Moreover upon analysis one sees 

that the irony prescnt in the artefact speaks of the totalitarian character k ing  a matter of primary function. 

The system of administration and govemance. no matter the outward appearance (connotative signs), 

whether it be nationalist or otherwise, is still managed and given Iife by totalitarian ideology. 

Conclusions 

The MMHE building plays an important role in the definition of the space referred to as 

Indcpendence Square. It forms a northern boundary to the space, and its individual scale allow the casuaI 

observer to take parricular note of the space. It's function while critical to the functioning of that portion of 

governrnental administration is not denoted as such in terrns of its location. As the Square's location has 

changed meaning since Independence, the meaning the building derives from its geography has also 

changed, and consequently the individual meaning of the building as artefact unto itself (within and for 

itself) is in disjunction with i t s  geographic (location) signification. 

5.1.2.6 Cabinet of Ministers 
(Figures 35 and 46) 

Introduction 

The Cabinet of Ministcrs building in the past two years has been of particular importance, 

espccialIy in  terms of nationalist sentiment, anti-governrnental terrorist action, and national security. In 

Febmary of 1999. the Cabinet of Ministers building on the south side of Independence Square, was targeted 

for terrorist action against the national government. A group of militant orthodox Islamic terrorists, referred 

to as the Wahhabi targcted this building as a point of action that needed to be taken to demonstrate that the 

national government is headed in a direction that is not in line with Islamic goals nor with the values of 



certain Islamic leaders in the are* namely Afghanisbn. As a result, the Cabinet of Ministers building's 

north facing wall was exploded by means of a bomb planted in a neighbouring car. This is not only 

important in terrns of national sentiment but in t e m  of the building ifself, for after the tenorist action the 

building was renovated thoroughl y. 

Primary Function 

The contemporary exterior of the CMB (Cabinet of Ministers Building) is marked by a 

transformation in denotative signs which when compared to the MMHE, directly across the Square, leads 

one io understand immediately that a different message is k ing  comrnunicated. The CMB functions as the 

space in which the various ministers from each of the established departments gather for debate and 

resolution of pressing issues. Essentially the function of the Cabinet is similar to that of the House of 

Cornrnons in that political discourse is the ovemding utility of the space. As such one is stmck by the 

markedly different means by which this artefact communicates political space, &an for instance the two 

other adjacent artefacts (MMHE, and Navoi). Of the three artefacts, the CMB is in fact (due to the 

extensive renovations after the explosion) the youngest of the three buildings (Navoi king the oldest). 

In terms of i t s  function within the space, the CMB obviously provides the southem border to the 

space rcferred to as Independence Square. However, in addition to this. the CMB provides perhaps the only 

tmly politically active artefact in the space. While the MMHE and the National Library Navoi boh 

funcrion in  Lems of political administration and governance, their roles have diminished significantiy from 

the previous era. This decreased significance is felt in terms of both the primary function they house (under 

Soviet nile significant, but currently iess so), and the connotative, secondary function (the signs of Soviet 

authority and ideology are losing their popular meaning in contemporary, independent culture). 

Secondary Function 

In Lems of the CMB and its connotative signification, one can readily see that the exterior façade, 

in staking a clairn of visual difference, is a form of self declaration, or a demonstration of one's own 

identity. The analysis does not evcn need to go very deep to understand this. The three artefacts that mark 

the space of Indcpendence Square. mark thrcc distinctive periods in Uzbek (Tashkent history). The CMB 
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Fgure 45. Cabinet of Ministers Building - front facade 

Fgure 46. Cabinet of Ministers Building - pwspcchLc wah landscaping 



plays the role of first step out of the cycle of Soviet sumrainty. Consequently it is likely that the way one 

reclairns one's own identity is to state in a very clear way that one is hot' what it was or used to be. This 

seems to be the case here. The CM% is something ofher than Soviet. However, in order to descend from 

sornething it (the thing from which one descends) should be first recognised thereby rnaking the rejection 

of what was (in the new identity) more clear. This is certainly the case in terms of the artefact's massing. 

The artefact is immense in scale. Additionally, it is primary in shape and fundamental articulation. This 

would seern to signify the earlier f o m  that were associated with Soviet political architecture. In fact 

within this space this kind of spatial manipulation is evident in the MMHE building across the square. 

From this base. the rejection of the form takes root in two predorninant ways. Firstty the materials used in 

the building façade are dramatically different in term of connotative meaning. Reflectivc (mirrored and 

tinted) glas  in the form of curtain walls seems to wrap around the building creating an effect that the 

adjacent environment is minored or apan from the building. This son of effect. i.e. the transparency or 

uanslucency of glas  or the mirrored effect created by tints can be closely associate. with the transition to 

democncy that the governrnent has undergone since 1991. The connotation behind glass being a 

recognition of the importance of sharing and honesty between the govemment and the people that it 

govems. Put another way, in this sort of material use, glas  prohibits a closed system of administration 

(people me~aphorically see what is going on in 'the government'. 

The second way the CMB rejects the former political (Soviet) language is in its ordering. While 

this is vcry subtly done it nevertheless signifies a change that is critical is connoting the activities of 

contcmporary democratic politics. This change in formal ordering is seen in two aspects of the CMB. The 

first is a change in the rhythm of the fenesuation. On the front façade one notices that the spacing of the 

windows follows an irregular pattern in some places. letting the rhythm of the window and pilaster falter. 

One can read this in terms of a rejection of the canonic iconographie laws tha~ typically govern Soviet 

political artefacts. The symmetry and rhythm that is present in the Navoi building and in the MMHE 

building demonstrates this connotation. In addition to k ing  a rejection of this type of formal ordering, this 

may also be read as a rejection of formal ordering as a whole. That is to Say, while symmetry and canonic 

icons uscd in Soviet artefacts signified the importance that ideology played in govcrning social and cultural 

activitics, the rejection of this type of ordering signifies the rejection of the primacy of idcology. This point 



is also made in the placement of the main entrancewsiy to the CMB. The entrance portal and articulation of 

'entry' is done not only in a spatial location that is 'off centre'. but in a way that downplays the importance 

of the grand entry. Again this can be read as a rejection of the fonnality of process or function- The 

function or process of entry is subtfy indicated with an interruption in the roof line and the minor 

articulation of the entry portal ilseif- Moreover, as has been mentioned, the placement of this portal is also 

of key importance. The entrance is neither in the centre of the front façade, nor does its placement create a 

visual balance for this façade. Again one may compare this type of articulation with the Navoi building. 

Here both rhythm and symrnetry (balance) dominate the front façade. Additionaily the front entry way is 

very clearly defined. 

Conclusions 

The CMB can be regarded as one of the major successful attempts in Tashkent in declaring itself 

anew. Moreover the ordering and supcrficiai treatment that may casily becomç incorrectfy catcgorised as 

'window dressing' is actually effective in terms of what it is meant to signify. 

5-1.2.7 National Library Navoi 
(Figures 47.48.49) 

Introduction 

The National Library Navoi is pcrhaps somewhat of a misnomer. The NLN (National Library 

Navoi) building. whilc having undergone change in tenns of its primary function (since it creation) is 

nevertheless today, for the most part a building chat houses government services. Originally the NLN 

building was referred to as Governrnent House when it was finished in the late 1920s. As Government 

House the building essentially functioned as the Soviet version of the White House, i.e. the function was to 

house the residencc of the local communist party leader, and to act as a central offlce for the 
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Figure 47. National Library Navoi - perspective 



. 

figure 49. National übrary Nami - ftncstration 



most critical ministries. Since 1987 and the beginnings of the perestroika movement. the building's (Soviet) 

poiitical function has waned and the central portion of the building was dedicated to housing the nation's 

most important library deposits. However the building's left and right wings still function as political 

offices for services including the organisation of youth camps and groups, the Am Council and the 

National Copyright and Press Service. While these governmental services are not by any rneans similar to 

the ones that preceded them. they are nevertheless branches of the national government that contribute to 

the administration of social and particularly in this case cultural activity. 

Primary Function 

The prirnary function has ken  transformed from its original function, but only in terms of the 

specific services that this artefact houses. In more general t e m  this building has become more reflective of 

the current times that it is currently apan of than a typical examplc of an artefact that demonstrates a new 

use. The building may, in this regard, be referred to as multifunctional. That is, the NLN houses the 

national Iibrary as well as the aforemntioned services. However. since this transformation from single use 

to multi-use, the building itself has undergone little superficial change to reflect these interna1 changes. 

Aside frorn the addition of signage that is now in the Uzbek language and the national symbol located atop 

the entrance ponico, the building has remained relatively unchanged. 

Secondary Function 

It therefore is nccessary to analyse the paris of the artefact in terms of its Soviet components 

(signs). Such signs would include a front façade demonstrating a colonnade, and exaggerated entrance; a 

symmetry that is created both by a rhythm of fenesuation and the colonnade; and a scale that elicits a 

feeling of grandeur. Al1 of these signs were critical to the totalitarian ideology that guided socialist realist 

architecture. The connotation of such signage (as mentioned elsewhere in this analysis) marks the stability, 

and adhercnce to law or ideology that is greater than any one individual's personal or cultural aims. The 

totalitarian mindset (ideology) and its accompanying architectural language (socialist realism) created 

buildings such as the NLN in order to instil feelings of faith in government, and to portray government as a 

separate entity greater than the people that it serves. The belief in govemment as an entity separate from the 



people is not as clear as it may seem if casually understd.  The ideas of rationaIism. and xientific thought 

and the role they played in the developrnent of Western culture run parallel to the role ideology ptays in 

toialitarian (Soviet) culture. Ideology in this respect was viewed as infallible, and the exponents of this 

ideology (politicians, policy makers, social leaders. architects, plannen and so forth) were viewed as the 

voices of this infallibility. Urban artefacts such as the N'LN were designed to be 'great'. They were signs of 

composite components of greatness and the cfassical. In these terrns socialist realist architects and designers 

CO-opted ideas (signs) from the pas& regardlcss of their context or cultural and social signification in their 

respective chronological period (much like contemporary urban designers and architects use the post- 

modern paradigm as a crutch for a likewise misappropriaiion of cultural and social signs of various 

pcriods). 

Conclusions 

The NLN speaks of greatness, order. faith and infallibility by using signs from classical 

architectural languages such as those developed in ancient Greece. The colonnade and portico, and the 

rhythm and balance created by the fenestration portals have no cultural roots in either Russian (Soviet) or 

Uzbek urban design. In this respect they are void of local (cultural and social) meaning. They are 

neve~heless artefacts and cornponents that are recognisable and readable as signifiers of signifieds chat 

have come to have a separate meaning from their original signification. As such, the lack of change or 

cvolution on the exterior (secondary function) of this artefact has cnabled it to be a part of a contemporary 

post-modcrn Ianguage, in  rnuch the same way that the newly built Zarafshan Movie Theatre is articulated. 

5.1.2.8 Tashselmash Palace of Culture 

(Figures 50 and 5 1) 

Introduction 

The Tashselmash Palace of Culture built, in 1967. is an cxample of the type of cultural apparatus 

used under Soviet hcgcmony to disburse 'correct* social ideology and practice. Tashselmash is located at 

the end of Hamza Street directly adjacent to the Selmash Factory, and is currently operated by the 



government in much the same manner as has it been since its construction - however with minor 

modifications. 

Primry Function 

Before indepcndence, the Tashselmash was an outlet for Soviet social and cultural ideology; the 

activities that were conducted in this space were designed with specific goals in mind (primary among 

these was the shaping of the individual and his attitude toward social life and lifestyle), Activities such as 

group craft workshops and leisure gatherings such as dances were invariably infused with Soviet ideology 

and values that would inevitabiy change the participants' views regarding social interaction. 

Today the primary function of the Tashslmash building is very similar, at lest in terms of social 

smcturc. Still loosefy managed by the municipal governrnent, the irnponance of the spread of a particular 

social ideology is still present but with a highly modified context and set of cultural values. For the most 

part, this space has been designaied by the municipal government as a social gathering space for the youth 

of his portion cf Tashkent. More to the point, this space has been appointed as a youth discotheque for 

those in this area of Tashkent who cannot afford other places considered to be upscale in  terms of financial 

cost. The Tashselmash nevertheless functions as a social gathering place with perhaps a more subtle 

reprcscntation of cultural values. but at the same tirne their effects on social activity is still very prominent. 

Rather than a place of government intervention and induction of social ideology through 'family 

oriented* or 'colIective' activity, the current Tashselmash is a place of government neglect, 

'Europcanizatione, and arguably social decay. As the building itself is still under the management of the 

municipal government, privatisation of this building is not yet possible, and - as a resuit - the facilities 

currently present (the construction rnaterials, warer. maintenance and so forth) are the same as they were at 

the tirne of construction. ConsequentIy, Tashselrnash is in a state of decay. Moreover the forum created for 

contemporary social nightlife seems to follow a European model, European music, alcohol, and negativc 

social interaction (violence, narcotic use. and promiscuity) are closely associated with events held in this 

space. 



Figure 50. Palace of Culture - front entrance 

, 

Figure 5 1 . Palace of Culture - perspective 
- 



Secondary Function 

The building itself, Iocated in a residential area, continues to s ip i@ - through its built form - a 

meaning that seemingly nc longer coxnmunicates a message to the user of the space. Put another way, the 

connotative meaning associated with built form does not follow the primary function in the way it was 

intended. It does however comaiunicate an idea that is very relevant. 

The simple massing of cubic fonns ascending vertically to the backside of the building and the 

flat, unadorned surfaces connote a meaning of simplicity and primacy of function typicatly associated with 

constmctivism. Fenestration and open portals are absent save for the main entrance. One may read this as 

the solidity of the form (not Iightwcight penetrable glass, but irnpenetrable solid walls) connoting the 

solidity of the activity that is held within this space. 

The entrance is the sole portion of the building that exhibits a type of articulation that is perhaps 

more vivid for the casual observer. The two intersecting rectangular cornponents that mark the entranceway 

are reminiscent of De Style in their communication of movernent. This could be argued in a couple of 

ways, but perhaps the most relevant way would be as follows. As the building is overwhelmingly 

characterised by visual impenetrability and solidity, as well as large simple massing of cubic fonns, it could 

be likened to that of factory - or at the very least a place of rnanufacninng. With this, accompanied by the 

potential swinging rnovernent connoted by the entrance arches, one rnay in fact read this building as a 

social factory or even an ideological machine. As the superficiaI appearance of this stmcture has not 

changed since its constxuction, this type of analogic design would have communicated an idea 

understandable to a generation experiencing the pressures of industrial development and superiority. 

Moreover, this would have the stnicture and the event in communication with one another. As a 

discotheque for youth tiie primary and the secondary hc t ions  would s e e m  to be in a state of disjunction. 

But in fact this can be read another way. The neglect of the govemment of certain services and buildings 

has led to places like the Tashselmash turning to what may be d e s c n i  as 'the lowest common 

denominator' for cultural recreation. Consequently, this has led to an increased decay in social relations. 



Conclusions 

When regarding the Tashselmash h r n  this point of view, the co~ota t ive  signification of the 

factory seems to fit. The rapid Pace of industrialisation and the insignificance of the individual (al1 tenets of 

the communist ideology) have lefi a society yearning for individual cultural expression. As a result, the f'irst 

and ofien the easiest turn to take in this regard is personal gratification, as occurs in the present use of the 

Tashselmash. But this may be viewed as exchangiig one foreign ideology for another. The discotheque is 

turning out 'individuals' in droves. The Tashsehash has becorne a place where youth can come dressed in 

European clothes, druik and associate like 'Europeans' seem CO do (at least in films), and endeavour to 

create a persona1 identity. in this respect the Tashselmash is a place whose primaq tiinction has reniaincd 

the same in terms of social manipulation resulting fiom govemment intervention (or in this case a lack of 

intervention), and whose secondary tbnction has changed, but only in terms of context. It is no longer 

comoting the industrial factory for social unity and progress, but the post industrial, abandoned factory and 

the rebellious fervour for individuality (and associated collective decay). 

5.1.2.9 Selmash Factory 
(Figures 52-57) 

Introduction 

At the end of Harnza Street is an area referred to as the Selrnash. Selmash is the abbreviated name 

standing for Selskokhozyasfvenn<v Machina, or Agricultural Machinery. The name is derived from the 

factory established in 1969 that was a major conm%utor to indusmal employment and development for the 

city. While the predominance of industrial development in Tashkent has waned since the 1960s and the 

communist era as a whole, the factory remains in production, producing tractors, threshers and similar 

agricuItural machinery for the nation. The portion of the building facing the fiont street (Hamza) is the 

central office division of the factory responsible for the administration of the factory's services, production, 

distribution of machinery, labour council and so forth. The portion of the complex that is responsible for 

the actual assembly and construction of the machinery is unavailable for analysis. This however is not of 

major conceni, for the portion of the factory that is available for analysis is generalIy what is accepted as 



the social statement that Soviet architects concemed themselves with when r e f e g  to the factory as an 

urban artefact. 

Prirnary Function 

The primary hnction of the Selmash Factory was twofold. Firstly, the role of the factory, at the 

time of the Selmash Factory's construction, was essentially following the communist ideotogy of the 

coliectivisation of social behaviour and for that matter society as a whole; the factory's social role was 

more than to simply produce machinery for agricultural development, it aIso was meant to employ a large 

number of people for the collective purpose of indusmal developrnent. 

Secondary Function 

The artefact itself has a particular role in its communication with both those who work within the 

confies of the fictory, and the casual observers of this artefact. It is clear chat there is a specific social 

message to be read fiorn an artefact such as this. The elements that are particularly noteworthy are the 

singularity of the massing, the overwhelming use of concrete as a building matenal, the rqetition of 

similar windows, and the general absence of superficial articulation. Qualities such as these are generally 

associated with constructivist architecture, where emphasis is placed on the fùnctionality of the artefact, 

and the external reflection of interna1 use, 

While this artefact was constructed at the end of the 1960s. well past the era of consûuctivist 

predominance, there still seems to be cal1 for this sort of urbari language when articulating the idea of 

factory. The factory's language may be looked at in tenns of both socialist realism and consmtctivism and 

the form is likely to corne out usuig very similar languages. The socialist realist notion of primacy of 

ideology over localiseci or individual social and cultuml values might see the Seimash Factory as that part 

of Soviet culture that is essential to the greater good. While requiruig signifiers that demonstrate stability 

and faith as are used in political artefact (such as the National L h u y  Navoi), the factory is not a place that 

houses ideology (political space) - rather, it is a place that applies ideology or institutes it into the social 

fî-amework In its application or institution of ideology the factory is very clearly performing a fiinction. 

The symmeûy, rhythm, use of classical elements and so forth that would signify an infallible ideology 



Fgure 52. Sdmash Fadory - perspective 

Figure 53. klmash Fadory - perspedw 





Figure 56. Sdmash Fadory - fenestration 

Figure 57. Sdmash Fadory - hythm and massing 



would have to be modified into signifiers that connote the hctioning of rhis ideology. In this regard the 

use of constmctivist tenets would seem to bc in complete harmony with socialist realism as long as 

monolithic massing was used. Indeed this is the case for Selmash. ï h e  Selmash Factory stands apart h m  

i.s immediately adjacent environment by sheer size. The scale of the artefact is the one compromise that the 

constructivist would have made. The sa le  is necessary to connote the meanhg and importance of 

communist ideology. 

Conclusions 

The Selmash Factory is an example of a p m l y  Soviet artefact, both in tenns of its prirnary and 

secondary function. Its prirnary fiinction has not changed since the building's construction, but the 

secondary function seems to have waned. Just as the Palace of Culture no longer speaks to an audience 

comoting the same meaning as it once did under Soviet rule, the factory too has lost some of its original 

meaning. The artefact is nevertheless read (signified through its various components) as a factory, but the 

meaning of ' factory' in its more generïc sense has changed, thus changing the mcaning of the individual 

factory. In other words, as the value of the primary fùnction bas waned, so too has the significance of the 

secondary function. As such, the Selmash Factory is perhaps the least dynamic urban artefact in this 

analysis. It  is neither 'becoming' something ncw due to modified use or superficial articulation, nor has it 

decayed to a point where meaning arises fiom its decadence (as with the Palace of Culture). Rather, it is 

slowly fading at a rate that does not connote increasing significance socially or culturally. 

5.1 -2.10 Soviet Apartment Building 
(Figures 58-65) 

Introduction 

The Soviet aparûnent block is an urban artefact that reflects socialist ideology in much the same 

way as the Palace of Culture. Both are tools of social modification, and both express and make paramount 

the ideology of the state over the individual, This is cerîainly the case with Soviet residential 

accommodations. In Tashkent, as was the case throughout al1 of the Soviet republics, collective living, that 

is attached housing, was far and away the dominant means of habitation for urban Soviets. This example of 



a Soviet apartment block is located directly on the strcet Hamza, at the corner of Zhukovskiy and Hamza. It 

was built over the period fiom 1974 to 1978- 

Primary Function 

This Soviet apartment bIock tiinctions in ternis of the collectivisation of an urban populace and the 

creation of a forced community. Comunist idcology found one of the most important outlets for social 

modification in the aparmient complex, Having living quarters so closely located to one another promoted a 

feeling of coliectivity and more importantly a feeling that individual expression would be fiowned upon by 

the collective. The fiinctioa of such an urban artefact was to control social behaviour and expression 

(socially and through the medium of built form). Habitation was meant to be standardised, and to 

standardise the individual. 

Since independence however, many changes in the built form have taken place, both naturally and 

through individual will. Once again government neglect towards maintenance of facades and the structure 

itself has lead to an appearance of visual decay. This is particularly evident in the h n t  panels that Iine the 

balconies. Each apartment in this complex is fbmished with a balcony that opens up onto the Street The 

plan of each apartment was identical up untii the tirne of Independence. After this point govemment 

regdations prohibiting personal modifications (home renovations) within the apartment or to the exterior 

of the apartment were lified, and consequently the shape of the collective housing unit has changed 

drarnaticalIy. With the removal of this building conml individuals are now tiee to modi& their apartments 

in whatever way they see fit, within the bounds of their personal finances. As a result this apartment 

compiex at 47 Hamza Street presently shows signs of change. 

Generally it can be seen that aside h m  the baIcony portion of the fiont façade, the building 

exhibits a very unadorneci, unarticulated face. Neither the windows (the portals themselves nor the 

aimming) nor the doors exhibit any degree of superficial treatment. However, the balcony area does show 

signs of modification. The panels that line the base line of the balcony are in a dilapidated state, with paint 

peeling away and reinforccment bars exposed. Generally, Soviet methods of constniction, particularly of 

residential developments are considered to be sub par, and have in recent years been charactensed by an 

appearance of decay and faulty materials. This is certainly present 



Figure 58. Soviet Houwig - in context 



Figure 60. Soviet Housing - entrance 

Figure 61. Soviet Housing - stairweil louwes 



Figure 62. Soviet HouYng - staimcll railings 

Figure 63. Soviet Housing - ornamentai pands 





in this example. For almost al1 of the balcony areas there is a metai mesh fmcing or bamer is present. To 

be sure this feature is fairly recent, and is rcgarded as a rcsponse to the growing crime rate that has corne to 

plague Tashkent 

Secondary Function 

The apartment complex at 47 Hamza Street has a number of minor signifias that connote a 

message of decay. However, the building as a whole still represents a clear example of revival 

constructivist architecture. Though constructed in the mid-to-late 1970s, the building is an example of 

fùnction influencing form. And in this case the h c t i o n  is the housing and provision of shelter - 

collectively - for a large group of people. The five-story apartment building wraps around a small, shared 

courtyard space h m  three sides. While this area is primarily used for social recreation, one can see the 

anaIogic design that is used in atternpting to comrnunicate the idea of the courtyard house. The apartment 

wails that face ont0 the inner courtyard are broken up with balconies as in the front façade, but additiodly 

there are the staircases that are open to visual observation Louvers provide glimpses into the staircases as 

people ascend to their respective apartments. In this respect, the inner walis (those facing the courtyard) are 

more visually penetrable to the people of the courtyard - ideally those who also live in this apartment 

complcx. In this way the apartment complex is accurately s ign img,  analogically, the courtyard house. 

The exterior (that facing the street) is predominantly unadomed with srnall windows and plain surfaces, 

while the interior is more open (visually), with a central open-au space designed to cater to more intimate 

sociaI recrcation of the residents. 

Conclusion 

Consequently, this example of a Soviet-style apartment complex has two major l i n s  of 

signification present in one signi*ng fom. The apartment complex is both a tool of collectivisation and 

communist ideology, in that it brings different peoples together into a larger collective farnily, and it is a 

cuitural adaptation to this problem of collectivisation. In order to have the residents respond to the f o m  in a 

positive way, and thcreby making the transition of lifestyle smoother in analogic form - the courtyard house 



was used. The apartment complex is an analogy of the courtyard house in spatial organisation and in t m  

of social recrearion (the cowtyard spacc). 

5.1.2.1 1 Mir Supermarket & Fast Food 
(Figure 66) 

Introduction 

Collectively referred to as 'De Mir', the Mir supennarket and fast food building is perhaps one of 

the most popuiar pIaces for social gathering during the day in Tashkent. A Turkish-owned and operated 

venture in Uzbekistan, Mir provides a style of Western grocery shopping and fast food that, up until its 

establishment in Tashkent, in 1995, was relativeIy unknown for the buk of the population. The one 

building houses both a restaurant and a supermarket, both of which offer services at pnces equivalent to 

those in Turkey (the 'West'). As a result, a lunch costing between five and ten dollars, when translated in 

light of the economic and inflatioaary conditions associated with contemporary Uzbekistan, becornes the 

equivalent of a month's salary for a person with an average income. Despite this, the senices that M u  

provides are showing, a profit and business is regardcd as a success. This is accounted for by the number of 

Tashkent citizens that are either involvcd in one of two types of work Firstly, there is a growing number of 

young professionals that have found work in international f m s ,  where they can earn incomes that are 

neariy comparable to the West. The second type is nonnally associated with illegal activity that can range 

from money changing on the black market to the traff~cking of narcotics. 

Primary Function 

As with most supermarkets the services that are provideci are fairly straightforward. An 

environment is offered to the clientele that is for al1 intents and purposes similar to that in the West. 

Irnported goods, prepared foods and products chat have not until rccently been offered to the consumer 

public of Tashkent are al1 made available to the clientele. Though people in the West cake this type of daily 

shopping for granted, the provision of such a service to a public that has for its histury known a very 

different mode of shopping, brings with it certain social and cultural consequences. 



Figure 66. Mir Supermarket and Fast Food - rythm and material use 



First amoag these is the cornparison that is automatically made with the traditional bazaar. The 

supermarket is a place of varicty, quality, accessibility and surplus. The bazar is a less a place than it is an 

event. There the senices are not organiseci in an easily accessible manner, bartering goes on, there are no 

quality controls, and the thing that you are looking for may not always be there. Consequendy, the 

supermarket marks an incredibly important shift in social and cultural behaviour for the Tashkent citizen. 

The Western-style supermarket has chaIlenged one of the fundamental qualities of social expression, the 

bazaar. Moreover, in addition to the 'improved' services and prestige associated with the much higher 

costs, the supermarket and its social consequtnces can be regarded as not only contribuhg to the demise of 

the bazaar (at l es t  in social statu) but, as the bazaar is in essence a very different cultural artefact than the 

supermarket, the substitution of one firnction for an altogether different one. 

Secondary Function 

The De Mir building exhibits a number of signifiers that are not aomally associated with either 

Soviet or traditional Uzbek forrns of consumer behaviour or values. The exterior walls facing the fiont 

streets show a high percentage of g las  connoting a specific leveI of openness and transparency. However, 

only a small percentage of the faestration that is shown (in the photograph) is actual window space. ï he  

dark tint present in the windows prevents the casual observer h m  realising that in fact these windows are 

false, and neither let in Iight nor do they provide a visual connect h m  either the occupants of the building 

or from the Street pedestrians. The entranceway is articulated with awnings and the front entrance seems to 

follow the rhythm created by the windows. Moreover, the main entrance to the complex is situated at the 

corner of the building. None of thcse qualities are typical of urbm artefacts in Tashkent. However, it can be 

noted that the language used to convey the desired messages is effective. The exaggerated awningc (of 

brig ht colours) signifi a shel ter, and a curiosity of what lies within. The transparency of the walls (the great 

amount of glass) connotes honesty and sharing that would indicate to the consumer that the commercial 

exchanges (provided inside) are worth pursuing. Additionally, the quality of the constmction materials and 

the grand scale of the building itself would indicate a form of prestige, whether it is understood as foreign 

of local. 



These qualities could be categoriscd as being effective in engaghg a commercial public regardless 

of social or cultural values. But this fails to recognise that this type of consumption (in ternis of primary 

function) is a new addition to social behaviour for people in Tashkcnt. As such, while the signs that are 

present would seem to communicate to a public (regardless of socialkultural values) on an archetypal level 

the intended commercial messages of the designer and proprietors of De Mir, it fails to incorporate signs 

with proven signifiers of ideas or values that are known to be understood by the Tashkent public. De Mir 

cornrnunicates in terms of generic archesrpal signifiers rather than using adapiations of traditional 

signifiers. 

Conclusions 

Arguabb, the means of communication that De Mir uses in its urban artefact can be classified as 

too genenc, i.e. they rely on responses that are premised on the interpretation that is forthcornhg fiom 

'most' people. Whether this is the case or not, the absence of traditional commercial signs and signifiers 

plays a very particular role in the greater signification that this artefact contributes to Tashkent's urban 

language. Metaphorïcally, De Mir and the type of commercial service and social behaviow associated with 

this place, can be treated as an addition to the langue of Tashkent's vocabulary. As this prirnary fiinction is 

new, it perhaps calls for a new secondaxy fiinction to accurately communicate within itself. While initially 

this new parole may in fact be dificult to interpret, the increasing presence of this 'type' will eventually 

allow for its establishment in the Tashkent vernacuIar as an understandable set of signifiers. Alternatively, 

the Iack of traditional signs provided in the body of the artefact may in fact keep this 'new parole' at bay. 

Current economic and social crises in the Tashkent economy have prevented the majority or rather the 

average wage eamer to corne into contact with this artefact on a primary fhction level. As such the 

distance that is maintained as a result of this economic rift, may result in this urban type (and its associated 

signifiers) acquiring a very different signification. That is, for many people this type of artefact may remain 

a s ymbol of capitalism, and unachievable personal and commercial wealth. 



5.1.2.1 2 Zarafshan Movie Theatre 
(Figures 67 and 68) 

Introduction 

Located in the centre of a pedestrïan walkway on SayiIgoh S t r e e ~  the pedestnan continuation of 

Hamza, the Zarafihan Movie Theatre and Concert Hall is a complex that provides services that have 

become stereotypical of  the North Amencan shopping mall. White the main function of the complex is the 

Movie theatre, within the building proper is a video arcade, a convenience store, a small clothing shop, an 

automatic teller, and a dinner theatre. The complex began constmction ia 1996 and was finished in 1999. 

Primary Function 

Afier Independence a large number of foreign investors, particularly h m  Turkey, have s h o w  a 

great deal of fmancial interest in the pst-Soviet economy of Uzbekistan. One of the most successftl 

ventures to date is the Zarafshan Movie Theatre. Situated socioeconomically in relatively the same position 

as the De Mir complex, the Zarafshan caters to a small, but personally wealthy portion of the Tashkent 

populace. When viewing this complex in terms of its primary fùnction the irnmediate response is the 

comparison to the North American mini-mal1 or sbip mall. It rnay be easy to identifi the mini-mal1 as an 

urban artefact or phenornenon unique to North Amencan suburbia, but it difficult to understand the artefact 

in the context of Tashkent's city centre. Its scale and diversity, arguably, do not make sense as a long-tenn 

venture. With even a smaIl increase in clientele, given an economic upswing in the Tashkent economy, 

would render this store insufficient for the demands that would be placed upon i t  At present it is a temporal 

venture for a very select portion of the public. 

In the complex, as with the De M u  building, one sees an overwhelming amount of g la s  present. 

in this case however, the glass windows along the fiont façade are (at least on the main level) true windows 

allowing one-way vision ont0 the Street. Aside fiom the fenestration (both false and tme) there are a 

number of construction and functional features that should be noted. At the main entrance is a set of 

columns forming a ponico, the roof of  which is open to the sunlight by means of louvers. The massing, in 

staggered planes, forms two open balconies that open up ont0 the main entrance and the front Street. The 

colonnade is continued outward h m  the entrance along the remainder of the h n t  façade creating a 
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Fgure 67. Zarafshan - front facade 

Fgwe 67. Zarafshan - main entrance 



geornetric rhythm with the individual panels of g l a s  in the windows replicating the portioning created by 

the colonnade. 

Secondary Function 

The constructional (fùnctional) features of the Zarafshan would not seem to seem to be part of the 

Tashkent vemacular, at l e s t  when taking in the context of the building's primary function. But in 

understanding the cultural dimension, both post-modern and pst-Soviet, one coma to appreciate the uony 

that is produced through the signification this building implies. The grandeur of the portico, the colonnade, 

and the classical portioning of the windows are al1 featurcs that are relevant to a post-Soviet urban 

environment, particularly in t m s  of a pst-modern, pst-Soviet environment The neo-classical feahrres 

(portico, columns, portioning etc.) were al1 central signitiers for the socialist rcalists of the 1930s through to 

the 1950s. At that time these signifiers were used to signifjr stability, long-held traditions, solidity and a 

scientific rationale. Though most of these signifie& did not necessarily rcfer to the social condition of the 

Soviet Union or the govemment en forcing those ideals, they were nevertheless key components (paroles) in 

the Soviet vernacuIar, and in particular Soviet govementat architecture. 

Conclusions 

While persona1 entertainment, arcades and the cinema are a far cry Erom the primary fiinction of 

the Soviet government, the use of these signifiers in a pst-modern uhan environment is of particular 

importance to the understanding of those fonns. Postmodernity ofien treats chronology and history in a 

tongue and cheek manner. This is certainly the case in the Zarafshan. The ironic use of signifiers h m  

sociaIist realism (architecture) in the development of a recreationat and thoroughly consumptive space is 

effective in creating signification that is comprehensible for two reasons. Firstly, the use of such signifiers, 

while ironic, nevertheless creates a link between the new primary fiinction, and the vernacular that is used 

to express that fùnction (secondary function). While this secondary fùnction will have to be learned (to 

associate these signifiers with the new primary fbnction), it still allows the casually viewhg public to make 

archetypal links to familiar fonns. Secondly the ironic use of past forms for completely unassociated 

functions is not without precedence. This technique, while currently one of the canons of postmodemity, 

was also a technique used in the later years of socialist realism. Architects of the later yean following 



Stalin's death, began to use neo-classical signifiers in new, and more ofien than not, ironic ways. It can bc 

concludeci then, that the Zarafshan is certainly part of the Tashicent vemacular, both in tems of its 

comotative signification and in its new primary h c t i o n  relating as it does to this connotation- 

5.1.2.13 New Apartment Building 
(Figures 69 and 70) 

Introduction 

Directly across the street fiom 47 Iiamza is a site of new construction. This is the site of a new 

apament complex that is to be finished by the end of the year 2 0 .  It was initiated two years ago in 1998, 

as a joint Uzbekistan and Turkey venture. The individual apartment unit5 were sold even before the 

constniction broke ground. 

Primary Function 

While the Soviet style apartment unit across the street emphasised a communal lifestyle, this new 

project contrasts that ideology with tenets of individualism. Each unit is 1200 square feet and is broken up 

into six rooms. Access to the uni& is through one of three separate stairwells. Perhaps the biggest 

difference in the format of the complex is that it foIlows a European mode1 in both design and plan. Bay 

windows and balconies predorninate the front façade, extending the living space beyond the confines of the 

apartment proper. Both in the fiont as well as in the rear of the complex, each unit is fiunished with a high 

percentage of window space, thereby allowing visual contact from both the resident and the casual 

observer. 



Figure 69. New Apartment Complex - perspedi*~ 

Figure 70. New Apartment Complex - front facade 



Secondary Function 

This type of residential development marks a break in habitation practices rather than an 

evolution, for some of the residents of Tashkent- While the Soviet aparancnt block across the Street was 

dramatically diffefent in its ideology fiom the traditional courtyard house, it nevertheless maintained a 

forma1 (analogic) link with the courtyard house. An Uzbek resident of a Soviet style apartment complex, 

while living a dramatically different Iifestyle resulting fiom his living environment, nevertheless was able 

to make an analogic link to a 'place' that was on some archetypal level more familiar. Whcther this can be 

qualified as an evolution or no& the transition h m  the traditional to the Soviet seems to be more 

contiguous than h m  eithtr the traditional to this 'new' type, or h m  the Soviet to the 'new' type. 

The new apartment complex signifies more than a new stage in urban living for TasMent citizens; 

it marks the break with certain traditional living pattern and lifestyles associatecl with residency. ï h e  new 

complex stands alone as a single block, ncither wrapping around itself to create a comrnon space for the 

residents, nor does it induce a communal attitude. Furthemore, the extensive use of glass and bay windows 

seems to signifL an outward ostentation and visual sharing that is neither typical of Uzbek nor communist 

social values. The massing of the complcx is also unique to this new style of building. The front portion 

seems to be pinned on four large columns suspendhg the body of the building betwcen them. While this 

massing can ofien be seen in Islamic architecture in its most genenc form, it is not a type prevalent in 

Uzbek architecture, and certainly not residential architecture. Additionally, this cornplex is (wilf be) 

coloured in a way that is bright and inviting. The modesty of the exterior of traditional Uzbek homes and 

the often severe disregard for superficial decoration without an ideological underphing behind it (typical 

of Soviet architecture) does not seem to be present in this new artefact. 

Conclusions 

It should be noted that despite the advances in building technology, and the persona1 human 

cornfort that may result fiom such advances, certain modes of habitation should be considered when 

deveioping a living space for a group with particular (or leamed) social values and cultural ideals. The new 

apartrnent complex presents a signifier that has Iittle recognisable meaning for the contemporary TasMent 

citizen. A learned or archetypal response to certain types of living space has not yet expanded to include 



such urban artefacts as this new complex, let alone the social and cultural signification associated with it. 

Consequently, this artefact carries only the meanhg of prestige associated with cconomic wealth and a 

expanding international economy. 

It should also be noted that, while ceriain signifiers within the body of the complex (the massing 

pinned by the columns, the rounded archways, and the building materials used) may in fact resouate with 

viewers or even residents of the cornplex, the primary fiuiction and the secondary fùnction should bc 

classified as in a state of disjunction. While this is typical of a pst-modern interpretation of past ide& and 

forms, it prevents the viewer h m  interpreting the artefact in terrns of his own culture. 'lhe syntagrn that is 

read as  a streetscape with a living space has undergone a paradigmatic shift, which could be regardeci as 

gibbensh. Recalling the syntagrnatic chah, 'the cat sat on the mat', one can parallel this with the new 

complex in similar terms. Whilc the signification of certain components is fcadable (windows, doors, 

arches, and coiumnar rnassuig) paradigrnatically they do not form the linguistic 'sentence' that is read as a 

place or residence or home. Rather, the mixed meaning, or more accurately, the incornprehensible 

signification associated with this artefact is read not in terms of understanding the messages provided, but 

associating the misunderstanding with a signified that is established as 'new*, 'wealthy', 'progressive', 

'Western', 'better'. 

S. 1.3 In temews 

Introduction 

The interviews conducted for this thesis were intended to derivc data that would contribute in such 

a way as to bring forth the elements of the built environment that can be qualifieci as mediating between the 

social and cultural values of the social group (the people of Tashkent) and the built environment as urban 

artefact. As mediators of the social and cultural values, the architects and h a n  designers interviewed for 

this section of the data collection and analysis w m  chosen for their cumnt and past roles in forming the 

physical character of the city. 



In keeping with the rules and regdations of the ethics rcview scheme the identity of the individual 

architect or wban designer will be kcpt confidentid and any specific refemccs to projects that they may 

have been involved in (which can divulge theu identity will bc excluded). 

The interviews w m  performed over a period of seven days during which the ten urban designers 

and architects were iaterviewed with regards to the question listed in the interview instniment. Three of the 

ten architects (the term architect will be heretofore used to indicate both architects and urban designers) 

were unable to perform the interview process in-person. 'The three individuals proposed an altemative 

method of interview. As the three interviewees were to be unavailable for the in person intenlew, they had 

suggested that the interview be conducted o v a  the telephone. As the interview process (the posing of the 

questions) was to go hand in hand with a visual accompaniment of the images (photos and maps) gathered 

for the Tactics portion of the data gatherïng, it was felt chat conducting an interview with images for certain 

individuals and not with others would significantly skew the results. As such the interview portion of the 

data gathering only included those sevcn individuals that were able to perform the interview process in 

person. 

Results 

Each of the seven interviewees were read the Guiding Statement portion of the interview 

instrument, which allowed them to orient themselves in terms of location (within the city centre), and to be 

fmiliar with the type of environment that was under analysis. Additionally, each of the interviewees was 

provided the photographs and maps collected as part of the &ta gathering section of this thesis to allow a 

clearer vision of the artefacts under analysis and to assist in the comprehension of the specific topic matter 

of this thesis. 

The process of interviewhg was expcctcd to go as follows. The guiding statement would be read 

and the package of photographs and maps would then be presented to the interviewee. Then, the f i t  of  two 

primary questions were to be posed. After the second primary question was posed, any specific material 

that the investigator felt was not addressed would be raised by a smes of secondary questions or auxiliary 

questions. 

Of the seven people interviewed, one interviewe did not require the follow-up portion of the 

auxiliary questions. It was felt by the investigator that this individual, afier king posed the two primary 



questions, touched on al1 the materid that was intended to be addrcssed in this intewiew instrument, and 

those specific themes that are r a i d  in the auxiliary portion of the interview instrument ï h e  six remaining 

interviewees while a n s w e ~ g  in fdl the primary question, wcrt felt to require the auxiliary question in 

order to develop answers chat were perhaps more detailed than thcy would have been otherwise. 

Primary Questions 

1. Wirh respect ru Tàshkenr's city centre, dacri3e the relationrlrip betuieen polirical independence 
(Mustaqillik) and urban fonn and spatial organisation. 

For the most part the intemiewees expressed the view that the pcricni of political independence fiom 

the Soviet Union was still very much in its early stages of growth, Significant changes in the built 

landscape are still to come, and political independence needs to grow and develop within the city and the 

state before it cm have a systematic effect on the built landscapc, 

Additionally, it was expressed that though political independence is o d y  a matter of nine years old, 

there are a number of visible changes to the urban landscape that arc occurring. Much of the new 

development including the Mir Supermarket and fast food complex and the Zarafshan Movie Theatre were 

felt to be 'good' signs of development. In this sense there seemcd to be a close connection between 

Independence and development, i.e. growth of any kind is valued as movernent in the nght direction. 

Further, many of the interviewees felt that Independence has been an influence that is allowing the city 

centre to better reflect Tashkent as a whole. 

With reference to the city centre specifically, Indqxndence was associated with foreign ïnvestment 

and joint ventures. Mu Supermarket, the Zarafshan Theatre, New WorId Hamburgers and the Darshon 

Bank - located along a single stnp of land in the city centre were al1 referred to in tems of beautifll, 

appropnate and modem (contemporq). Moreover, the area itself (the portion of Hamza that runs between 

Amir Timur Public Park and Independence Square) was referred to as expressing the rnost contemporary 

development in terrns of urban design and architecture. 

Urban form in the city centre was generally addrtssed as Uzbek. It seemed to be the case that the 

interviewees likened the post-modem or contemporary style that pervades this portion (the strip between 



Amir Tirnur and Independence Square) of the city centre as their own adaptation of the contempofary style. 

This was the case for six of the sevcn respondents. One individual felt that, while the city centre was 

improving in tems of general appearance, the contemporary style that is associated with these new 

developments is not what is nceded in tenns of Tashkent's vemacular. Howevcr, this same individual felt 

that despite the lack of local content in these new developments - it was good to see improvernents made in 

terms of the visual appearance of the built landscape. 

In terms of spatial organisation, the interviews were split in terrns of whether or not the city centre's 

spatial ordering was changing or not. Four of the interviewees felt that the city was cssentially the same in 

terms of its plan and how certain types of services and artefacts were located. The presence of new services 

such as the supermarket and fast food building was explained as k ing  appropriate for the city centre and an 

attraction to bring people into this space. ï h e  new services were not criticised in terms of their primary 

finction; rather, they were accepting of the fact that new ideas are needed to bring people back into the city 

centre. This was fiirther explaincd by one individual as k ing  a change in urban organisation and fimction 

to meet contemporary and changing cultural needs. 

Three of the interviewees felt chat the city centre was in fact changing its spatial organisation. They 

expressed the view that the changes in services while helpfùl in bring people into the city centre, were 

changing the way people interacted with that space, in particular the strip of Hamza between Amir Timur 

and Independence Square. Consequently, the city centre was now a place of recreation based on a different 

kind of service than was accepted before Independence. 

2. What urban cornponenrs wilhin Tarttkenr's ciîy centre do you asociate wirh the followihg: 

" Tashkent '*, "Uzbek ", "Independence", "The Soviet Period ", "The Wesr " and " Traditional ". 



When the question of association of certain types, ideas or words with certain types of wban artefacts and 

spaces was posed, the following results were offered: 

Tashkenr 

7 out of 7 respondents offered 

5 out of 7 respondents offered 

5 out of 7 respondents o f f d  

3 out of 7 respondents o f f d  

1 out of 7 respondents o f f a d  

W e k  

7 out of 7 rcspondents o f f d  

Independen ce 

7 out of 7 reqmndcnts o f f '  

4 out of 7 rcspondcnts off& 

The Soviet Period 

4 out of 7 rcspondcnts offered 

4 out of 7 respondents o f f d  

3 out of 7 respondents offered 

The Il'esi 

6 out of 7 rcspondents offered 

5 out of 7 respondcnts offered 

5 out of 7 respondents o f f d  

Independcrice Square (the square itself) 

Arnir Timur Public Park 

The Bazaar (in general) 

Sayilgoh Street (not part of this analysis but within h c  

study a-) 

The New Cabinet of Ministas Building 

The Bazaar (in gennal) 

Indepcndencc Square 

Amir Timur Public Park (the monument to Arnir Timur 

spccifically) 

NationaI Library Navoi 

Ministry of Middle and Higha Education 

Soviet Apartment Building 

Mir Supermarket and Fast Food cornplex 

Zarafshan Movie Thcatre 

Sayilgoh Street 



Traditional 

7 out of 7 respondcnts o f f d  

4 out of 7 rcspondents o f f d  

Thc Bazaar 

The RcsidentiaI Courtyard House 

Auxiliary Questions 

ïhese questious were posed to six of the seven respondents since one of the respondents, in the 

answenng of the fmt  two primary questions, seemed to address these auxiliary questions. Neverîheless, the 

responses included in this analysis of the auxiliary questions will include that person's responses. 

3. Describe the role of Tashkent's ciry centre to the city of Tmhkenr with respect to the foilowing periods. 

Pre-Revoluriona~, Soviet, Independence 

The question of how the city centre interacts with the city (Tashkent) as a whole, according to the 

different periods was not fûlly understood by the respondents. More to the point it was not clear to the 

respondents as to how this role of 'centre' might change - particularly with respect to the rest of the city. 

While it was recognised that certain contemporary changes in the city centre, such as the addition of new 

services and the superficial improvement of public space, has changed the activity within the centre, there 

did not seem to be enough of a change to influence the role of king centre, geographically, socially and 

culturally. Moreove the pre-Revolutionary role of the city centre is somewhat of a misnomer as the 

contemporary city centre as it existed in the Soviet era and in the conternporary era, did not in fact exist 

before Soviet intervention. 



4. Ff3ot pointr wilAin T i k e n r  's city centre do you most closel_v associate wirh the tenn "meeting place", 
during the followtng penrlods? 

Pre-Revolutionary 

7 out o f  7 respondents off& 

The Soviet Period 

6 out of  7 rcspondents offered 

5 out o f  7 rcspondents offercû 

Independence 

7 out of  7 respondcnu offered 

5 out of  7 tcspondents o f f a d  

The ResidentiaI Courtyard House 

Red Square (now Independence Square) 

Revolutionary Square (now Amir Tirnur Pubic Park) 

Amir Timur Public Park 

Independence Squarie 

5. How do -vou. as an urban designer, communicaie "cirlrure" througir the builr environment? 

The idea of communication of culture through the built environment was perhaps not the clearest way 

of drafting a question for pst-Soviet architects. The age range for the respondents was between 50 and 70 

years of age. As a result, the architects interviewed in the portion of the data collection process were 

significantly influenced by the Soviet p e r d  and, more importantiy, by the p e n d  of Soviet architectural 

doctrine and ideology. 

Rather than communicating 'culture' through the built environment their task was the communication 

of Soviet and socialist ideologies thfough their built works. Tkey exprçssed that for the rnajority of their 

years as professional urban designers the materia1 that was presented to hem lefi Iittle rwm for deviation 

of individual interpretation of social issues and culturai values. During the Soviet era there was only the 

ideology of the state and Iittle more. Contemporary projects with which these architects are involved to 

some degree allow for a gmter  degree of individual expression, but to date in Uzbekistan there is still a 

strong govemmental influence on public architectural projects. 

So, when the question was posed as to how culture was cornmunicated through their work, the answers 

almost inevitably referred back to ideology, when discussing their Soviet era work. Contemporary projects 



while leaving littie room for individual inttrprctation are nevertheless more concerned with 'culture' than 

theu Soviet counterparts. Curmtiy in pst-Soviet Uzbekistan the trend in h a n  architectural projects is the 

privileging of artefacts and motifs that are regardecl by the govemment as either traditionally Islamic or 

traditionally Uzbek. Traditionally Islamic architectural motifs are regardai as elements of architecture that 

will help Uzbekistan establish itself in the Islamic community as a Moslem state. Consequentiy, urban 

designers and architects are persuaded to use architectural elements that are easily identifiable as 'Islamic*. 

The respondents expressed the view that cven if these motifs and elemcnts are not of [ocal (Uzbek) origin 

they are genenc enough to elicit positive responses fiom the general public. 

Uzbek traditional elemcnts are also regarded as desirable components to new u h  pmjects. As such 

certain types of geometric or canonic iconography are used on building façades and domed or cupola roofs 

are preferred for structures that arc meant to signie prestige and power. The ptivileging of such Islamic 

and traditionally Uzbek urban signs or languages has taken the place of the Soviet ideology that once 

guided the forma1 growth of the city. As these architectural signs are acceptai as 'needed elements' 

according to the respondents, regardless if their presence is chronologicaily appropriate or even understood 

in the sarne way as they were originaily intended, it can be said that this trend is a form of ideological 

communication and not cultural. The majority of the respondents a g r d  that the rok of the urban designer 

in contemporary Uzbekistan has changed littie in this regard; they are still cornmunicating ideology, and 

not reflecting issues that address 'cultural* issues per se. 

6. Vlsr dejine landmark as a space or artefact wiihin the built environment of Tmhkent's city centre, tlrat 
visuab identr$es location, what landmarh do you feel are most intimatet'y connected to the space in 
which thcy are located? 

Overwheîmïngly, the respondents expressed the view that the monument to Axnir Thur in the Amir 

Timur Public Park was easily the most identifiable of al1 the landmarks within the study area. Moreover, 

the respondents felt that having a monument of a national heroic figure such as Amir Timw in the centre of 

the city was an appropriate way of marking the centre of the capital of Uzbckistan and the centre of social 

leisure activity. 

Aside from this response, the interviewees failed to express views regarding the other artefacts within 

this case study. Their interpretation of the term and idea of 'landmark' therefore seems to be under a 



different mental description than what the investigator had in mind when drafting this question- Howcver 

one respondent noted that the Selmash Factory was a strong indicator of spatial location, He noted that the 

area sunounding the factory had colloquially corne to be referred to as the Sclmash as a result of this 

factory and the d e  it had played in employment and social activity during the 1970s. This was the type of 

response that was aimed for when the investigator drafted the question. The fact that the respondents failed 

to interpret the question in this way is an indication that questions of this nature (ones chat require an a@ 

upon definition) require particular attention when king  drafied. 

7. Using the definition of landmark, fiom question #6, whar landmarkr most vividly cornmunicate a 
cu ltura l ideology associated with the following periodr. 

Responses to this iine of questioning were comparatively more mealing than question 4. Perhaps 

the clarity offered by the association of landmarlc with a particular chronological period or era enabled the 

respondents to more readily associate the idea of landmark with somcthing other than its own defuiition (as 

in question 4). 

Pre-Revolutionary 'Iandmarks* however, were not identified within the study area. Such urban 

artefacts as the residential courtyard house (an artefact under analysis in this study) and the canal system 

(not a part of the analysis in this study), while of the tirne period, were not recognised as being in the 

category of 'landmark'. 

Soviet 

Soviet landmarks within the study area were much more readily identified. Red Square 

(Independence Square) and Revolutionary Square (Amir Timur Public Park) were the overwhelming 

responses to this question. It should be of interest to note that the two locations that were identified as 

landmarks of the Soviet era had two qualities in common. Firstly, both of the sites are open spaces 

(squares) rather than material artefacts, and secondly, both of these landmarks are simultaneously identified 

as landmarks associated with Independence. 



Independence 

When rdising that the two respoaxs to the Soviet cra matched the responses to the Independence 

era, several of the respondents indicatcd that tbcir responses n d e d  clarification. The majority of the 

respondents expressed the view that the recaphving of urban space and artefacts was a valid and legitimate 

way of creating new space and establishing contemporary landmarks. One of the respondents noted that the 

practice of reusing previously established space, for creating a new place or identity, was a process that 

Soviet architects were well versed in, This respondcnt furthet noted that socialist realist architects of the 

1950s and 1960s in the Soviet Union applied prtviously established architectural components to modem 

buildings in the hope of establishing the Soviet Statiaist urban identity. 

5.2 Review of Ana (ysis and Data Collection 

A cartographic analysis, photographic analysis and a set of interviews constituted the data 

collection process for this case study. Of the t h e  tactics used in collccting data for this case study and 

while al1 contributed to the formation of a body of material needed to illustrate in detaii the 'case* in 

question - the interviewing process seemed to be the weakest link The photographic and cartographic 

analyses both relied on acquirïng material h m  objective sources, the archives of the Ministry of Cultural 

Affairs. These sources can be r e f m d  to as 'objective' as they provided material without discrimination. 

The discrimination was on the part of the investigator. The interview process, on the other hand, required 

an interaction with a source of information that was entirely subjective. Each of the interviewees had their 

own biases and more importantly their own understanding of particular issues. This became evident in the 

answers given for certain questions. It would seern that greater attention must be paid to the drafting of 

certain questions when unsure of the intervicwee's understanding of certain material. This is not to say that 

the wording or the rnanner in which the inquiry is conducted should be changed (though this too is criticai). 

Rather the issues of the ùiquiry itself should be caretiilly examineci. If the central issue of the case study is a 

subject matter that is foreign or poorly understood by key people targeted far the interview, then efforts 

should be made to either question the contniution of the 'key' people or else investigate material that is 

reIated and understood by the key people in order to create a bridge between the new material and the 



interviewee's understanding. This would seem to be particularly m e  in a cross cultural situation such as 

this. 

Even with such problems the interview process nevertheless contributed to the depth and detail of 

the case study. The photographic and cartographic reviews contniuted comparatively to the depth of the 

case study more substantially. The photographic review allowed for an analysis of material that is g e n d l y  

not accepted as worth of such empirical research, i.e. the range, which this case study attempted, is much 

broader in scope thaa would normally be expected for such a semiotic analysis. Generally, semiotic 

analysis of urban space focuses on particular issues or categories of material objects, such as residential 

space or political space or the Iike. in such revicws the level of detail rcquired for a proper case study rnay 

be resisted. In providing a review that is mulit-object-oriented the following analysis offers material 

regarding the 'case* that might otherwisc be overlooked, and could potentially contniute significantly to 

the project 

5.3 An Iterative Process 

The a h  of the Tactics and Analysis portion of this thesis is the development of a discursive tool 

that is to be reaiised in the intervention section of this sntdy. A discursive tool may enable the process to 

take primacy over the product or solution. Consequently the role these portion of the study (Tactics and 

Analysis) play in the Intervention should be significant, 

In designing the Tactics approach and in perfotming the Analysis is was hperative that the 

process be firm in its structure and lmse in its execution- This is what can be regardeci as key in developing 

an iterative process. Iteration is that act of repeating sornething that has already been performed. In this 

case study the component to be iterated is the structure of the Tactics. 

The tactics used in the data collection may be divided into three types. Firstly, the cartographic 

review and analysis is considered. The cartographic analysis relies on an open pool of information (archive 

sources, documents, records and so forth). This material is then interpreted by the investigator in a 

subjective manner, accoding to specific ideals, aims and values that may be present in either the 



investigator himself or in the subject matter of the study. This h t  portion of the process develops a scnse 

of the comrnon howledge, or prcviously recordeci knowledge, regardhg the topic of investigation. 

me second type of tactic is the photographie review. Here the investigator again, with the same 

biases as in the cartographic -ew, collects materid h m  an open source of potentially unrecordeci or 

unknown knowledge. The material that can be gathered in this 'type' of tactic is critical in providing a 

depth to the analysis that is iIliee h m  the biases of 0th- involved in recording sirnilar material. m i l e  the 

biases of the investigator are nevertheless present, the materiai has the opportunity to be newly known. This 

is of particular importance as this may be compared both qualiîatively with the comrnon knowledge of the 

first tactic for biases and potentially reasons for those biases. 

The third type of tactic is the interview. The interview provides materiai that is simila. in structure 

to the fmt type (cartographic) in that it is relying on previous knowledge, but a diflerence exists in the 

degree and specificity of the commonality of the knowledge, The uiterviewee provides information that 

may be apparent to one person or a smail group of people. Likewise the material may be as cornmonplace 

as that found in the archives. As such this type of tactic may be particularly dificult in designing and 

cirafting. The contribution t h t  it may make however could be significant. The goal of scientific rescarch is 

comrnonly accepted as the accumulation of new knowledge. More accurately it is the re-working of 

existing knowledge in forms that result in information that may be used to understand situations more 

thoroughly. This ideaI makes itself particuIarly apparent in this third type of tactic. nie collection of 

information from sources that may be common, or new results in a dialogue between two live sources. This 

dialogue in itself is a potential contribution to the momentum of the issue under investigation, i.e. the 

dialogue that occurs raises issues not only directly effecting the subject matter of the study, but aiso the 

nature by which it is known. 

An iterative process of inquiry that involves these three types of tactics allows for the type of 

thorough understanding that is needed in performing a case sîudy. The three s ~ p e s  that are used in this case 

study result in reviews of archival maps, old and new photographs, as well as interviews with selected 

individuals. in king iterative these processes are open to new forms (not types) of tactics, i.e. maps, photos 

and interviews are three forms that the three types have taken for this study. Depending on the subject 



matter or changing conditions of this subject matter, the fomis may in fact require change. What should 

remain the same is the type. 

The benefit of using a process of inquiry that can be iterated is chat it allows the study the potential 

to continually generate new knowlcdge. The inqujl, while goal oriented, is not structwed solely towards 

those goals. Rather, the structure of the inquiry allows the study to meander in différent directions or to 

select new foci depending on the social issues or conditions at the t h e  of the study. In this case smdy this 

is particularly importaot, The aim of this thesis has been to discover how culture (societal conditions and 

values) contritbute to the state of the d a n  form, and what those contributions mean in ternis of 

development of the urban form and reciprocally, in tenns of the development of the culture. As urban form 

and the cultures that produce it are continually in flux, a study such as this must be designed in 

acknowledgement of that flux, if it is to have any lastïng meaning. 

5.4 Synthesis of T a c t h  and Intervention 

The Tactics used in this study will be incorporated into the Intervention itself in t e m  of 

addressing 'flux* both in terms of both the urban and the social. The Intervention is the development of a 

discursive tool directly related to the subject at hand - semiotics of transitional cultures. The Tactics are 

also a discursive insaurnent in that they are designed to operate in terms of iteration, allowuig the processes 

that they foster to continue to interact with the players involved in particular subject matter. 

The synthesis of the Tactics (general discursive) and Intervention (specialised discursive) will 

corne iogether in the Manifesto. Here, the role this study plays within the area of semiotics of transitional 

cultures (specialised) and within transitional cuItures as a whole (general) will be determined- Further, the 

proposal that the Intervention offers will be located in terms of its conhibution to transitional cultures, both 

semiotically (specialised) and as a whole (general), and in terms of how the proposa1 itself can operate as a 

form of inquky. 



CHAPTER SIX: INTERVENTION: SYNTHETIC SPACE, 
TRANSITIONAL VALUES & TERRA INCOGNITO 

6.1 A Discursive Apparatus 

In presenting this portion of the study it must be made clear that what is proposed in this intervention is 

not a concrete solution to what may be identified as a problem. Rather, it may be looked at in ternis of ideas 

stemming from the analysis and literature review that have been pcdormed. In this sense the intervention is 

rneant to uiitiate a dialogue between people that are concerned about the subject of this study. A person that 

values or for that matter is intertsted in the subject of semiotics and urban development in cultures that 

have experienced colonial like conditions will fmd this intervention to be a stariing point for their own 

inquiry. It represents a direction identified by this investigator, as a potential path to take to engage in this 

material in a way that will better the social and physical culture in this case of Tashkcnt, but for that matter 

an y simiIar situations in other geographical locations. 

ïhis intervention rnay be r e f d  to as a discursive tool or apparatus. This type of language and 

description of the intervention has been chosen to ernphasise that this is one investigator's point of view 

and that by no means should this be regarded as a 'solution to a problem'. The discursive apparatus may be 

used by any number of peuple who fmd this subject matter of concern; those involved in the hture 

development of the urban centre of Tasbkent; those concemed with uhan heritage preservation; and 

perhaps those that wish to see the field of urban semiotics developed in a new direction. 

The intervention is discursive, but not free fiom biases. While the intervention is bmad in its approach, 

and perhaps vague in terms of concretc proposais, it is by no means vague in terms of its theoretical 

approach. The idea of the discursive apparatus as a format for the intervention can be instituted by its 

qualities, that are arguably more appropriate for this kind of subject matter. Firstly, there is the notion that 

an intervention or design proposa1 that demonstrates concrete results and actions or specific methods, to be 

used in urban development and heritage preservation is limited. Approachhg a situation such as this, in the 

aforementioned manner, is likely to result in methods and actions that will be evaluated and either 



accepteci, as is or discarded. The discursive apparatus shies away h m  this tactic and advances the idea that 

there are multiple starting points and multiple w.ays of dealing with thjs issue- AS a mit the discursive 

apparatus offm an approach that is prefaced by the idea that it will receive positive and negative feedback, 

and moreover the very goal will be this type of dialogue. The feedback resulting h m  the advancement of a 

dialogic catalyst is in fact what is desired h m  this type of intervention, in this respect then what is offered 

by way of a design intervention may in fact receive negative feedback, but the structure of the intervention 

will be stich as to allow a positive place for that feedback in the M e r  advancement of the proposal, or 

indeed a new direction. 

6.2 Synthetic Culture 

Synthetic culnue is a term that is used here to d e s c n i  the conditions under which the intervention 

takes place. Tashkent's cumnt state of cultural development and place within its own chronology is 

synthetic. Synthetic is defmed as k ing  produced by synthesis; not naniratly produced nor artificial. 

Synthesis is then defmed as the process of combining separate things, ideas etc. into a complete whole. It is 

in this sense that the pst-Soviet ufban culture and environment is d e s c n i  as synthetic. It is a formation 

of separate idcologies and social and cultural values that have made themselves whole in both the 

behavioural patterns of ufban dwellers and în the physical environment which the inhabit, 

A distinction here is made between the cross-cultural or natural evolution of social and cultural values 

and the idea of synthetic cultures. Synthesis will be recognised and understood in this work as the 

superimposition of one culture over another, in terms of ideologies, values (social and cultural), modes of 

living and operating within an urban environment and so forth. Consequently synthetic space should be 

recognised as similar in many aspects to colonial space, but not the sarne. Colonialisrn has a number of 

theoretical tenets that distinguish it as a separate ideology, and that take it farther than the bounds of what is 

understood here as synthetic space. By making this distinction it is possible to develop the issue of foreign 

cultural or social hegemony and not dilute the issue with the ideology normally associated with 

colonialism. This is not a simplification of colonialism for the purposes of d a n  study. Rather it is an 

understanding that the role ideology plays in this particular issue is large, and by introducing yet anoîher set 



of 'ideological tenets' fiom anothcr body of research rnay in fact work to dilute the issue rather than enrich 

i t. 

In phrasing the statement, "'Tashkmt's contemporary wban enviroament and culture is synthetic", one 

is certainly demonstrstting bias. A statement like this is the rcsult of either personal or collective research 

that has led to the opinion that this situation can be categorised as m c h  This, however, will be accepted as 

the fust point of contention that will come to f o m  the start of the discursive apparatus. If Tashkent is 

synthetic, then in what way? As has b e n  indicated in the litcrature review, the urban space of Tashkent has 

undergone a number of  changes; the city has existed under its own culturai fhnework; it has expezïcnced 

foreign invasion h m  the East as well as the West; it has been addcd on to under a colonial Rassian 

ideology; and has been systemically changed under communism and the Soviet regime. Each of these 

stages has resulted in a diffemt understanding of the city and consequently the wban fabric has changed 

its means of expression. Over the chronological period that have come to be the existence of Tashkent as an 

urban centre, these various eras or layers or change has corne to meld with one another, to be the Tashkent 

urban fabric of the t h e .  These laym rnay be teased apart h m  one another, to be understood as very 

distinct and very unique sets of i d d s  and values, much of  which can ûe identifiai as 'foreign'. So while 

the city exists (currently and in the past) as 'Tashkent* where al1 of these various layers together comprise 

the identity of the city, they nevertheless are separate planes of ideals and physical changes that require 

examination if the city is to be understood in terms of its current positioning. 

The current position of Tashkent may be regarded by some as precarious and extremely significant, in 

terms of its place along its chronology and in tenns of  opportunity to experience a period of 'self 

expression' - thereby developing a layer that is inherently Uzbek. Others may feel that this position along 

its chronology is simply another transition, a gap in stages of  foreign cultural hegemony, that has allawed 

the urban population of Tashkent time to pause and identify itself, without really giving itself the 

oppomnity to do anything about it. While this may in fact be understood as the pessirnistic view of the 

two variations off'red here, this will be the position that this investigator takes, and for two very important 

reasons. Firstly, this vicwpoint is cxpressive of the inabiliîy of Tashkent culture to exert itself beyond the 

confines of foreign cultural htgemony, i.e. as perestroika aided in the collapse of the Soviet Union, and 

thus the end of Soviet Uzbekistan (Tashkent), it is accepted that the Soviet ideology responsible for urban 



life and expression through built forrn has also dicd. While this psition can be accepted, it must also be 

recognised that the vacuum m t e d  by the absence of Soviet idmlogy has allowed for the opportunity for 

another foreign paradigrn to enter the Tashkent cityscapc. At this t h e  in global affairs, the typical 

condition that is associated with 'pst-colonial' nations is in most cases is the Democratic Paradigm. While 

this is particularly the case in the pst-Soviet republics, it can be widened to include other pst-colonial 

States. The main social advancements associated with this paradigrn are the spread of a westem-style of 

democratic govemance and forcign investment In place h m  Mozambique to India to Uzbekistan, 

multinational companies such as Coca-cola have placed their stamp on the urban environment. 

This seems to increasingly be the case in Tashktnt Signs of forcign development and investment arc 

beginning to convert the uhan landscape h m  Soviet to European or even Amcrican. in accepting this 

point of view, what is of critical importance for this study is the exchange of ideologics. Uzbek urban 

culture as has been documented in the literature review, has in the last 150 years been subject to extremely 

influential waves of ideology. The colonial Russian ideology centred on Europeanization, and the Soviet 

ideology of collectivisation and the reduction of the individual. Beyond this, two things must be carefully 

noted about the hture advancement of the synthetic culture of Tashkent Firstly, one must recognise that it 

is possible to say that bcfore forcign hegemony Tashkent's growth and development was not pinned to an 

'ideology' in the Western sense of ideology. As such, one must ask how this independerrce h m  ideology 

was communicated in the urban fabric. And secondly, there is the question of whether the concept of a 

global community, and the Westemisation process that accompanies it, can be categorised as an ideology. 

6.3 Time: Representing The Now 

This portion of the intervention deals with the concepts of chronology and a culture's understanding of 

its past including what role the past plays in the functions of the present and the formation of the fbture. 



63.1 The Past, Present, Future and Simultaneity 

It may be accepted that the manner in which Tashkent's built form grew and developed while 

under its own cultwal influences was significantly diffcrent than wben it was modified by Russizn and 

Soviet vaIues. The prirnary difference, as identified by this investigator, was the absence of an established 

ideology, at least in the Western understanding of ideology. The Russian and Soviet ideologies that were 

present in Tashkent's physical development were separate and more importantly abstract- The grid, 

functionality and social necd as a means of driving urban aesthetics and the city centre as analogy of 

political domination were al1 tenets of ideologies that were constnicted abstractiy - separate h m  the 

natural state of the urban envimnrnent. Fwther, they were applied h m  abstraction CO the urban artefact and 

environment, with the aim of modification and control of uhan behaviow and cultural expression. in this 

sense, ideology was the ûamework for a system of urùan growth and physicd expression that aided in the 

transformation of the subject culture. 

Tashkent, before it was dominateci by Russian and Soviet ideologies, adhered to what could be 

regarded as an anti-ideology. While planning existed in the form of locating ceriain artefacts in pre- 

designated geographical locations, the 'control* of how those artefacts and firture artefacts would grow with 

respect to those locations was Iefi to what may bc rcgarded as organic or natural process. In a walled city, 

with an identified core made up of a specific residential, commercial, and political locations, one would 

normally think that this type of organisation would be highly controlled, both geographically and spatially. 

But this did not seem to be the case. Tashkent, as noted by the Russian colonists, was, according to Western 

sensibilities, chaotic, i.e. it did not seem to reflect the order and spatial organisation that could be 

understood by Westerners. Houses in the shakhristan were found in the middle of stmets closing the streets 

off to trafic flow. Residential additions accompanying familial expansion resufted in spaces acquinng an 

image of disorder, k i n g  built on top of one another or in non-conventional locations. 

The bazaar, in this respect, was like a micmcosm of the city. The traditional bazaar would 0th 

start with an elaborate geomeîry for the plan, and a defincd space with ornate roofmg, but end up, &er 

inhabitation, as a place that again resembled chaos. It becomes neccssary to advance the idea of chaotic 

space, or space that adheres to a specialised and simplified idcology. 



The Uzbek city, 150 years ago, and right up until the cwrcnt moment seems to have this anti- 

ideology present in its urban development, Semiotically, ihe &an space of the Uzbek city reflects the 

Uzbek interpretation of cosmological order and hierarchy. The ciîy bas a basic form, i.e. Oieir arc certain 

significant locations where ctrtaia artefacts arc to be located, wbich in their location rcflects the Uzbek 

value systern. The batllrzt was traditionally located in the centre of the ciîy, around whicb the shakhristan 

(residential quarters) would grow. n e  political centre, the Urda, was locarcd adjacent to the bazaar but 

treated as a city within a city, maintainhg its own fortifluig waII and gates. This type of ordering would 

seem to signim the Uzbek interpretation of humankind's place within a cosmological system. Order in its 

simplest form was present as a pre-existing part of this cosmological systcm. Humankind's mle within the 

boundaries of this order was independent, and privileged to grow behvcen these pre-existing points. As a 

result, the urban fabric of the Uzbek city can, without malice, bc referrad to as chaotic. Chaos in this sense 

is a form of order that is undcrstood and respecteci to be not hIly comprehcnsible. It may be fivther 

suggested that chaos and chaotic order are accurate representations of human activity when viewed against 

the backdrop of cosmic or naniral order. 

In contemporary Tashkent the anti-ideology has again made itsclf apparent over top and within the 

order of the pst-Soviet urban environment, While Soviet artefacts arc riddled witb decay and neglect, and 

while new construction sites block trafic and tçmporarily add to the density of the cify centre, the 

appearance of the city is subtly beginning to reflect the rype of chaos that once marked Tashkent. 

The centre of the city, Amir Thur Public Park marks the Soviet centre of the city. 'Ihere is no 

bazaar to reflect that portion of the Uzbek value system. But the interpreiation of that space remains 

thoroughly Uzbek and more importantly thoroughly Tashkent The Amir Thur Park signifies an order that 

that was beyond the control of the population. In this respect it is very much cosmological. The Soviet 

population accepted that therc was the Soviet system and ideology, and nothing more. WhiIe directiy under 

the Soviet system and Uzbek interpretation of that system would have been impossibIe, as the ideology was 

pervasive. In the p s t  Soviet environment the ability to interpret one's own envirwnment is made easier by 

the relaxation of Soviet idcology and practice. n i e  remnants of the Soviet system have aquirad 

cosmological meaning since Independence. They have become things to work around and to adapt. 



Equally important though fernains the problem of ideology. Two idtologies wntend in Tashkcnt 

in tems of influence on the growth and development of the urban fabric. Firstly, thm are the nationalistic 

trends that seem to be coming down fiom the ncw goveniment. Herc the Independent government of 

Uzbekistan feels that this cime of transition out h m  behind the h n  Curtain, should be marked (at least in 

terms of the urban environment) as a time to declare the nation's identity. The government has adopted a 

current 'ideology' that privilegcs architectural and wban design projects that support Islamic and traditional 

styles and types. The second body of ideology that challenges Tashkent is that of internationalisation, As a 

newly independent state that suffers fiom economic and social dilemmas typical of the pst-Soviet 

environment, foreign invatment and assistance is comparativcly high. Intemational investment and 

development in Tashkent has thus far bcen accompanicd by Western-style hotels, supermarkets and other 

commercial development, none of which is native to the Tashkcnt environment, but al1 of which is acccpted 

by the ideology of the 'traditionalist* goverurnent as temporary but necessary. 

6.3.2 Regarding the Past: From Modernism to Postmodernism 

The traditionalists express their ideas through fonns that, in con tmpra ry  society, would stem to 

be somewhat out of place, In Tashkent new urban artefacts display canonic foms  and geometries that are 

not normally associated with the functions they house. While this type of ironic semiosis may be 

appropriate for what t.a been designated as a pst-modem environment, one must fmt seriously consider 

what is meant by 'postmodemism', if in fact these new urban fonns are to have a role as signifiers in the 

development of a Tashkent urban identity. 

This investigator proposes that postmodernism in watemporary urban design and architecture is 

flawed in terms of its adherence to pst-modem substantive theory. Post-modem architecture and urban 

design still maintains a relationship to the past, and the f o m  that mark specific chronological periods, in a 

very modemist way. Primary and secondary fùnctiom (the denotative and comotative signifiers) of the past 

are drawn upon in a way that is more reminiscent of the modemist ideal of taking what is needed to solve a 

particular problem, with little regard to the cultural and social ramifications that may result from the 

disjunction between chronology and artefact, Urban form is meant to be one of the 'higher' expressions of 



visual culture sirnply because it is a real part of an urbanite's daily life. in this sensc it is a visuai art that in 

addition to maintaihg fiinction, qresents a fom of communication that interacts with an urban 

population regardless of requcst. Moreover, this interaction with the built environment plays an integral 

role in urban psychology, bchaviour, and an understanding of one's own culture. In this regard 

postrnodemism as it is practised cumntly is a form of synthcsis. It is an application of ideals that are 

foreign either in t m s  of culture or in terms of chronology, or both. 

Post-modem traditionalists fail to understand that in applying f o m  that once acted as key cultural 

signifies does not necessarily mean that they communicate the sarne signified as they did before. As the 

social values of culture change so too must the foms through which these values arc wmrnunicatcd- Using 

signifies that once communicated a particular signified assumes that the artefact is undcrstood to 

communicate the same signified, and that the signifiai is still relevant and maintains the same cultural 

value and rneaning. ïhere is little in the urban environment that is so e t e d  that it appeais to the ideal of 

archetypal significance. While architects arguably exist in h a n  landscapes, one must not confise 

archetypes (foms that instil generalised cmotional or spiritual mctioas) with Iearned foms that have 

persisted over tirne. 

Tashkent seems to have this type of problem with its traditionalkt ideology. Forms of the past are 

regarded as necessary in creating or rather recrtating the Uzkk  urban identity. Rccrcating an urban identity 

would mean the retrieval of values and social needs that were present at the tirne a specific urban artefact 

was used. I f  this is the case, and if it is understood as such, the traditiondist ideology is a very dangemus 

thing indeed. Modifying the culnual values and social needs of the Tashkent populace through urban 

artefacts retneved from a time that exhiiited the type of values that the currcnt ideology prefers, puts that 

ideology basically in the same category as the Soviet Union, under forcign cultural hegemony. This tirne 

however, the 'foreignness' cornes not fiom a geography or culture but from a chmnology. 

What is likely to result fiom this type of h a n  growth is perhaps not as serious as this investigator 

lias made it out to be. Rather, it is likely that a pst-modem urban, traditiondist environment will be 

created that wili not si@@ the same meaning as it once did, and consequentiy, those h a n  artefacts will 

take on a superficial or ironic meaning. The postmodernist architcct, planncr or urban designer must 

understand that the conservation of culture and the development of new urban artefacts should be treated as 



a simultaneous process. Tashkmt seems to be trcating thcse two processes separately and as a rcsult the 

urban fabric is failing in terms of its level of communication with the gencral public. If post-modem design 

makes the link between postmodcmïty in its substantive sense, and does not addrtss the past as a place 

f?om which to randornly draw or modifL forms for cumnt use, then it is more likely that this simultaneous 

understanding of past and present will come to bener hition. 

6 3 3  Globalisation and Maintenance of Identity 

The other major dilemma facing Tashkcnt is îhe idcology that is associateci with intcrnationalism 

or (otherwise referred to as globalisation). nie global community is a term that oftcn refers to the state of 

communication and fiee exchange of ideas betwccn contcmporary nations and cultures. Tashicent serves a 

number of des .  The city centre is a point of social and physid  organisation. The city as a whole is the 

capital of the Tashkent Oblast (province) as well as the capital of the nation of Uzbekistan. It serves as the 

unofficial capital of Central Asia. It is a large multiculhual urban centre that acts as a gateway to Central 

Asia as well as to the East. And it is a major point for tourism dong the increasingly popuiar SÏk Road. In 

this sense Tashkent is becoming global, i.e. it is playing an increasingly irnporiant role (through fmancial 

and cultural exchange) in the global community. 

With this increasing globalisation there is a certain risk that Tashkcnt is taking. In joining the 

global community it is understood that there are certain responsibilities that are required of the state. As 

Tashkent (Uzbekistan) is suffering fiom a faltering economy and industry that requires major revival and 

improvement, Tashkent requires assistance fiom other States. Gcncrally, this assistance will come in one of 

two forrns: either large non-govcnimcntal organisations like the World Bank will financially assistant in 

development through projects that impmve and more oficn than not westcmise tbe political economy of the 

state; or, assistance cornes in the form of private foreign invesment. While both of these scenarios are 

currently present in Uzbekistan, the latter seerns to be having the greatest effcct on Tashkent's urban fabric. 

ï h e  joint ventwes with Turkey and Korea have changed the superficial appearance of Tashkent over-night 

Since Independence the growth of the f m s  and the resultant advtrtising, construction and implementation 

of new artefacts has grown exponentially. Sixty five percent of the cars on the Street are Daewoo (a South 



Korean automanufacturing company) and buses are covered with advertking h m  products ffom both 

Turkey and South Korea From the North Amcrican side, the fifteen-storty Shcraton Hotel Tashkent has 

recently been completed and dominates the environment for miles around. 

While this type of investment is cntical in getting Uzbekistan's econorny on it feet, it has resulted 

in changes to the urban fabnc that must be caretiilly scrutinised, The governrnent must play a larger role in 

controlling the physical and cultural impression that such investrnent makes. Bringing foreign currency into 

the Tashkent economy, while a neccssary action, must be tempered by urban design contmls that will 

prevent Tashkent b m  k i n g  just another International City. Further, it is perhaps on this fiontier that the 

urban identity crisis of Tashkent wili be resolved- As currcnt economic conditions seem to be the 

pararnount, concern for the development of the city (and the country), it is likely that this type of 

internationalisation will increase in this manner before pressure is put on these foreign agents to modify 

their uhan impression. 

This leads to the question of whether or not g!obalisation, in the fom d e s c n i  here, is in fact an 

ideology. Colonial Russian ideology was marked by the primacy of Western urban standards (the grid and 

specific amenities) and the goal of growth. The Soviet ideology was marked by social and urban 

transformation, and the assimilation of the individual into the wllectivc for the greater (economic and 

social) g o d  Can the global ideology be marked by specific tenets, by which methods of development are 

guided and developed? Perhaps the lack of recognition of national or political boundaries marks the global 

ideology. It would be too easy to say the money and financial gain (while important to globalisation) are 

the tenets of an ideology. Rather, it can be proposeci that place, location and in more abstract tenns, points 

on the map, are not recognised within their own geography. Tashkcnt is understood in terms of its political 

economy, the opportunity to rebuild or take advanrage of that political economy, and what role other 

nations may play in that development. The geography of places has corne to mean less than the economic 

profile of the place. This may be evaluated in positive terms. While certainly narrow in scope, the political 

economy of a place is more closely in tune with its identity than its geography, i.e. ethnic, racial and 

relig ious bcundaries are less likely to enter the primacy of the issue being dealt with, than the specificity of 

the nation's political and economic problerns. In this sense, globalisation has a certain ideology, one that 

recognises identity (aibeit nmow) over differenccs that once prohibitcd the exchange of ideas and finance 



in a positive way. This is particularly important in the case of a pst-colonial or hegemonic culture. It was 

the former recognition of differences of geography (and race, ethnicity and religion) that significantly 

fiielled the ideologies of the Russian colonials and the Soviets. 

6.4 Plane: Spatial Restructuring 

This portion of the intervention discusses the development of urban space. The section is divided 

up into the three major formative pends that have resultd in thrte distinctive interpretations of h a n  

space and the fict ions that p d u c e  such space herc r e f d  to as Traditional, Modern and Post-mdem. 

6.4.1 Commercial Lirnits: Traditional 

Traditionally Tashkent's spatial organisation was developed around the centre of the city. In the 

centre was the bazar. In terms of signification the bazaar held primacy in cultural and social realms as the 

key social and commercial space in which urban residents came to meet and exchange ideas. Tashkent's 

city centre is no longer a place of commercial exchange, but retains a degree of social exchange. 

The transition chat is occurring Corn Soviet to Independent to Global must reflect the reinvention 

of commercial primacy. The identity of Tashktnt as a global city or as part of the globai comrnunity is 

pinned on its political economy and how others understand its political economy. Where the traditional 

commercial exchanged was marked by centrality and borders the friture commercial exchange will no 

longer adhere to these tenets of geographic and spatial location. Commercial exchange will occupy 

Iimitless space. The city centre will recognise the primacy of commercial exchange as a key to its identity. 

There will be no geography for this exchange. The points wherc this exchange occurs will not be bounded 

by limits (therefore a Iimitless number of points) and will be temporal. n i e  exchange will occur as long as 

it is necessary in any space that physically allows the exchange. The presence of these points will converge 

to form an h a n  density that is neither understood as the centre with its increased density (traditional 

Uzbek), nor related to points strategically laid out to operate in tcrms of social fiinction (Soviet). The 

recognition of the commercial primacy will relate to the current global order and to the cultural need of a 

traditionally commercial culture. Its primacy will lie in the occupancy of 'any space', 'any location', and 



'any geography'. Spatially, its hierarchical position in Tashkent culture will use omniprescnce as a 

signifier. 

6.4.2 Administrative Limits: Modernism 

Municipal borders in Tashkent have served a number of roles h m  the ongins of the city, through 

the Soviet period to the present Municipal borders are political borders. They have separateci the 

population by race, occupation, and religion (in the traditionaI mahailya) and by occupation and social ideal 

(in the Soviet sense). Locations wittiin the city will not be according to abstract political or administrative 

devices. The delineation of geographical areas of the city and in particular its centre will no longer exist. 

Limits in this sense will no longer exist, Tbe triviality of municipal or political borders within an urban 

environment will be signified by the absence of municipal bounda,rîes. Location will be understood in terms 

of relative location. The populace wiIl orient itsclf according to pmximity. More importantly the proximity 

will be relative to commercial exchange. Geographical location within the city will be known according to 

a particular place of commercial exchange. 

6.4.3 Consumptive Limits: Postmodernisrn 

Spatial ordenng of the city of Tashkent has reflected a feudaIist mode of production in its 

traditional sense, with the bazaar at the centre of the city (acting as the collective place of social and 

commercial exchange), and the urban area itself bounded by a fortifling wail. It has reflected an industrial 

mode of production with its progressivist mode1 connoting rationalism and fùnctionalism in the placement 

of industry, social activity, residcntial quarters and so forth. And it is beginning to show the initial stages of 

a culturalist mode1 with the primacy of nostalgia and muse of past fonns and means of organisation. 

This investigator proposes a mtans of spatial ordering that privileges consumption. The 

consumption associated with modern commercial exchange and the type of urban culture that develops out 

of this consumption will be signified by the consumption of space. Space and artefact mark the syntagmatic 

and paradigmatic boundaries that have created the traditional Western understanding of the figure-ground 



relationship. The interpretation of space or the void as artefact will mark the consumption of what was 

space or rather what was non-artefact. Artefacts will consume space. In this sense the traditional Uzbek 

understanding of space may be revived. While borders, centres and points of rcference (other than the 

commercial exchange) will be denied, space and artefact will be interpreted in their chaotic, non-western 

sense. Built space will inte rjcct and consume the void and consequentiy =te increased densities not 

marking centres, but rather, ernphasising the insignificance of specific locations based on ideological 

criteria. 

Geographies within the urban environment will evolve according to themselves. They will not 

feflect abstract ideologies. The commercial exchanges will move throughout the urban landscape finding 

places and occupying them, making them fimction as cornnierciai space. This will be a rehun to the initial 

stages of a semiotic understanding of space and artefact. Places will exist, and a fiinction wilI frnd the space 

that is appropriate for that hct ion.  As the m l y  human 'discovered' the cave, or more accurately, 

understood that space to function for particular nteds, so too will the populace of Tashicent Spaces will be 

dysfunctional until occupancy. ConsequentIy areas within the city will not be distinguished as 'for a 

particular use', and the void that exists between these 'yet to be fitnctional' artefacts, will also be regarded 

in a sirnilar manner. 







6.4 Lines: H n g  Relevant Connections 

This section of the intervention deals with the reclamation of urban space. It deals with space in 

t e m  of three dimensions and outlines how it has been treated in each of the respective periods. Based on 

these understandings a proposition is put forward on tow Independence could possibly be expressed in 

three-dimensional spaces. 

6.5.1 Transportation Lines: Traditional 

The Uzbek city had an elaborate system of roads that both connected the artefacts and services to 

one another, and to the world outside the boundarïes of the fortifying wall. They were recognised by the 

Russian colonists as poorly maintained and not following standards that would be conducive to k i n g  

optimaliy functional, Roads were generally very narrow (as trafic was almost entirely pedestrian, except 

along the major thoroughfares), they were unpaved (Le. not cobbled), and the level of d u t  and dirt was 

generally very high. Though not fimctional for a modem or colonial lifcstyle the roads in the Uzbek city 

were perfectiy appropriate and na-1 for an urban Uzbek Iifestyle. More importantly, the roads, streets, 

alleys, pathways and so on of traditional Tashkent played a much larger rote in the urban lifestyle in terms 

of urban psychology and in terms of the meaning they held for the users of these spaces. 

A road or Street or alley is a hnctional space. It is a space that fiinctions as a means of getting 

from @ne place to the next, that may or may not be supeficially articulated. This is at least the case in the 

Western urban mentality, The Uzbek urban mentality however seems to view this space as a fiinctional 

void, i.e. there is an understanding that there is a distinction between a void 2nd (empty) space. Spaces such 

as roads and w a h a y s  seem to be treated in Western societies, at l e s t  in contemponry tems, as having 

almost the equal value as artefact or built fom. It would seem that, in the traditional Uzbek urban fabric, 

space is treated as defmitively subservient to built form, or even non-existent (ie. void). But in drawing this 

cornparison the two different types of spatiai cognition reveal the different social values of the two groups, 

and more importantly the different message that space carries in each community. In the contemporary 

(post-modern) Western interpretation of (functionat) space, the role space plays seems to demonstrate an 



understanding that space maintains a value qua1 to that of the artefact, or even that space is itself an 

artefact, simply of a differtnt kind. As such, the articulation and organisation of space in urban 

environrnents of the West is greatly different than what c m  be found in Tashkcnt- By valuing space in this 

manner the recognition and articulation of space would seem to connote the idea of balance or hamony. 

Post-modem urban designers and architects draw on so called 'Eastern* analogies of the yin and yang to 

connote this balance of space and artefact Yet this understanding of space would seem to connote a very 

specific type of harmony or balance. 

The Uzbek understanding of space or more accwately 'the void*, is vastly different in terms of the 

social and cultural value that it maintaim. In the urban Uzbek interpretation there is built form and void 

where built form will be. The value of the void is minimal, or even not existent This can be demonstrated 

in two ways. Firstly on the IeveI of the artefact, the shakhristan is an exarnple that demonstrates this value 

of space. Along a streetscape in the shakhnstan of pre-Revolutionary Tashkent one may find the expansion 

of homes across roads, cutting off circulation and leaving the pedestnan the task to find narrow, almost 

unmanageable pathways to pass through. The coumard house is also an example of built fonn's value. The 

courtyard, while a void in terms of its figure-ground rarely stays void of constniction, As the spacc is 

primarily for fùnctions including preparation of market goods and household activities (such as cooking, 

gardening, etc.), the space is invariably crowded with building materials and maiceshifi constniction. In 

many cases this space is converted into a semi-covered garden, thereby occupying as much of this space as 

possible. 

The other example is of the city (and its centre) as a whole. The Uzbek city centre is defmed by its 

high or increasing density. As one nears the centre density increases, the streets become narrower and 

winding, and the built form of course dominates. The increase in density may conversely be regarded as the 

decrease in space of the void. As the centre is semiotically regarded as socially and culturally of primary 

importance, the decrease in a certain quality would sem to indicate the Iow value associated with that 

quality. In this case it is space or the void. 



6.5.2 The Radiant City: Modern 

The Soviet interpretation of spce  essentially followed the contemporary Western understanding. 

Space was privileged, In fact it seerned to play a role that was perhaps more valucd than built form. Ilhc 

extensive use of large 'public' open spaccs was meant to connote the importance of collective social 

activity. As this was key to the ideoIogy of socialism and wmmunism, the use of parks, squares, and the 

grand boulevard was high. Momver, the implementation of this kind of vaiue and understanding of space 

into a culture that in ahos t  every respect contradicteci this value had results that greatly affect the Uzbek 

understanding of urban life. The current centre of the city is a park; the place dedicated to the achievement 

of independence is a Square; and the street connecting the two is, for one length a wide pedestrian 

walkway, and for the rest, a six-lane major thoroughfare. 

The traditional Uzbek understanding of visual comection and hicrarchy aIso differs vastly from 

the Soviet understanding. While the Uzbek sight-line was in most cases almost non-existent due to 

meandering, tightly (nmow) constructed strectscapcs, the Soviet sight-line was incredibly important. This 

was particularly the case in the city centre. H m  the Amir Timur Public Park played the d e  of visual focal 

point for several blocks in five directions radiating out fiom the centre. in the centre, at various times stood 

monuments to Lenin or Stalin or Marx, al1 of whom were visible to pedestrians along these radiating arms 

from the park. 

In creating spaces such as these it is possible to understand that the Soviet regime greatly valued 

the power of visual impression and how that impression could be made - either along lines of sight (to 

various monuments) or via grand vehicular or pedestrian thoroughfares. In privileging spaces such as these 

the Soviet regirne in Tashkent was connoting the idea that through the expansive use of space, rather than 

built form such space would corne to connote a meaning of prestige and wealth. A city space would seem 

more open and thereby larger than perhaps it may have been. This opemess visually equates the wealth of 

the state, since geographically expansive urban space could be used for the public good. 



6.53 Lines of Communication: Post-modern 

In both cases, the traditional Uzbek and the Soviet, the streetscape communicated the value placed 

on space for the respective communitics. This investigator proposes the contemporary interpretation of 

space as follows. Sa-eetscapes will be recognised not as space but as void. Built artefact will consume the 

void when necessary and thus create randomly increasing densities throughout the urban fabric. These new 

lines of communication will act as signifiers. They will connote the independence. Soviet space will 

become void, and then consumed by built fom, becoming the rejection of prestige and power, and the 

reinvention of modesty. 

These lines of communication will have no geography. The users of these decreasing voids will 

create their own geography. There wiU be no pre-assigned values to these voids. People will corne to 

interpret these voids as having a meaning that is artriiuted by the user, not the designer or the ideology of 

the state. They will tunction as fiuiction dictates. T'heu changing fom ( h m  enclosure and built forrn's 

intrusion into the void) will continually change the shape of these spaces, thereby modifling their fùnction 

and location. 
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6 6  A r i e f a ~  A Multilingual Centre 

This section d e s c r i i  the intervention as it informs the deveiopment of urban fonn and artefact. 

This section illustrates the author's interpretation of the meaning of independence and particularly what it 

means for the fabric and culture of Tashkent- 

6.6.1 The Non-Signifying Object 

Form will not be laden with d u e s  ernerging h m  cither a state ideology or a foreign ideology. 

The urban artefact will be cmpty of value and meaning until meaning is atuiiuted to it, The new than 

artefact will be found and not created. Form will be capturcd, modified and personalised. The urbanite will 

come to recognise fom as alingual until a fùnction occurs within that form. Initial form will not follow 

fùnction, nor will fonn inherently cany social or cultural value, Function will come to modi& form, as 

value will come to inhabit form. The urban artefact will not start out as a signifier. It will ôe the non- 

signifjing object. In tirne objects will become artefacts and the artefacts together wiI1 form the new ucban 

fabric. 

Pm-existing artefacts will be reused. The built artefact as signifier will be modified to change its 

signification. As with the non-signifjhg object, pre-existing signifiers will have to grow into their new 

meaning. The personalisation of artefact that must occur in order to make the comection to the signified 

will occur through the individual manipulation and articulation of artefact and space. For pre-existing 

artefacts it is impossible to return to a state of 'objectness'. So the transformation must move forward- The 

democratisation of space (and artefact) will mean residents in Soviet style apartment blocks Ereely 

customising the interior as well as the exterior of their homes. ïhe  factory will be reused and articulated to 

function as a hospital. ï h e  park or the square will be filleci in with built fonn and fbnction as a centre for 

commercial exchange. 









6.63 Manifesto 

Communication renden a culture nilnerable. 

Communication will act upon or rct on behalf of culture. 

Meaning interacts with culture to allow growth. 

Meaning is rrbitriry. 

Traditions deceive, 

Traditions wül not bé separated from context. 

Change reduces values. 

Change exposes order. 

Independence is nostalgie. 

Independence signifh nothmg. 

Methods evaluate the inves tigrtor. 

Methods will be significant. 

Interpretation is inherently birsed, 

Interpretation is r lorm of hegemony. 

Ideology reduces the individuai. 

Ideology transgresses history. 

Identity is temporary. 

Identity is meaningful. 



This study is an apparatus. f t  has developed a basis for performing the ernpirical as well as Iiterary 

research that enables it to contriiute to a select body of work conceming the semiotic analysis and design 

of urban space in cultures of transition. The issue of transitional culture brings with it a body of related 

interests that have either been partially touched on in this study or deah with in relative depth. The issue of 

semiology is dedt with in depth. It enriches the mider's lc~~owledge concerning the various aspects and 

branches of analysis with the field of semiotics as it concem the urbaa or built environment. The idea of 

culture and foreign hegemony is dealt with in the formal stmcturc of a case study, rcvcaling information 

rcgarding the initial development of Tashicent, the introduction of a foreign culture, the suppression and 

transformation of Uzbek Tashkent, and the c u m t  state of independencc and post hegemony. As an 

apparatus this study works to inform the d e r  on two Ievels, semiotics and the case of Tashkent It also 

works on a third level in the form of the Intervention. The intervention docs not inform the rcader, rather it 

requires the reader to inform. That is thc Intervention is meant to challenge the reader by offering a 

proposal for future architectural and urban spatial development that may be considered radical, but that 

prompts the reader to addrcss the issues that have been raiscd by this study. 

lh is  is by no means a completcd w o k  In ordcr for this document to be u n d e r s t d  by the readers 

for what it is contn'buting to the fields of d a n  design and semiology, this document must be read as only a 

part of a much larger process. This work introduces the ideas of semiology, urban design and place making, 

but is not a compieted work on the subject However as this introduction to these subjects, this document 

plays an important initial role in fùrther study. 

The study emptoyed a means of semiotic analysis that was based in the îheory estabIished by the 

semiotician Ferdinand De Saussure. As such a dyadic relationship between the signifier and the signified is 

established. It is recognised by the author of this document that the same case study can be undertaken 

using a îriadic relationship like that proposed by Peirce. By using the triadic format for semiological 

analysis the investigator introduces a component known as the interpretant, which may be argued 

contributes to a more dialogic understanding of urban semiotics. Undertaking this variation on this case 

study is recognised as potentialIy carryuig with it a levcl of dialogic interpretation that may reveal qualities 



of the case study's urban semiosis that are critical to urban identity, particularly h m  the point of view 

from of uhan design and place making. 

Additionally this author understands that the triadic format of anaiysis can contribute to this 

analysis in another way, perhaps chaaging the focus but once again adding dcpth to the case study and the 

methods used in the case study analysis. This depth cornes fiom the combination ofsemiotic analyses. ïhat  

is, this author proposes that the same case study could receive analysis using two types of semiotic analysis, 

both the tnadic and the dyadic, simultaneously, as means of understanding the Tashkent case study. in 

doing so it is Iikely that results gathered h m  the analysis would diffa for the two formats. and as a fesult 

the case study itself could be used as a means of cvaiuating the two semiotic formais. 

The analysis and intervention (based on the rtsults of that analysis) used in this study are singular. 

That is, the Saussurian format of semiotic analysis was used, and consequently the intervention can be 

considered limited to some extent. The intervention proposes mcaningless space and the non-sipifjing 

object as a means of allowing Tashkcnt's transitional culture to frtely express itself. While it is generally 

unders td  amongst most semioticians that the non-signifying object is an impossibility, this author 

recognises this obstacle and addresses it in the urban design as merely one investigator's starting point for 

further thought. 

in the course of completing this document, it became evident that there in fact are other works 

cumently k ing  undertaken by members of other streams of academia. With this in mind, the author of this 

document realises that this wofk could perhaps corne to Guition as merely a component to a greater work. 

A conglomeration of semioticians, planners, literary analysts and so forth could potentiaily al1 be 

assernbled to contribute their understanding of the case study as a collective. in doing so, not only would 

this work fuid a place to conm%ute to a larger dialectic, but also fmd a forum for an analysis that may be 

able to critically evaluate the role of this form of analysis in this kind of case study. 

Baring this kind of evaluation, this author is charged with placing this document within the reaim 

of semiotics, planning, place making and urban design, for the conm'butions that it has made. In its current 

state this document perfonns a semiotic analysis of a transitional culture's urban space. The analysis 

demonstrates an application of Saussurian semiotics that privileges the dyadic relationship between the 

signifier and the signified. The results of this analysis shaped the thoughts of the author and consequently 



the format and theory behind the intervention. As such this document provides an analysis of  a transitional 

culture, an intervention based on Saussurian semiotics, and the initial stages of M e r  study, both iato 

urban semiotics and into the case study. 

If hrther research is to be carricd out within the case study provided in this work, the author 

suggests that other formats of serniotic analysis are used, and additionally, that researchers from other fields 

of  interest such as literature, are included. 
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